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My fellow Monkayoans,
It is with great pride and honor that we present the ExecutiveLegislative Agenda (ELA) 2020 – 2022 with Capacity
Development Agenda. It is one of the mandated plans prepared
for the first 100 days (MC 2019-114) as newly-elected mayor
monitored by the Department of Interior and Local Government.
This three-year participatory processed blueprint of
development is crafted with commitment, competency, care and
compassion, as it embodies our combined dreams and
aspirations for each and every Monkayoan who deserves the
best possible opportunities to achieve true, inclusive, and meaningful progress.
The timely passage of our agenda is a concrete manifestation of the harmonious working
relations of both the executive and legislative branches of the Local Government Unit of
Monkayo in carrying out its mandate and effectively discharging its functions without
compromising check and balance in the local government unit.
Through the services provided by the Municipal Planning and Development Office, we have
an understanding of our municipality as well as threats, challenges and risks confronting the
local government that needs urgent warrant attention, more creative and adaptive solutions
and action simultaneously.
The ELA 2020-2022 is our guide in policy formulation and implementation of various
development programs for the next three years. I am fully confident that this plan will have
broad-based support from our constituents and other stakeholders.
Thus, I am encouraging every Monkayoan to be a partner of authentic change by picking a
role and work out to get the plan moving. Let us all join hands and combine our efforts to
make Monkayo a true model of development. Let us take part in the noble deed of
implementing the plans, programs and projects and making it work.
Together, we will achieve victory!

RAMIL L. GENTUGAYA
Municipal Mayor
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Greetings!!!
Under the Local Government Code of 1991 (RA 7160), the
executive and legislative branches have specific functions. The
executive branch takes charge of the management and actual
operations of the municipal government, while the legislative
branch provides the enabling legislation. Without sacrificing the
principle of check and balance, these two branches need to
cooperate to be able to govern our local government efficiently
and effectively.
In behalf of the Legislative Department, we take pride in
presenting our constituents in the Municipality of Monkayo the Executive-Legislative Agenda
2020-2022, which has been mutually developed and agreed upon by the executive and
legislative departments of the Local Government Unit of Monkayo in consultation with the
various concerned stakeholders.
We have ensured that the legislative agenda we have set is integrated in this plan which is
anchored on the keyword “SERVER”: S – strengthen social care and family welfare; E – ease
of doing business and expanding economic opportunities; R – revision of codes and
ordinances; V – vigorous infrastructure development; E – ensure security, public order, and
safety; and R – responsive local governance, because we, at the Sangguniang Bayan will serve
you with utmost respect, to assist and process all your requests swiftly and efficiently and to
deliver with honesty the services that this local government has to offer for the attainment
of our collective vision and goals.
For the legislative and executive departments, my heartfelt thank you to those who labored
in the formulation of this ELA 2020-2022.
We are more than ready and we are all set to engage in business with the municipality and
to serve our people.
Hoping that this plan will inspire us to make our dreams a reality, encourage us to develop
our potentials and guide us towards achieving equitable progress.
God bless the Municipality of Monkayo!
JOANNA AILEEN A. GENTUGAYA
Municipal Vice Mayor
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line agencies, for their unparalleled and strong support to the planning process by sharing
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their tireless and selfless efforts in the successful completion of the planning process; for
ensuring that its direction embodies Monkayo’s role in achieving the provincial, regional,
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planning process towards their logical conclusion as well as their dedication in completing
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Daghang Salamat!
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Municipal Planning and Development Coordinator
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Alienable and Disposable (A&D) Lands refer to those lands of the public domains which
have been declared by law as not needed for forest purposes.
Basic Services refer to the provision of basic necessities such as: potable water, power and
electricity, and adequate power distribution system; sewerage facilities; and the provision of
health, education, communications, security, recreation, relief and welfare services in
accordance to RA 7279.
Biodiversity is a measure of the number of different plant and animal species living in a
given area, plays an important role in a number of functions that support human life
including pollination, pest control and keeping climate-change-causing carbon dioxide out
of the atmosphere.
Built-up Area composed of areas of intensive use with much of the land covered by
structures. It includes cities, towns, villages, strip developments along highways,
transportation, power, and communication facilities, and areas occupied by mills, shopping
centers, industrial and commercial complexes, and institutions that may, in some instances,
be isolated from urban areas.
Children refer to persons below 18 years of age or those over but are unable to fully take
care of themselves or protect themselves from abuse, neglect, cruelty, exploitation or
discrimination because of physical or mental disability or condition.
Citizens’ Satisfaction Index System is a set of data tools designed to collect and generate
relevant citizens’ feedback on local governments’ service delivery performance and on the
citizens’ general satisfaction.
Civil Society Organization refers to a non-state and non-profit association that works to
improve society and the human condition. Basic types of CSOs include non-governmental
organization, civic organization, cooperative, social movement, professional group, and
business group.
Ecotourism or Nature Based Tourism is a form of tourism that can sustainably use natural
and cultural resources while providing employment opportunities for local communities.
Environment refers to the quantity, quality, diversity and sustainability of renewable and
non-renewable natural resources, including the surrounding environment such as
atmosphere, climate, sound, and odor that are critical determinants of the quality of life. In

a broad sense, it shall include the total environment of man such as economic, social, cultural,
political, and historical factors.
Executive Agenda (EA) is a document that articulates the government program of the
executive department of a province, city or municipality in a given period. It contains the
major development thrusts of the local administration, including the development priorities
of the Local Chief Executive (LCE), towards the attainment of the LGU vision.
Executive-Legislative Agenda (ELA) is a term-based plan culled out from the
Comprehensive Development Plan which contains the major development thrusts and
priorities of both the executive and the legislative branches for the three year term of office.
The ELA is mutually developed and agreed upon by the executive and legislative
departments of the LGU in consultation with the various stakeholders.
Forest as land with an area of more than 0.5 hectare and tree crown cover (or equivalent
stocking level) of more than 10 percent. The trees should be able to reach a minimum height
of 5 meters at maturity in situ (original position/location). It consists of either closed forest
formations where trees of various storeys and undergrowth cover a high proportion of the
ground or open forest formations with a continuous vegetation cover in which tree crown
cover exceeds 10 percent. Young natural stands and all plantations established for forestry
purposes, which have yet to reach a crown density of more than 10 percent or tree height of
5 meters are included under forest.
Forest Land is those ecosystems that have a tree crown density (crown closure percentage)
of 10% or more and are stocked with trees capable of producing timber or other wood
products.
Governance is the legal framework and institutions within which decisions are made in a
society.
Indigenous Peoples are regarded as indigenous on account of their descent from the
populations which inhabited the country, at the time of conquest or colonization or at the
time of inroads of non-indigenous religions and cultures or the establishment of present
state boundaries who retain some or all of their own social, economic, cultural and political
institutions, but who may have been displaced from their traditional domains or who may
have resettled outside their ancestral domains.
Land Tenure is the relationship, whether legally or customarily defined, among people, as
individuals or groups, with respect to land. It is an institution, i.e., rules invented by societies
to regulate behavior. It defines how property rights to land are to be allocated within
societies. They define how access is granted to rights to use, control, and transfer land, as

well as associated responsibilities and restraints. In simple terms, land tenure systems
determine who can use what resources for how long, and under what conditions.
Legislative Agenda (LA) is a package of priority policies and legislative measures designed
to support local development priorities, particularly those contained in the EA. It serves as a
roadmap to guide the Sanggunian or the local legislative council in identifying, analyzing,
and formulating solutions to problems and issues requiring public policy.
Livelihood Programs and Projects include all those schemes which aim to create
employment opportunities through the provision of a package of integrated services, i.e.
technical, financial and other assistance that promote the establishment of income generating activities for poverty/marginal groups. These schemes can either be directly
providing livelihood assistance, or indirectly implementing livelihood programs as part of
the bigger programs undertaken by government agencies in line with their principal
mandates.
Marginalized is groups in society who, for reasons of poverty, geographical inaccessibility,
culture, language, religion, age, gender, migrant status or other disadvantage, have not
benefitted from health, education, employment and other opportunities.
Poor are individuals and families whose income fall below the poverty threshold as defined
by the government or those that cannot afford in a sustained manner to provide their basic
needs of food, health, education, housing, and other amenities.
Production Area refers to areas with slope from 0-50 percent, developed to supply
commercial timber and non-timber products such as bamboo, rattan, horticultural crops,
gums and resins, spices, fiber trees, vines, palms or a combination thereof.
Protected Areas refers to identified portions of land and water set aside by reason of their
unique physical and biological significance and are managed to enhance biological diversity
and protected against destructive human exploitation as provided for in RA 7586, otherwise
known as the National Integrated Protected Systems (NIPAS) Act of 1992.
Solid Waste refers to discarded household, commercial, institutional and industrial
materials, street sweepings, construction debris, agricultural refuse, and other nonhazardous/non-toxic solid excess.
Social Services refer to education, manpower development, health, housing and social
security and welfare services.
Subwatershed is a smaller unit watersheds which collectively flow together to form larger
sub basins and river basins.

Sustainable Consumption and Production refers to the use of services and related
products, which respond to basic needs and bring better quality of life while minimizing the
use of natural resources and toxic materials as well as the emissions of waste and pollutants
over the life cycle of the service or product so as not to jeopardize the needs of further
generations.
Sustainable Development means development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Youth refers to the individuals belonging to the age group 15-30 years old.
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Executive Summary
The Local Government Code (LGC) enacted in 1991 has transferred substantive
portion of development planning and administration functions of the Government to local
government units (LGUs). With this, it has enabled Local Government Unit of Monkayo to
pursue its own development aspirations with its own initiative and resources, in line with
overall development goals and policies of the national government.
Pursuant to Section 106 of the Local Government Code of 1991, each local
government unit is mandated to prepare a comprehensive multi-sectoral development plan
to be initiated by the Municipal Development Council and approved by Sanggunian Bayan,
the municipal government of Monkayo crafted its Executive-Legislative Agenda (ELA) 20202022, a planning document, covering a three-year period corresponding to the term of the
municipal elected officials that is mutually developed and agreed upon by both the
executive and legislative departments of the local government unit.
The ELA 2020-2022 is a people-centered plan, developed with the participation of
various stakeholders to enable, ensure and promote the rights and welfare of the people
in the municipality. The main thrust of the Executive-Legislative Agenda 2020-2022 is to
pursue more integrated and effective development of the Municipality of Monkayo by
assembling various development efforts from the municipal down to barangay local
government units, and by combining various resources including not only natural resources
but also administrative, financial, and most importantly human resources.
Considered as a powerful vehicle for effective local governance, an ELA has the
following important uses: (1) to lead the executive and the legislative branches towards a
unified vision, mission, goals and objectives; (2) to enable the executive and legislative
branches to agree on priority problems and issues; (3) to help the LGU focus on a set of
interventions towards the attainment of a common set of objectives and goals; (4) to
increase the chances for implementation of priority programs of the executive department,
if the legislative branch formulates ordinances in support of the LCE program of
government; and (5) to speed up the implementation of priority projects (DILG, 2009).
It is a participatory process that promotes partnership between local executive and
legislative and the involvement of civil society organizations and other stakeholders in the
identification and programming of three-year development priorities. It is an
implementation instrument that strengthens utilization of local government information,
other plans and stakeholder agenda by building in the resources and capacities required
to carry out the priorities.
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The six strategic thrusts and development priorities which have emerged from
executive workshops and barangay and sectoral consultations are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

equitable social services support
expanding economic opportunities
environmental protection and preservation
building safe and secure community
accelerating infrastructure delivery
advancing institutional capability

Also, in this document subsumes the Capacity Development Agenda 2020-2022. It
serves as basis for: (1) communicating the strategic directions and reform agenda of the
current leadership; (2) allocating the budget requirements of each capacity development
intervention across strategic thrusts and development priorities; (3) mapping out results
framework/ monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of the capacity development
interventions; and, (4) generating accountabilities for institutionalizing and reaping the
gains of the capacity development intervention.
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Chapter I

Historical Background
Tradition says it was from kalaw, as high-perched hornbill that Monkayo got its
original name. Actually, it was Fr. Saturnino C. Urios, a Jesuit, who founded the settlement
at Bucana, now part of barangay Banlag, and gave it the name Moncayo. The settlement
was formally recognized in July 1879 in an area at the convergence of Agusan and Manat
rivers. At the time, the village was composed only of 30 families. Later, it expanded to 62 in
1884, and in 1890 grew to 184. To lead it, Dagohoy, a Dibabawon datu, was appointed as
its first gobernadorcillo, or mayor.
The word ‘Moncayo’ was derived from Mons Caunus (Latin) or Monte Cano (Italian),
which means “white mountain,” and is the name of a snow peak in the Sierra del Moncayo
and the Sistema Iberico, Spain. The Spanish mountain’s summit hosts the statue of Virgin
of Pilar, patron saint of Aragon. It is close to Veruela, a foothill region.
Earlier, on January 25, 1877, Fr. Domingo Bove, SJ, made the first missionary stopover
there. He arrived by boat near the bar of Manat, in front of the house of Dagohoy. The visit
was not about conversion but about a trail that would bring him to Davao via the short
route.
More than a year after Monkayo was founded the settlement was already a beehive
of human activity. It had now many houses and a convento (rectory). By January 1881,
construction of the church became frenzied. But the coming of the annual flood at the
confluence of Agusan and Manat rivers would force the transfer the settlement to higher
grounds. Fr. Urios agreed to move the old rectory to a place where a road could be built
accessing the Salug area by horse.
Inter-tribal rivalries
When the Americans set up a Philippines Constabulary (PC) headquarters in
Monkayo to contain banditry and tribal strife, they named it Camp Kalaw. The camp was a
replacement of the dismantled Spanish tercio base camp. It was under American
supervision until it turned over to Filipinos.
For a brief period in 1913, 3rd Inspector Eriberto B. Misa, a 1912 Philippine Military
Academy alumnus from Bolinao, Pangasinan, later director of Bureau of Prisons (19371949), was assigned in Monkayo; he called the camp a “wretched post.” Though his stint
was short, the Manobo remembered him as the young officer who brought along his
Spanish mestiza wife to live among the natives.
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In 1930, Captain Antonio S. Hernandez, a surgeon, was installed head of the
campsite. Other officers who served the camp that year were First Lt. Mauro F. Feraren, a
dental surgeon, as deputy, and First Lt. Lamberto B. Caños. Hernandez was relieved by First
Lt. and Medical Inspector Hospicio L. Solidum, who was given the Surigao and Butuan areas
as added assignments. Caños was the PC officer who solved the March 3, 1933 killing of
three Japanese in Sirawan, Santa Cruz. The killers were found guilty by the Court of First
Instance of Davao of triple murder.
Creation of villages
Under American rule, Monkayo became a municipal district on February 23, 1921,
under Executive Order No. 8 signed by American Governor General Francis Burton Harrison.
Created alongside with Monkayo were Batulaki (Sarangani), Compostela, Caburan (Jose
Abad Santos), Malita, Guianga (part of Davao City), Kapalong, Tagum, Camansa
(Montevista), Saug (Asuncion), Pantukan, Lupon, Surup (Gov. Generoso), Sigaboy (Gov.
Generoso), and Samal. The order provided Monkayo with six barrios.
When Monkayo was constituted as a town on September 4, 1954, under Executive
Order No. 65, signed by President Ramon Magsaysay Sr., it has only of eleven barrios,
namely Muñoz, Baylo, Haguimitan, Banglasang, Camungangan, Mamunga, Babag, Pilan
[sic], Libasan, Bankerohan, and Linoan. Four of the barangays now form part of the
Municipality of Montevista. When Republic Act 2744 was enacted on June 19, 1960, two
more new barangays were added, namely San Isidro and Banlag.
On June 21, 1969, Republic Act 5566 reconstituted the town with five more
barangays. Sitios San Jose, Tagusab, Tigbawan, Totoy, Upper Tigbawan, Tawan, Upper Tina
and Lower Totoy collectively became Barrio San Jose, while the sitios of Rizal, Upper
Gabanan, Patinay and Tabontabon became Barrio Rizal. The sitios of Casoon, Legasi, Oling
Dungga, Manakong, and Tabonan were grouped into Barrio Casoon while the sitios of
Macopa, Tandawan and San Miguel became Barrio Macopa. The sitios of Hulip, Upper
Mamunga, Matangad and Upper Liboton were formed into Barrio Hulip.
Today, the municipality has a total of 21 barangays.
World War II
During World War II, Monkayo became an important military outpost. It was at the
poblacion that the 81st Military Division under the command of Col. Ruperto Kangleon set
up camp and retained its old name as Camp Kalaw. In January 1942, he was appointed
regimental commander of the 81st Infantry, or the Agusan-Davao Sector. When Bataan feel
in May 1942 and the Americans surrendered, he submitted the control of Camp Kalaw to
the Japanese. He was imprisoned in Butuan, making him the highest ranking USAFFE officer
to surrender in Monkayo.
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Tomas P. Saludares, a native of Dingras, Ilocos Norte who was married to Rosario
Ibañez, a Monkayo native, was a first sergeant of the 5th Davao Company, PC, stationed in
Moncayo before the outbreak of the war. When conflict erupted, he was assigned with the
intelligence unit of the 81st Infantry in the northern sector of Davao. He joined the
resistance movement where he was a commissioned officer, company commander, and
battalion adjutant in the guerrilla outfit under by Col. Claro Laureta, the hero of the Battle
of Ising (Carmen, Davao del Norte). On March 18, 1966, he died of stomach cancer in
Mandaluyong and was buried at the Fort Bonifacio’s Libingan ng mga Bayani. His remains
have since been re-interred at the Davao Memorial Park.
Davao-Butuan road
The opening of the 183-km Davao-Butuan Road on November 21, 1960, opened the
undivided province of Davao to logging concessions. Areas considered wild and
inaccessible became easy target for the waves of migration that followed. The all-weather,
permanent road was realized through the International Cooperation Administration, which
invested US$27 million worth of equipment, steel, and other materials. The Philippine
government contributed a counterpart share of P54 million. Effectively, the project linked
the 250-km stretch that separated the cities of Davao and Butuan.
The far-reaching impact of this new initiative was not lost in terms of economic gains.
The logging industry was enhanced, food production expanded due to cheaper transport
and access, new agricultural areas, estimated at 300,000, were opened to small and
medium-scale plantations, and the mining of natural resources was greatly improved.
Quarter of century earlier, in late 1938, Gen. Paulino T. Santos, then commanding
chief of the Philippine Army, and a party of technical men from the National Economic
Council, the College of Agriculture, and the bureaus of Science, Plant Industry, Animal
Industry, Forestry, and Lands, surveyed huge swaths of land in Mindanao and chose three
sites for development. The preferred areas were North and South Koronadal, Kidapawan
(now a city), in Cotabato, and the Compostela-Monkayo District in Davao. Collectively,
these areas had a total area of 200,000 hectares of fertile farm lands.
Natural calamities
Since its creation in 1879, Monkayo has had a long history of flooding, most of them
due to the overflowing of Agusan River. The worse on record took place on January 22-24,
1916 when floods hit many parts of Mindanao, In Agusan Province the losses were massive
where the swelled rivers rose to an average of 25 feet above the ordinary level. The towns
that bore the brunt of flooding were one meter or more under water and in other areas as
high as three to five meters. At Moncayo, water was measured at around 35 feet above its
ordinary level, and the town was practically destroyed.
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The most destructive floods to hit town actually took place in 1913, 1926, 1936, 1954,
and 1966. Records show that in 1926, Agusan River swelled with water reaching 30 feet,
literally submerging the entire town and forcibly sending people to higher grounds. Even
houses on stilt near riverbanks were not spared from the inundation.
In the post-war period, the experts blamed the almost annual swelling of the mighty
Agusan River to deforestation and the rise of riverbank settlements that affected the natural
flow of the waterway. As mining spillovers and tailings were drained from the mountainous
tunnels, erosion led to siltation and then to the narrowing of river banks. As a result, the
colonial government promptly established climate observatories. As of January 1, 1920,
Monkayo became one of four weather stations in Davao and one of three volunteer or
cooperative stations under the Weather Bureau.
Pre-1931 American-era records also showed the recurrence of earthquakes in
Monkayo, most of them intensity three in the Rossi-Forel scale. Earlier geologic studies
indicated the tremors could have been due to the proximity of the town’s location to the
Philippine Fault, a 1,200-km earthquake line originally believed to extend up to Davao Gulf
from the north. A 1994 oceanographic survey conducted by the French research vessel
L’Atalante disputed this. Scientists found that the earthquake line “cuts across from the
Surigao Peninsula to Mati, Davao Oriental and loses its strength and motion in Pujada Bay
entering the Moluccas Sea.”
Typhoon of 1912
In 1912, Monkayo, an interior region, was hit by a typhoon. Based on the missionary
letters, the vortex of the freak storm entered Mindanao via the northern sector of Baganga
and south of Cateel on November 27 before crossing Agusan River between Jativa and
Compostela. The observation was from the people on board steamer Fernandez Hermanos
in Bislig, and those in the stations of Davao and Cagayan. Fr. Bernardino Llobera, a
missionary in Caraga, gave a detailed account of the storm.
The convent at Manay had its roof entirely removed and the church destroyed along
with several neighborhood houses. In Santa Fe, the church, courthouse, and more houses
collapsed. At Manurigao and Baculin the story was no different. Baganga was completely
ruined, while five houses remained standing in Cateel. Fr. Raimundo Villa, SJ, assigned in
Cateel, said the people told him no typhoon of equal severity was felt in the place since its
existence, and it took a decade to recover from its effects.
Fr. Cristobal Sastre, stationed on the Agusan, reported that the “typhoon destroyed
all the towns of the higher Agusan, especially those between Jativa and Compostela. The
two walls of vegetation on each side of river that shut in the view completely have entirely
disappeared. Many trees were uprooted and the rest being stripped clean of leaves. In none
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of the towns struck by the typhoon could I find a house in which to lodge, as they had been
all swept away by the fury of the storm.”
On December 4, 2012, after a century of lull, Monkayo was devastated by super
typhoon Pablo (international name Typhoon Bopha) making landfall as a Category 5 super
typhoon with winds of 280 km/hour destructing natural resources, properties and claimed
lives.
The tribes
Monkayo, now a thriving first-class municipality, is still home to four but diluted
tribes and subtribes, namely: Mandaya, Manobo, Dibabawon, and Mangguangan.
Regarded as an elite tribe, the Mandaya is the “oldest and the most illustrious of the
peoples” in Davao region, its affinity to Kamayu or Kamayo (Mandaya for “yours”). They
sang hymns of praise called tudom and long epic narratives known as owaging, danced
and held rituals, chewed betel nuts, believed in polygamy, prayed to the spirits and other
lesser gods, and feasted on animals caught in a pangayaw (hunting). They wore skirts and
dagmay woven from abaca and dyed with hues extracted from sikalig, a kind of shrub.
Mandaya women are restricted from exposing their body nude.
In the last decades of the 19th century, Dr. Joseph Montano, a French anthropologist
who visited the Mandaya areas, called the Mandayas as the “aristocracy of the Mindanao
tribes,” or in some accounts “los Españoles de Mindanao.” The can still be found in the subCaragan regions near the common boundary of Compostela Valley, Agusan del Sur, Davao
Oriental, and Surigao del Sur but without the customary adornments such as the traditional
earrings, nose pierces, and body tattoos.
The Manobo possessed a hierarchy, with the bagani holding the reins of power.
Though they held the clout, most baganis were not always keen in attacking settlements
knowing that a community organized by missionaries always enjoyed special Spanish
concern and military protection. Traditionally, they lived on coastal strips or along the
riverbanks. For them to be converted to Christianity, the missionaries had to encourage
them to move to small townships that served as the heart of the residential area. Generally,
converts were classified into two groups, namely “those who lived in the town (poblacion
or cabecera); and those in the barrios which were more or less distant, more or less isolated,
and therefore were infrequently in contact with the church or civil authorities.”
Manobo houses used bamboo and nipa for roofing and walls and round timbers for
main posts. A boundary system defined by building a fence around the house was an
evolving practice when the missionaries first arrived. To ensure a steady supply of water,
especially during rainy days and when flooding swelled the riverbanks, they dug wells. The
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Manobo is one of three tribes under a larger group, the Kalagan, lumped together with the
Mansaka and Tagakaolo (from caoyo, “headwater”).
The Dibabawon, a Manobo sub-tribe, “were great braggarts and fanatic in their
opinion; they were polygamous and had such cruel manners that for no reason at all they
would kill each other”. To assuage them, the Mandaya had to give them slaves to keep
them contented; otherwise, they would kill and harm other tribes. Traditionally, they
occupied the Monkayo-Salug area, along the riverbanks but on the elevated sections.
Known for their cruel manners and short temper, they are actually related to the Manobo
due to its “language, general culture, and religious belief, and by genealogy”.
The sub-tribe is also known for their combs that had a band of beaten silver laid
across the convex part above the teeth were known to have come from the Dibabawons of
Monkayo or from a composite group living in the upper section of the river.
A close kin of the Dibabawon tribe, the Mangguangan chiefly populate only the
regions of New Corella, they still practice some of old tribal customs. In farming, they
embrace the kaingin (swidden) farming, and live in highly dispersed communities with their
mostly nuclear families. A Mangguangan house is known as the tog’gan, a raised domicile
that uses sturdy, round timbers as posts. It has walls that are from the bark of a lauan
(Shorea negrosensis), with its low hipped gable roof made from rattan leaves lashed on
bamboo laths. The interior of the house is the abohan (hearth), while at the sides are the
sinabong, raised platforms used as private quarters.
Administrators
From 1879 to 2017, Monkayo has been under two gobernadorcillos, 10 municipal
district presidents, four appointed mayors and successors, two officers-in-charge, and 8
post-Edsa elected mayors, namely: Gobernadorcillos: Luis Dagohoy (1879-80); and Jose
Andipan (1881-85); municipal district presidents: Lino Cervantes (1917-20); Adolfo
Mongado (1921-29); Ignacio Cervantes (1930-34); Ildefonso Labrador, Sr. (1936-38); Pedro
Aroma (1936-37); Jose Ibañez (1938-39); Policarpio Aquino. Sr. (1939-40); Feliciano
Cervantes (1941-43); Antonio Superable (1944-45); and Julian de la Cruz (1945-54);
Appointed mayors: Angelo S. Ortiz (1954–1955); Alejandro D. Peñaranda (1955; 1964-66);
Severino C. Lacson (1956–1963); Cecilia A. dela Paz (1966);
Elected mayors and officers-in-charge (OIC): Jose M. T. Amacio (1964-1972);
Anastacio C. Basañes (1972–1986); Constantino T. Alcaraz (1986-1987; 1988-1992); Mariano
Damayo Umpad (1987–1988); Rizal G. Gentugaya (1992-1998; 2003-2004); Avelino Tingson
Cabag (1998-2001); Joel B. Brillantes (2001-2003); Manuel B. Brillantes, Jr. (2004–2013);
Joselito B. Brillantes (2013-2016); and Ramil L. Gentugaya (2016-2022).
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Chapter II

Scope and Limitation of the ELA 2020-2022
The participatory and responsive Executive-Legislative Agenda with Capacity
Development Agenda is a three-year plan covering 2020-2022 reconciling the concerns of
executive branch, legislative branch, 21 barangay local government units and the local
communities in bringing about better partnership and sustainable management of the
Monkayo's resources. It covers the total land area of the municipality with 67,541.81
hectares excluding the contested area with its adjacent municipalities of Laak and
Montevista in the province of Compostela Valley and municipalities of Sta. Josefa and
Trento in the province of Agusan del Sur.
This three-year ELA is an integrated plan that contains the major development
thrusts and priorities of both the executive and legislative branches towards a common
vision for the municipality as well as an instrument that will prioritize responses to multistakeholder needs, such as programs, projects, activities, legislations and capacity
development programs, and put into action local development plans.
The plan focused and delimited on the 21 component barangays of the municipality.
It is culled out from the approved Comprehensive Development Plan 2017-2022 and
reviewed Comprehensive Land Use Plan 2018-2027 of the municipality to help direct and
rationalize the development of environmentally sensitive and fragile zones and
communities in Monkayo as it will provide a take-off point for future expanded coverage
of the comprehensive and sustainable land use planning system to include other
environmentally sensitive and isolated communities requiring more detailed treatment.
Guided by the concepts and processes articulated in the rationalized local planning
system and JMC No. 001, S. 2007 on harmonization of local planning, investment
programming, budgeting and revenue administration, the ELA takes into consideration
synchronization and harmonization of planning, investment programming, revenue
administration, and budgeting and management grounded on sectoral and cross-sectoral
concerns and priorities at the local level. This governmental process demands a thorough
work of validating and prioritizing issues and concerns, revisiting the Vision, Mission and
Goals, defining key issues, identifying desired outcomes, identifying preferred options,
strategic planning, presentation and critiquing, and action planning.
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Chapter III

Methodology
In accordance with the Executive Order No. 2019-044 (Annex A), the Local Chief
Executive of Monkayo directed the mobilization of the Executive-Legislative Agenda (ELA)
Team for the preparation of the Executive-Legislative Agenda and Capacity Development
Agenda of the Municipality of Monkayo, which is composed of the personnel coming from
Municipal Mayor’s Office, Municipal Administrator’s Office, Municipal Planning and
Development Office, Municipal Engineer, Municipal Social Welfare and Development
Office, Municipal Environment and Natural Resources Office, Municipal Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management Office, Municipal Vice-Mayor’s Office, Secretary to the
Sangguniang Bayan Office with CSO participant and facilitated by the Municipal Local
Government Operations Officer.
The ELA Team is tasked to prepare and formulate the Executive-Legislative Agenda
2020-2022 anchored on the overarching mission, vision and goals of the Municipality of
Monkayo following the suggested process. Refer to Table 1.
Table 1
Executive-Legislative Agenda Process
ELA Process

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24

Major Outputs
ELA Team organized;
work plan drafted
initial shortlist of
priority issues
validated list of
priority issues
revisited vision,
mission statement
defined goals and
objectives
list of priority
programs, projects
and activities, HR and
capacity
development needs

1. Planning to plan
2. Prioritizing issues
3. Consulting with
stakeholder
4. Defining/revisiting the
LGU vision/mission
5. Formulating goals and
objectives
6. Prioritizing programs,
projects, capacity
development needs
7. Determining
legislative
requirements

list of priority
legislative measures

8. Building commitment

ELA validated by
stakeholders; formal
support obtained
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MDC endorsement of
the ELA; SB approval
of the ELA; and
review executive
budget and AIP
LGU and department
operational plans
formulated; resource
mobilization
strategies identified
ELA Communications
Plan and Team
formed
ELA Performance
Management Plan
and Team formed

9. Securing endorsement
and approval

10. Moving the ELA to
action

11. Popularizing the ELA
12. Managing and
sustaining ELA
implementation

The ELA Team secured both primary and secondary data from the Municipal
Planning and Development Office (MPDO) as sources of information. It includes Rapid
Community-Based Monitoring System (RCBMS), Citizen Satisfaction Index System (CSIS),
and public consultations.
 RCBMS is an organized way of collecting information at the household and
barangay level for use of LGUs, national government, non-government and
other civil society organizations. It is a tool for evidenced-based planning and
budgeting, evidenced-based community-driven development process,
identifying eligible beneficiaries and projects, monitoring targets and goals
down to the barangay and household levels, conducting outcome-based
evaluation, and assessing the impact of climate change.
 CSIS is a set of data tools designed to collect and generate relevant citizens’
feedback on local governments’ service delivery performance and on the
citizens’ general satisfaction. It is an assessment tool for the service delivery
performance of local governments based largely on the knowledge, experience
and perception of the people. The CSIS assessed the reach and quality of basic
government services in Monkayo on health, support to education, social welfare,
governance and response, public works and infrastructure, environmental
management, and economic and investment promotion form the point-of-view
of the people as clients and as citizens.
 during the Civil Society Organization orientation, the ELA Team conducted and
focus-group discussion to solicit key issues and proposed programs, projects ,
and activities.
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The whole procedure consistently adhered to convergent planning and decisionmaking mechanisms between the executive and legislative departments of the municipality,
with the valuable support and inputs from the Municipal Development Council and its
sectoral and functional committees.
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Chapter IV

Geophysical Characteristics
Location
The Municipality of Monkayo is located in the northern most part of Compostela
Valley Province. It lies on the grid squares 7°42’ to 8°00’ latitude and 125°57’ to 126°12’
longitude, and bounded on the north by the Province of Agusan Sur, somewhere in the 8th
parallel, to the south by the Municipalities of Compostela and Montevista, to the west by
the Municipality of Laak and east by the Municipality of Boston, Davao Oriental. Refer to
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Map of Compostela Valley showing Municipality of Monkayo
From Davao City, the municipality of Monkayo is 120 kilometers away and is
approximately a three-hour bus ride traversing along the Philippine-Japan Friendship
Road/Maharlika Road/Asian Highway 26.
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In the Northwestern Section, access can be made through a graveled road traversing
through Barangays Banlag and San Jose, towards the Northwestern boundary with Laak.
The road in Crossing Sarmiento, Barangay Banlag will proceed to Sitio Liwanag then to
Barangay Awao. Another road leads from national highway near the Iglesia ni Cristo Church
going up to Barangay San Jose center, going up to sitios Tag-usab, Totoy, Mabuhay and
Barangay Awao.
In the Northeastern Section, a one lane road beginning from Crossing Haguimitan
towards the interior parts of the barangay ending up in Agusan River. A road from National
Highway (Barangay Baylo) towards Lower and Upper Buay and towards Mt. Diwata within
DMPI logging road. Another road from National Highway (Barangay Pasian area) towards
Sitio Odiongan and other sitios located in Mt. Pasian in PICOP road 7.
In the Southeastern Section, the main access road in this section starts from National
Highway, (Petron Station) and passes through Barangays Salvacion, Union and Tubo-tubo,
and towards Barangay Naboc. Turning left at Brgy. Union rotonda is a road leading to
Barangay Upper Ulip and Barangay Mt. Diwata. A road beginning from Salvacion center
leads towards interior Buay, going up the PICOP road. A trail from Upper Ulip is used to
reach Sitio Matangad.
At the East-West Territory, a road emanating from the National Highway cuts across
Barangay Poblacion center towards Purok 12 to Sitio Lower Ulip, Magas, Mamunga, Babag
and Macopa up to Monkayo and Compostela boundaries (Pilar and Mangayon). A
provincial road crossing with the National Highway at Km. 113 is the access road to Brgys.
Inambatan and Macopa.
Land Area
Monkayo has a total land area of 67,541.81 hectares comprising 21 barangays. The
newly created barangays is Mt. Diwata through Provincial Ordinance No. 01 series 1987.
This was previously part of barangay Upper Ulip. The municipality’s land area is 15% of the
total land area of Compostela Valley Province which is 466,693 hectares. Refer to Table 2
and Figure 2.
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Table 2
Land Area and Classification by Barangay
Area (in Hectares)
A&D

Forestland

Total

Percent to
Total

Awao

3,923.62

4,460.29

8,383.91

12.41

Banlag

771.63

1,319.53

2,091.15

3.10

1,883.78

2,882.76

4,766.55

7.06

998.74

4,126.82

5,125.56

7.59

Haguimitan

1,516.44

131.04

1,647.48

2.44

Inambatan

815.19

154.99

970.18

1.44

Macopa

930.52

876.14

1,806.66

2.67

Mamunga

942.46

131.77

1,074.23

1.59

Mt. Diwata

-

811.08

811.08

1.20

726.34

411.98

1,138.32

1.69

Olaycon

1,153.46

401.92

1,555.38

2.30

Pasian

6,738.46

9,595.96

16,379.42

24.25

729.38

2,436.02

3,165.40

4.69

Salvacion

1,277.51

2,403.08

3,680.59

5.45

San Isidro

1,284.79

474.63

1,759.42

2.60

San Jose

1,008.53

1,252.13

2,260.66

3.35

Tubo-tubo

1,412.89

1,081.27

2,494.17

3.69

Upper Ulip

870.99

3,982.86

4,853.85

7.19

830.49

-

830.49

1.23

Poblacion

1,527.11

-

1,527.11

2.26

Union

1,220.19

-

1,220.19

1.81

30,562.52

36,934.29

67,541.81

100.00%

Barangay
Upland Barangays

Baylo
Casoon

Naboc

Rizal

Lowland Barangays
Babag

Total
Source: MPDO, 2018
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Figure 2. Administrative Map of the Municipality of Monkayo

Topography and Slope
The topography of the municipality is characterized by extensive mountain ranges
and vast rolling area with uneven distribution of lowlands. The mountains are naturally
endowed with rich forest. Mt. Olagusan on the northwest serves as the boundary between
the Municipality of Monkayo and the Municipality of Laak. Barangays situated in this area
are: Olaycon, Banlag, San Isidro, San Jose, Casoon and Awao. In the northwest Mt.
Agtuuganon serves as the boundary between Monkayo and the Municipalities of Cateel
and Boston, Davao Oriental.
A total land area of 17,319.58 hectares (25.64%) has a slope of 30-50% or hilly to
mountainous while 22.66% of the land area has a slope of 0-8% or level to undulating.
Moreover, 21.05% of the land area has a slope above 50% or mountainous areas.
Elevation
Majority of the municipality’s land area has an elevation of 100-500 meters above
sea level constituting to 32,665.28 hectares (48.36%) of which 75.79% (24,757.08 hectares)
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is located in the forestland. About 24,352.70 hectares or 36.06% has an elevation of 0-100
meters above sea level while 2.46% has an elevation of above 1,000 meters above sea level.
Soil Type and Slope Classification
The Municipality of Monkayo is predominantly occupied by complex volcanic
mountains covering to 32.74% or 22,686 hectares of the total land area of the municipality.
It is followed by a low and high sedimentary foot hills and ridges that are characterized by
an elevation of lowland and upland/hilly land. It is located in Banlag, Baylo, San Jose,
Olaycon, Awao, Haguimitan, Pasian, Rizal, Upper Ulip, Salvacion, Macopa, Inambatan,
Casoon and San Isidro. It covers 21.93% having 15,196 hectares of the total land area. Its
soil depth is 50-100 cm. moderately deep.
As to slope classification, 0-8% which is classified as level to undulating has an area
of 26,327 hectares or 38% of the total land area. Areas which are more than 50% in slope
or classified as very steep, contains an area of 9,566 or 13.8% of the total land area.
Climate and Rainfall
The Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services Administration
(PAGASA) utilizes three climatic classification systems, namely: Corona, Hernandez, and
Koppen. The Corona classification gives emphasis on season type, the Hernandez on the
number of wet and dry months, and the Koppen on the temperature range and the amount
of rainfall in the driest month.
Based on Corona Climatological Classification, the climate of the Monkayo is
generally classified as Type IV, which characterized by rainfall evenly distributed throughout
the year. The average rainfall is 3,456 mm. There is a difference of 319 mm of precipitation
between the driest and wettest months. However, it is observed that November, December
and January are usually the wettest, while May and June are the driest. During the same
period, average temperature ranged between 26.00C to 30.00C, although this has been
increased for the past years. The variation in annual temperature is around 1.80 C. Common
climate hazards identified in Monkayo include flooding and rain-induced hazards based on
the information collected and analyzed.
It is said that the rainfall in Monkayo is significant, with precipitation even during the
driest month. This climate is considered to be Af according to the Köppen-Geiger climate
classification where precipitation in driest month at least 60 mm. In 2018 report of World
Weather Online, November has the highest rainfall with 200.3 mm and 27 days with rain
while July has the lowest number of rainy days and a mean monthly rainfall of 13.68 mm.
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Land Classification
As gleaned in Table 3, a total of 30,607.53 hectares or 45.32% is classified as
alienable and disposable (A & D) lands while forestland comprises 36,934.29 hectares or
54.68% of the total area.
Table 3
Land Classification
Area
(in Hectares)

% to Total

Alienable & Disposable Land ( A & D)

30,607.53

45.32

Forestland

36,934.29

54.68

Total

67,541.81

100.00

Land Classification

Source: MPDO, 2018

There are 19 barangays with forestland area identified in the municipality where
Barangay Pasian has the largest area with 9,595.96 hectares or 25.98% while Barangay
Haguimitan has the smallest area with 131.04 hectares or 0.35% of the total forestland area
of Monkayo. See Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Land Classification Map of the Municipality of Monkayo
Watersheds
Monkayo is within the Agusan River Basin which is the third largest river basin in the
Philippines with drainage area of 10,921 km². It is located in the northeastern part of
Mindanao. The Agusan River passes mainly through three (3) provinces in Region XI and
Caraga. The river originates from the slopes of Davao Oriental, traverses northward through
Compostela Valley, Agusan Marsh in Agusan del Sur, and Agusan del Norte, before draining
into Butuan Bay.
There are four subwatersheds identified in Monkayo, namely: Logom-Baobo, Upper
Agusan, Saug River and Simulao subwatersheds. Upper Agusan subwatershed covers
22,580.78 hectares (61.14%) of forestland, it is followed by Simulao subwatershed which
covers 28.94% (10,690.48 has) of the forestland. Refer to Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Watershed and Drainage Map
Hazard Areas
Based on the Climate and Disaster Risk Assessment (CDRA) 2017 report, Monkayo
identified flooding, rain-induced landslide and faultline as its major hazards and threats
that pose a greater risk to its people and resources. Its impacts include injury, loss of life,
property damage, loss of livelihood and services, social and economic disruption, and
environmental damage.
a. Flooding
About 13.34% (CDRA, 2017) of the total land area of the municipality is
considered susceptible to flooding which covers 8,690.98 hectares of A&D and
315.74 hectares of forestland. There are 229.58 hectares or 0.02% of the total
forestland in the municipality is susceptible to flooding and is categorized as high
and 53.21 hectares (0.14%) is categorized as very high.
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While the risk of flooding can fluctuate annually, several areas in the
municipality have historically absorbed the brunt of damage, including those
near the major inland waterways. Floods are the natural disaster that disrupts the
people’s lives making it the most common natural disaster experienced in
Monkayo. A total of 37,773 persons vulnerable to flooding constituting to 39.90%
of the total population of the municipality. There are 1,424 (1.50%) individuals
living within the forestland who are highly and very highly susceptible to
flooding. There are 8,989 households vulnerable to flooding or 42.19% of the
total municipal households wherein 424 households are within the forestland
situated in Awao, Mt. Diwata, San Jose and Upper Ulip. Refer to Figure 5.

Figure 5. Flood Susceptibility Map of the Municipality of Monkayo
b. Rain-induced landslide
The potential for loss of life and assets from landslides is increasing in many
mountainous and hilly areas of the municipality. It has been observed in
Monkayo that logging, residential and infrastructure development and other
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activities continue to expand on slopes with very high risk of landslides. Excessive
soil water content is the primary cause of slope failure while steep slopes, weak
soils, or topography that concentrates water are the main factors contributing to
landslide risk. Poorly constructed roads and the loss of soil reinforcement and
water extraction by tree roots increases the probability of landslides during
triggering events such as prolonged heavy rainfall.
About 53.36% of the municipality’s total land area is highly susceptible to
landslide wherein 36,041.34 hectares are within the forestland. There are 933.53
hectares considered very high susceptibility to landslide of which 57.68% is within
the forestland.
There are 91,263 persons vulnerable to landslide or 96.41% of the total
population of Monkayo. There are 21,718 (23.79%) inhabitants within the
forestland highly to very highly vulnerable to landslide. There are 2,873 (13.37%)
households that are highly to very highly vulnerable to landslide within the
forestland. Mt. Diwata registered with the most number of households
susceptible to rain-induced landslide which accounted to 74.53% of its total
household population. Refer to Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Landslide Susceptibility Map of the Municipality of Monkayo
c. Faultline
There is a fault line within the municipality identified and reported by the
Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS) with 10.75 linear
kilometers passing through 13 barangays. About 10.47% of the fault line area is
within the forestland. Refer to Figure 7.
A total of 183 (0.19%) persons are within the five (5) meters’ buffer zone of
the identified fault line area of which 68 persons living within the forestland
particularly in barangays Awao and Inambatan. There are 46 households situated
within the five (5) meters’ buffer zone of the identified fault line area wherein 14
households are within the forestland, 13 of which is located in Brgy. Awao.
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Figure 7. Fault Line Map of the Municipality of Monkayo
Land Use
Land use involves the management and modification of natural
environment/resources into built environment such as settlements and semi-natural
habitats such as arable fields, pastures, and managed forestlands. A total of 30,607.53
hectares or 45.32% is classified as alienable and disposable (A&D) lands while forestland
comprises 36,934.29 hectares or 54.68% of the total area.
There are 18,320.90 hectares (59.86% of total A&D) rice paddies and for agricultural
production in the municipality. Urban use including residential area, socialized housing,
commercial area, government center and industrial zones comprised 39.91% of the A&D
of the municipality. Refer to Table 4 and Figure 8.
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Table 4
Existing Land Use of the Municipality of Monkayo
Area
Land Uses
(hectares)
Forestland
36,934.29
Alienable and Disposable Lands
30,607.53
Protected Agricultural Land (rice paddies)
18,320.90
Urban Use
12,214.00
Residential
9,843.52
Socialized Housing
328.88
Commercial
1,308.74
Institutional
441.07
Industrial
278.10
Agri-Industrial
13.70
Special Use
72.63
Cockfighting Arena
0.2809
Tourism
2.9200
Cemetery
45.7528
Eco-Park
4.7680
Military Reservation
10.0000
Home for the Aged
1.0000
Municipal Memorial Park
7.9072
Source: MPDO, 2018
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Figure 8. Existing Land Use Map of the Municipality of Monkayo
CADT Area
Other issuance of legal right is the issuance of Certificate of Ancestral Domain Title
(CADT) by the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) by virtue of Republic
Act No. 8371 which refers to a title formally recognizing the rights of possession and
ownership of indigenous peoples over their ancestral domains identified and delineated in
accordance with this law. Monkayo CADT has a total land area of 27,901.13 hectares which
is 41.31% of the total area of the municipality. However, the CADT areas had expanded to
34,433.60 hectares because of the boundary conflicts and overlapping CADTs with the
adjacent municipalities in Compostela Valley and Davao Oriental such as Montevista CADT,
Laak CADT, New Bataan CDAT and Boston CADT. Refer to Figure 9.
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Figure 9. CADT Area
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Chapter V

Population and Demographic Profile
Demography
Monkayo is composed of one urban barangay and 20 rural barangays. Among the
cities and municipalities in Davao region, Monkayo ranked 9th in terms of population size
with 94,658 persons and ranked 1st in the Province of Compostela Valley based on the
2015 census with a population density of 140 inhabitants per square kilometer (PSA, 2015).
Refer to Table 5.
Of the 21 barangays in Monkayo, the largest in terms of population size is Poblacion
with 19,382 persons that are accounted 20.48% of the municipal’s total population. It is
followed by Mt. Diwata with 14,573 persons and Casoon with 5,704 persons. San Isidro is
the least populous barangay with 1,401 persons. It is followed by Inambatan and Rizal with
1,609 persons and 1,770 persons, respectively.
The most densely populated was Barangay Mt. Diwata, with a population density of
1,797 persons per square kilometer. This figure is more than 13 times higher than the
population density of 140 persons per square kilometer at the municipal level. The most
sparsely populated was Barangay Pasian, with 30 persons per square kilometer. In terms of
the distribution by sex, there is a predominance of male population in the municipality, with
males comprising 52.65% or 49,840 persons.
Table 5
Population by Barangay
Area

No. of
Household

Male

Female

Total

Awao

8,383.91

1,039

2,449

2,093

4,542

54

Banlag

2,091.15

1,063

2,378

2,093

4,471

214

Baylo

4,766.55

670

1,578

1,468

3,046

64

Casoon

5,125.56

1,376

2,989

2,715

5,704

111

Haguimitan

1,647.48

506

1,141

1,017

2,158

166

Inambatan

970.18

376

900

709

1,609

131

Macopa

1,806.66

580

1,354

1,199

2,553

141

Mamunga

1,074.23

427

951

885

1,836

171

Mt. Diwata

811.08

3,349

7,996

6,577

14,573

1,797

1,138.32

711

1,446

1,352

2,798

246

Barangay

Population

Density

Upland Barangays

Naboc
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Olaycon

1,555.38

537

1,250

1,126

2,376

153

Pasian

16,379.42

1,148

2,623

2,369

4,992

30

Rizal

3,165.40

425

880

890

1,770

56

Salvacion

3,680.59

862

1,898

1,613

3,511

95

San Isidro

1,759.42

311

757

644

1,401

80

San Jose

2,260.66

634

1,553

1,418

2,971

131

Tubo-tubo

2,494.17

817

1,921

1,703

3,624

145

Upper Ulip

4,853.85

1,047

2,573

2,232

4,805

99

830.49

695

1,725

1,556

3,281

395

Poblacion

1,527.11

3,897

9,756

9,626

19,382

1,269

Union

1,220.19

838

1,722

1,533

3,255

267

67,541.81

21,308

49,840

44,818

94,658

140

Lowland Barangays
Babag

Total

Source: PSA, 2015; RCBMS, 2016

Monkayo posted a thinly annual population growth rate (PGR) of 0.02 percent.
Mamunga was the fastest growing barangay in the municipality with an average PGR of
4.28 percent during the period 2010 to 2015. It was followed by Olaycon with a PGR of 3.16
percent, Haguimitan (1.63 percent), and Awao (1.61 percent). At the extreme, it was
observed that some barangays posted negative population growth, this means more
deaths and emigration, or the leaving of a barangay, than births and immigration, or
entering of a barangay. Barangays with negative population growth include Mt. Diwata (3.93 percent), Inambatan (-3.65 percent), and Naboc (-1.59 percent).
By 2021, Monkayo’s population is projected to increase from its 2015 census count
of 94,658 to 106,881. This increase is expected even with the projected slowing down in
average annual population growth rate, from 2.09 percent during 2007-2010 to 0.02
percent during 2010-2015. Poblacion remains the largest in terms of population size even
until 2021 (21,886), followed by the Mt. Diwata with 16,481. San Isidro will continue to
report the smallest population with 1,578 by year 2021. These population projections were
made on the basis of the results of the population census from two censal years of 2010
and 2015. Moreover, Mt. Diwata will experience a staggering population decline because
of the massive relocation of its settlers in the neighboring barangays conducted by the
government and the transfer of gold processing plants to Mine Processing Zone in Sitio
Mebatas, Upper Ulip.
Age-Sex Structure
Monkayo has a very young population comprising to 10,239 children or 11.22%
followed by persons aged 10-14 and 15-19 years old comprising to 10.73% and 10.36% of
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the population, respectively. Surprisingly, there are 3,820 persons who are 65 years old and
above.
Labor Force
Of the total population, 70.83% or around 67,220 persons (RCBMS, 2016) are of
working age. Meanwhile, the unemployed labor force was estimated at 156 persons or
about 0.28% of the economically-active population. Overall, this puts Monkayo in a
favorable situation of reaping the demographic dividend (where economically active
members of the population far outnumber the young and the aged).
Moreover, the total dependency ratio or a measure showing the number of
dependents, aged zero to 14 and over the age of 65, to the total population, aged 15 to 64
is 58.97%. This gives an insight into the amount of people of non-working age compared
to the number of those of working age. The child dependency ratio is 52.32% while aged
dependency ratio is 6.65%.
Religious Affiliation
In the RCBMS (2016) result, of the total population Roman Catholic has the biggest
number of members with 70.43%, followed by Iglesia Ni Cristo with 3.28%, Seventh Day
Adventist with 1.97%, Islam with 1.71%, Aglipay with 1.06% and other percentages is spread
out to other religious affiliations.
Many of the indigenous peoples still had religious beliefs clinging to the old spiritual
practices. Believers of this sort, however, were drastically reduced during the American
colonial times when non-Catholic Christian faith were introduced in the Philippines, notably
Protestants and Baptist affiliations and the proliferation of Filipino-based religious sects.
Today, indigenous peoples in Monkayo are members of various religious denominations
dominated by the Roman Catholicism (39%) and Protestants (35%). The survey also includes
non-differentiated sects that consist of 19%.
Indigenous People
The indigenous people’s household distribution within the ancestral domain is
shown in Table 6 which is accounted to 5.38% of the municipality’s total population.
Barangay Casoon had the highest number of IP living in the barangay with 804 persons. It
followed by Mt. Diwata (602 persons), Naboc (553 persons) and Haguimitan (479 persons).
Barangays of Mamunga and Inambatan of the Dibabawon and Mangguangan ancestral
domain had smallest number of households, with eight (8) and 14 households, respectively.
Moreover, its population is dominated by males which is 54% (2,749 persons) of the total
IP population. See Figure 10.
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Table 6
Indigenous People (IP) Population and Households
IP Population
Male

Female

Total

No. of
Households

Awao

112

95

207

205

Banlag

72

61

133

38

Baylo

77

65

142

36

Casoon

434

370

804

252

Haguimitan

259

220

479

101

Inambatan

28

23

51

14

Macopa

42

35

77

23

Mamunga

15

13

28

8

Mt. Diwata

325

277

602

118

Naboc

299

254

553

136

Olaycon

39

34

73

18

Pasian

116

98

214

71

Rizal

140

119

259

57

Salvacion

162

138

300

82

San Isidro

21

17

38

18

San Jose

230

196

426

111

Tubo-tubo

86

74

160

39

Upper Ulip

294

250

544

139

2,749

2,341

5,290

1,466

Barangay

Upland Barangays

Total
Source: ADSDPP, 2015
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Figure 10. Indigenous People Settlement Map
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Chapter VI

Key Findings
1. Social Sector
a. Health and Sanitation
Based on the RCBMS survey results, 0.20 percent of children 0 to 4 years old
died during the reference period. A total of 20 cases of child deaths was recorded,
translating to two child deaths for every 1,000 children 0 to 4 years old. At the
barangay level, some barangays exhibited higher rates. The highest proportion was
reported in Barangay Poblacion (0.49%), followed by Tubo-tubo and Mount Diwata
with two child deaths reported. There was no reported case of child death in 11 (out
of 21) barangays in the municipality. Refer to Table 7.
Table 7
Proportion of Children who died under 5 Years Old
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of
children 0-4
Years Old
648
276
487
317
709
258
171
289
175
1,279
294
260
606
1,832
250
420
131
394
375
369
529
10,069

Magnitude
Male

Female

Total

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
4
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
10

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
5
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
10

0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
1
9
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
20

Percentage
0.00
0.36
0.21
0.00
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.34
0.00
0.17
0.49
0.00
0.24
0.00
0.00
0.53
0.27
0.00
0.20

Source: RCBMS, 2017
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The municipality recorded five cases of death among women due to
pregnancy-related causes, corresponding to 0.27 percent of pregnant women
during the reference period. These were recorded in Barangay Poblacion (3 cases of
death), Barangay Babag (1 case of death) and Barangay Macopa (1 case of death).
The remaining 19 barangays in Monkayo recorded no case of women death related
to pregnancy. Refer to Table 8.
Table 8
Proportion of Women who Died due to Pregnancy Related Causes
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of Pregnant
Women
125
51
93
52
136
51
31
64
29
195
51
42
111
360
49
64
27
71
61
69
115
1,847

Magnitude

Percentage

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

0.00
1.96
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.56
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.27

Source: RCBMS, 2017

Among all children 0-5 years old, 1.41 percent were considered malnourished
during the reference period. This means that at least 14 children aged 0-5 years old
were classified as malnourished for every 1,000 children within this particular age
range. At the barangay level, data showed that Barangay San Jose has the highest
proportion of malnourished children. In fact, about 2.66 percent of children 0-5 years
old in the barangay were malnourished, translating to a total of 13 children. This
means that there were at least 2 malnourished children for every 100 children aged
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0-5 years old in the barangay. Barangay Union came next with 2.20 percent, followed
by Barangay Macopa with 1.97 percent. In terms of magnitude, however, the highest
number of malnourished children was recorded in Barangay Poblacion with a total
of 44 malnourished children. This poses a challenge for the local government of
these barangays in terms of addressing malnutrition incidence in the municipality.
Refer to Table 9.
Table 9
Proportion of Children aged 0-5 Years Old who are Malnourished
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of children
aged 0-5 Years
Old
789
338
596
374
855
312
205
355
199
1,585
351
317
717
2,250
312
500
173
488
459
455
660
12,290

Magnitude
Male

Female

Total

8
2
3
0
2
1
0
4
1
4
2
1
1
24
1
4
1
7
5
0
3
74

5
1
6
4
9
1
0
2
2
7
2
1
4
15
2
5
1
2
0
8
2
79

13
3
11
5
12
2
0
7
3
11
4
3
6
44
3
9
2
13
7
10
5
173

Percentage
1.65
0.89
1.85
1.34
1.40
0.64
0.00
1.97
1.51
0.69
1.14
0.95
0.84
1.96
0.96
1.80
1.16
2.66
1.53
2.20
0.76
1.41

Source: RCBMS, 2016

Dental disease has been the top leading cause of morbidity (illness) in
Monkayo with 4,803 case reported in 2018. It is followed by malnutrition (12.18%),
hypertension (11.44%), and upper respiratory tract infection (10.58). Refer to Table
10.
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Table 10
Top Leading Causes of Morbidity in the Municipality, CY 2018
Diseases
Dental diseases
Malnutrition
Hypertension
Upper Respiratory Tract Infection (URTI)
Anemia
Urinary Tract Infection (UTI)
Wounds in all forms
Skin diseases
Myalgia
Diabetes mellitus Type II
TOTAL

No. of Cases
4,803
1,531
1,438
1,330
647
542
300
138
120
94
12,574

Percentage
38.20
12.18
11.44
10.58
5.15
4.31
2.39
1.10
0.95
0.75

Source: MHO, 2018

The leading causes of death are diseases of the heart, pneumonias, diabetes
mellitus, and other diseases of respiratory system. Of the 73 deaths in Monkayo in
2018, 19.18% were due to hypertension, also known as high blood pressure (HBP).
It is followed by pneumonia (11 cases of death), Diabetes mellitus Type II (7 cases of
death, vehicular accident (5 cases of death), pulmonary tuberculosis (5 cases of
death) and snake bite (5 cases of death). Refer to Table 11.
There are two cases of STI/HIV/AIDS deaths in the municipality. This
prompted the local government to respond to this crisis in reducing the number of
new HIV infections (especially among youth) and its impact on individuals, families
and communities.
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Table 11
Top Leading causes of Death (Mortality) in the Municipality, CY 2018
Diseases
Hypertension
Pneumonia
Diabetes mellitus Type II
Vehicular accident
Pulmonary tuberculosis
Snake bite
Cancer
Cardiovascular diseases
Chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases
Malnutrition
Ulcer
STI/HIV/AIDS
Dermatitis
Suicide by hanging
Hernia
Multiple stab wound
Poisoning
Septicemia
Acute gastroenteritis
TOTAL

No. of Cases
14
11
7
5
5
5
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
73

Percentage
19.18
15.07
9.59
6.85
6.85
6.85
5.48
5.48
5.48
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.37

Source: MHO, 2018

RCBMS survey results revealed that 4.80 percent of households in the
municipality did not have access to safe water. This means that roughly five in every
100 households in the municipality lack access to safe water supply. Across all
barangays in Monkayo, the highest estimate is reported in Barangay San Jose where
11.00% of households had no access to safe water supply. This translates to a total
of 87 households, which is the highest number reported across all barangays in the
municipality. Barangay Haguimitan ranked second where about 10.91 percent of the
households lack access to safe water. It can be noted, however, that all households
in 19 (out of 21) barangays in the municipality had access to safe water supply. Also,
no barangay in Monkayo can be considered waterless. Refer to Table 12.
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Table 12
Proportion of Households without Access to Safe Water
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of Households
1,155
717
1,159
777
1,414
559
417
634
427
2,509
734
550
1,190
4,039
469
858
348
791
847
889
1,046
21,529

Magnitude
78
3
107
36
99
61
21
22
11
19
4
25
58
195
25
47
31
87
30
29
45
1,033

Percentage
6.75
0.42
9.23
4.63
7.00
10.91
5.04
3.47
2.58
0.76
0.54
4.55
4.87
4.83
5.33
5.48
8.91
11.00
3.54
3.26
4.30
4.80

Source: RCBMS, 2017

The lack of access to sanitary toilet facilities is also revealed among 7.62
percent of the households in the municipality. Barangay San Isidro recorded the
highest proportion of households (23.56%) without access to sanitary toilet facilities
among all barangays in the municipality. Moreover, Barangay Casoon ranked second
with an estimate of about 17.82 percent. Barangay Poblacion registered with the
least proportion of households without access to sanitary toilets for about 2.90%. It
can be noted, however, that all barangays in the municipality recorded that all of the
households had access to sanitary toilet facilities. Refer to Table 13.
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Table 13
Proportion of Households without Access to Sanitary Toilet Facilities
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of Households
1,155
717
1,159
777
1,414
559
417
634
427
2,509
734
550
1,190
4,039
469
858
348
791
847
889
1,046
21,529

Magnitude
134
37
66
60
252
40
13
39
24
208
44
20
115
117
38
75
82
77
66
32
102
1,641

Percentage
11.60
5.16
5.69
7.72
17.82
7.16
3.12
6.15
5.62
8.29
5.99
3.64
9.66
2.90
8.10
8.74
23.56
9.73
7.79
3.60
9.75
7.62

Source: RCBMS, 2017

Table 14 presents the percentage scores of the four (4) core concepts per
health service indicator. Results show that the citizen’s awareness of LGU-Monkayo’s
for health services is high indicating that people are highly aware of the LGU services.
However, availment scores have mixed results where one half of the indicators got
high scores while the other half got otherwise. These indicate that additional effort
toward increasing the number of service users is necessary to maximize utilization
of available services.
Citizen’s satisfaction is high which signifies that the LGU-Monkayo is meeting
the expectations of service users as far as service delivery is concerned. Need for
action is also high except for the program on communicable and non-communicable
diseases which indicates that while citizens are satisfied, improvement can still
continuously be applied to further enhance the quality of health services.
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Table 14
Comparative Ratings for Health Services
Health Service Indicator
Vaccination for infants/children
Pre-natal/post-natal/child birth services
Free basic medicine or low-cost medicine
program
Prevention and management of
communicable and non-communicable
diseases
Basic dental/oral hygiene
Family planning/reproductive health

Awareness

Availment

Satisfaction

97.33
(High)
96.00
(High)
92.00
(High)

65.07
(High)
52.08
(Low)
78.99
(High)

98.95
(High)
98.67
(High)
89.91
(High)

Need for
Action
78.95
(High)
69.33
(High)
74.31
(High)

74.00
(High)

27.93
(Low)

96.77
(High)

64.52
(Low)

94.67
(High)
94.67
(High)

50.00
(Low)
61.27
(High)

98.59
(High)
97.70
(High)

61.97
(High)
66.67
(High)

Source: CSIS, 2016

When asked to give their suggestions on how to improve the delivery of LGUMonkayo’s health services, the top five suggestions are: (1) make the health services
accessible to all; (2) promote/intensify awareness and information dissemination; (3)
provide adequate supply of free medicines; (4) conduct monthly free checkups/medical missions in the barangay; and, (5) increase support/budgetary
appropriation for health services.
b. Education
Results from the CBMS survey revealed that at least five in every 100 children
6-16 years old were not studying. Among children 6-12 years old, 2.29 percent were
not enrolled in elementary school (refer to Table 15) while 22.20 percent of children
13–16 years old were not attending high school (refer to Table ). Barangay level data
showed that Barangay Salvacion recorded a higher proportion of children 6-16 years
old who were not in school at 9.38 percent, followed by Barangay Rizal and Barangay
San Jose at 8.63 percent and 6.92 percent, respectively. These results pose a major
concern for the local government in addressing the problem of low school
participation.
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Table 15
Proportion of Children aged 6-12 Years Old who are not
Attending Elementary School
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

Children aged 6-12
Years Old
829
439
716
501
1,084
347
241
383
246
1,749
469
379
760
2,616
307
543
195
490
553
504
762
14,113

Magnitude

Percentage

11
5
12
10
29
4
3
6
2
55
13
4
30
63
7
18
5
11
12
7
16
323

1.33
1.14
1.68
2.00
2.68
1.15
1.24
1.57
0.81
3.14
2.77
1.06
3.95
2.41
2.28
3.31
2.56
2.24
2.17
1.39
2.10
2.29

Source: RCBMS, 2017
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Table 16
Proportion of Children aged 13-16 Years Old who are not
Attending Secondary School
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

Children aged 13-16
Years Old
477
288
453
260
568
161
128
198
131
868
248
209
426
1,378
191
342
125
261
334
265
401
7,712

Magnitude

Percentage

61
21
54
31
73
23
15
23
12
109
34
14
45
96
36
65
14
41
28
17
44
856

25.58
14.58
23.84
23.85
25.70
28.57
23.44
23.23
18.32
25.12
27.42
13.40
21.13
13.93
37.70
38.01
22.40
31.42
16.77
12.83
21.95
22.20

Source: RCBMS, 2017

Monkayo College of Arts, Sciences, and Technology (MonCAST) is a local
college operated by LGU-Monkayo. The school started in 2009 with 142 students. In
ten years of operation, there is an increase of 1,286.62% on student population.
Table 17 showed that in Academic Year 2019-2020, Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration has the highest number of enrollees (950 students) while Bachelor of
Agricultural Technology with the least number of enrollees (170 students).
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BSED
BEED
BSBA
BAT
SHS
Total

Table 17
Student Population from Academic Year 2016 up to present
Course
2016-2017 2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
314
208
274
448
242
174
154
217
680
687
840
950
0
98
98
170
38
111
139
184
1,274
1,204
1,521
1,969

Table 18 presents the percentage scores of the four (4) core concepts per
support to education service indicator. Results show that the citizen’s awareness of
LGU-Monkayo support to education services is high which indicates that the people
are highly aware of LGU-Monkayo services. However, availment is mostly low which
indicates that additional effort toward increasing the number of service users is
necessary to maximize utilization of available services.
Citizen’s satisfaction is high which signifies that the LGU is meeting the
expectations of service users as far as delivery is concerned. Need for action is mostly
low indicating that citizens do not perceive reforms are urgently needed in most of
the present programs and services.
Table 18
Comparative Ratings for Education Programs and Services
Education Programs and Services
Indicator
Provision of medical/nutritional services
to school clinics
Sports programs and activities
Financial and other assistance programs
for students
Alternative Learning System/Special
Education Programs

Awareness

Availment

Satisfaction

88.67
(High)
86.67
(High)
92.67
(High)
94.67
(High)

71.43
(High)
46.92
(Low)
31.65
(Low)
33.80
(Low)

97.89
(High)
95.08
(High)
93.18
(High)
81.25
(High)

Need for
Action
58.95
(Low)
60.66
(Low)
72.73
(High)
54.17
(Low)

Source: CSIS, 2016

The citizens were also asked to give their suggestions on how to improve the
delivery of LGU-Monkayo’s educational programs and services. Top five priorities of
the people are: (1) improve the current facilities of the schools; (2) increase the
number of offered scholarships to poor, deserving, and qualified students; (3) make
the citizens aware of the educational services offered; (4) make public schools free;
and, (5) increase support to the Local School Board/volunteer teachers.
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c. Social Welfare
Results from the CBMS survey revealed that the municipality was also faced
with a relatively high incidence of income poverty. In fact, 59.32 percent of all
households in the municipality were classified as income poor, translating to a total
of 4,573 households. This means that there are roughly six income poor households
in every ten households in the municipality. CBMS data further showed that income
poverty is even worse for some of the barangays. In fact, Barangay Awao recorded
an income poverty rate of 69.78 percent, which means that there are at least seven
households in every 10 households in the barangay which had no sufficient income
to meet their basic food and non-food needs. It is followed by San Isidro (68.97%),
Haguimitan (64.40%) and San Jose (63.13%). It must also be noted that 20 (out of
21) barangays in the municipality had at least half of their households living below
the income poverty threshold. Refer to Table 19.
Table 19
Proportion of Households with Income below the Poverty Threshold
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of Households
1,155
717
1,159
777
1,414
559
417
634
427
2,509
734
550
1,190
4,039
469
858
348
791
847
889
1,046
21,529

Magnitude
806
398
685
456
992
360
243
395
249
1513
463
301
747
1854
308
549
240
507
535
504
666
12,771

Percentage
69.78
55.51
59.10
58.69
70.16
64.40
58.27
62.30
58.31
60.30
63.08
54.73
62.77
45.90
65.67
63.99
68.97
64.10
63.16
56.69
63.67
59.32

Source: RCBMS, 2017
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The municipality is also faced with the problem of subsistence poverty. In fact,
of the households, 33.42 percent had no sufficient income to satisfy their nutritional
requirements that translates to 33 in every 100 households. Among all barangays in
the municipality, Barangay Casoon recorded the highest rate of subsistence poverty
at 45.12 percent. Meanwhile, Barangay Awao came next at 42.60 percent, followed
by Barangay San Isidro at 41.67 percent. There are also several other barangays
which exhibited relative high levels of subsistence poverty. However, four (out of 21)
barangays in the municipality recorded subsistence poverty rate below 30 percent.
Refer to Table 20.
Table 20
Proportion of Households with Income below the Food Threshold
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of Households
1,155
717
1,159
777
1,414
559
417
634
427
2,509
734
550
1,190
4,039
469
858
348
791
847
889
1,046
21,529

Magnitude
492
187
398
245
638
200
131
195
128
882
296
152
396
1047
160
314
145
280
296
268
344
7,194

Percentage
42.60
26.08
34.34
31.53
45.12
35.78
31.41
30.76
29.98
35.15
40.33
27.64
33.28
25.92
34.12
36.60
41.67
35.40
34.95
30.15
32.89
33.42

Source: RCBMS, 2017

In terms of food shortage, results from the CBMS survey revealed that 1.06
percent of households in the municipality suffered hunger during the three-month
period prior to the survey. This represents a total of 229 households. At the barangay
level, Poblacion recorded the highest proportion where 1.83 percent of the
households experienced food shortage. Barangay San Isidro ranked second with
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1.72 percent while Barangay Union ranked third with 1.57 percent. It can be noted,
however, that 12 (out of 21) barangays in the municipality reported below one
percent of household which suffered from food shortage during the reference
period. Refer to Table 21.
Table 21
Proportion of Households who experienced Food Shortage
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of Households
1,155
717
1,159
777
1,414
559
417
634
427
2,509
734
550
1,190
4,039
469
858
348
791
847
889
1,046
21,529

Magnitude
13
5
15
1
16
3
1
3
2
24
8
3
5
74
4
7
6
8
2
14
15
229

Percentage
1.13
0.70
1.29
0.13
1.13
0.54
0.24
0.47
0.47
0.96
1.09
0.55
0.42
1.83
0.85
0.82
1.72
1.01
0.24
1.57
1.43
1.06

Source: RCBMS, 2017

d. Housing and Settlements
Based on the results of the CBMS survey, 4.50 percent or 969 households in
the municipality were living in makeshift housing. This problem, however, is most
prevalent among households in Barangay Mount Diwata which recorded the highest
magnitude of households in makeshift housing with a total of 203 households. This
barangay also recorded the highest proportion of households in makeshift housing
at 8.09 percent. It is followed by Barangay Macopa at 6.78 percent and Barangay
Mamunga at 3.09 percent. Refer to Table 22.
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Table 22
Proportion of Households who living in Makeshift Housing
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of Households
1,155
717
1,159
777
1,414
559
417
634
427
2,509
734
550
1,190
4,039
469
858
348
791
847
889
1,046
21,529

Magnitude
36
23
49
43
55
19
17
43
26
203
25
11
60
105
23
44
10
30
47
25
75
969

Percentage
3.12
3.21
4.23
5.53
3.89
3.40
4.08
6.78
6.09
8.09
3.41
2.00
5.04
2.60
4.90
5.13
2.87
3.79
5.55
2.81
7.17
4.50

Source: RCBMS, 2017

In the municipality, 6.30 percent or 1,356 households were considered
informal settlers. Although Barangay Mount Rizal had the largest proportion
(12.58%) of informal settlers, Barangay Mount Diwata recorded the most number of
households (237 households) that are considered as informal settlers. All barangays
in the municipality had incidence of informal settlers. Refer to Table 23.
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Table 23
Proportion of Households who are Informal Settlers
Barangay
Awao
Babag
Banlag
Baylo
Casoon
Haguimitan
Inambatan
Macopa
Mamunga
Mount Diwata
Naboc
Olaycon
Pasian
Poblacion
Rizal
Salvacion
San Isidro
San Jose
Tubo-tubo
Union
Upper Ulip
TOTAL

No. of Households
1,155
717
1,159
777
1,414
559
417
634
427
2,509
734
550
1,190
4,039
469
858
348
791
847
889
1,046
21,529

Magnitude
51
27
59
83
33
44
19
25
18
237
41
52
131
189
59
34
17
61
51
48
77
1,356

Percentage
4.42
3.77
5.09
10.68
2.33
7.87
4.56
3.94
4.22
9.45
5.59
9.45
11.01
4.68
12.58
3.96
4.89
7.71
6.02
5.40
7.36
6.30

Source: RCBMS, 2017

e. Protective Services
In three years, the total crime volume in the municipality reached 358
comprised of 174 index crimes, 163 non-index crimes and six traffic incidents. As
shown in Table 24, a decrease of 22.46% in crime volume from 2016 to 2018. Crime
includes felonies which are violations of the Revised Penal Code and offenses which
are violations of special laws.
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Table 24
Three-Year Summary of Municipal Crime Information
Nature of Crime
Index Crime
No. of crime committed
Total crime cleared
Total crime solved
Crime solution efficiency (%)
Non-index Crime
No. of crime committed
Total crime cleared
Total crime solved
Crime solution efficiency (%)
Traffic Incidents
No. of crime committed
Total crime cleared
Total crime solved
Crime solution efficiency (%)
Crime Volume

2016

Year
2017

2018

66
40
22
33.33

52
37
16
30.77

56
38
34
60.71

60
58
48
80

54
53
33
61.11

49
47
41
83.67

0
0
0
0
138

4
4
4
100
113

2
1
1
50
107

Source: PNP-Monkayo, 2019

Table 25 presents the percentage scores of four (4) core concepts per support
to social welfare service indicator. Results show that the citizen’s awareness of LGUMonkayo’s social welfare services is high which indicates that the people are highly
aware of the local government’s services. However, availment is low which indicates
that additional effort toward increasing the number of service users is necessary to
maximize utilization of available services.
Citizen’s satisfaction is high which signifies that the local government is
meeting the expectations of service users as far as service delivery is concerned.
Need for action is mostly high implying that people call for reforms to improve
service delivery except for the child and youth welfare program which got a low
percentage score.
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Table 25
Comparative Ratings for Social Welfare Services
Social Services Indicator
Child and Welfare Youth Program
Women’s Welfare Program
Persons with Disabilities Welfare Program
Older Persons/Senior Citizens Program
Family and Community Welfare Program

Awareness

Availment

Satisfaction

88.67
(High)
89.33
(High)
86.67
(High)
92.67
(High)
94.67
(High)

58.80
(Low)
58.47
(Low)
58.60
(Low)
58.31
(Low)
59.70
(Low)

96.49
(High)
92.73
(High)
90.91
(High)
82.98
(High)
97.87
(High)

Need for
Action
57.89
(Low)
69.09
(High)
72.73
(High)
65.96
(High)
78.72
(High)

Source: CSIS, 2016

To improve the delivery of social welfare services, the top five suggestions are
the following: (1) inform the public about the basic social services; (2) better services;
(3) regular release of cash assistance for senior citizens; (4) provide job opportunities
for the residents; and, (5) pay more attention for the rights and value of all women
in the community.

2. Economic and Investment Promotion Sector
a.

Agriculture
In terms of land use, Monkayo remains primarily an agricultural municipality.
As can be gleaned in Table 26, Monkayo’s major crops are coconut, rubber, banana,
corn, rice, rubber, cacao and oil palm.
Coconut ranks number one in terms of the agricultural land area planted to a
crop with 10,000 hectares. Corn and rice rank second and third, respectively.
Legumes have the least percentage of occupied land area with 0.04%.
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Table 26
Agriculture and Food Production
Commodity
1. Rice
1.1 Lowland (Irrigated)
1.2 Lowland (Rainfed)
1.3 Upland
2. Corn
2.1 OPV White and Yellow
2.2 Hybrid White and Yellow
3. Plantation and Industrial Crops
3.1 Coffee
3.2 Cacao
3.3 Rubber
3.4 Bamboo
3.5 Abaca
3.6 Coconut
3.7 Banana (Cavendish)
3.8 Oil Palm
4. Vegetables
4.1 Leafy
4.2 Fruit
4.3 Root Vegetables (Taro, Carlang)
5. Fruit Trees
5.1 Lanzones
5.2 Durian
5.3 Rambutan
5.4 Mangosteen
5.5 Banana – Cardava (Commercial)
5.6 Banana – Lakatan
5.7 Banana – Latundan
5.8 Calamansi
6. Rootcrops
6.1 Cassava
6.1.A. Food
6.1.B. Feed
6.2 Sweet Potato (Camote)
7. Legumes
7.1 Mungbean
7.2 Peanut
8. Spices
8.1 Ginger
8.2 Tomato

No. of
Farmers

Area Harvested (ha)
2017

2018

Annual Production
(MT)
2017
2018

983
279
4

2,040
1150
5

9,180.00
4,542.5
7.5

4,327
182

3,221.7
444.4

17,075
3,648.52

194
121
248
30
30
2,562
11

137
287
1,819
20
75
10,000
480
530

184
240
312

137
287
1,819

9,941.56
1,522.3
32.0

220.3
274.09
3,185.27

75
10,000
480
530

219
273.36
1,636
35,000
63
27,600
15,574.04
2,675

23
30
39

20
25
33

69
150
585

60
125
495

70
100
20
25
347
86
262
3

93
145
42
120
565
286
528
5

93
145
42
120
565
286
528
5

558
725
252
230
4,155
1,561.2
2,796
42.5

465
420.5
210
288
4,407
1,613.04
2,806.84
43.125

42
3
30

10
10
33

25
15

8
15

8
15

6.4
13.5

6.56
13.86

15
3

10
4

10
4

50
50

55
56

63.75
13,500
1,569.67
3,031.6

100
140
165
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9. Livestock and Poultry
9.1 Swine
9.2 Cattle
9.3 Goat
9.4 Poultry
9.5 Ducks
9.6 Carabao
9.7 Geese
9.8 Turkey
9.10 Horse
10. Livestock and Poultry Products
10.1 Chicken Eggs

No. of
Farmers

No. of Heads

2,397
350
1,594
7,600
350
1,217
10
30
85

2017
7,325
440
4,985
39,359
869
3,080
40
55
85

2018
11,482
460
2,588
41,949
2,576
2,532
55

7,000

20,000

21,981

93

Annual Production
(MT)
2017
2018
640.15
566.47
82.2
85.95
72.41
37.59
39.01
41.57
.06
.17
429.74
353.27
0.005
0.006
0.005
0.11
440,000

Source: MAGRO, 2018

b.

Commerce, Trade and Industry
As of the second quarter of 2019 there are 1,049 registered business
establishments which are engaged in wholesale, retail, banking and finance,
services, real estate, rice and corn mill, agricultural enterprise (banana plantation,
livestock and poultry production), manufacturing/processing, woodcraft and buy
and sell that posted an average capital investment amounted to more or less P
240,000.00. Seventy percent (70%) of these establishments are located within
Poblacion. Commercial/social businesses constitute the highest number of
registered establishments with 72.35% and followed by finance/real
estate/business service with 10.39%. Refer to Table 27 and Figure 11.
Table 27
Business Establishments in the Municipality of Monkayo
Type of Business
Commercial/Social
Supermarkets/Groceries
Sari-sari Stores
Dry Goods
Gift Shop/Variety Stores
General Merchandise
Multi-cab/Motorcycle Dealers
Motor/Auto Parts
Furnitures/Appliances
Glasswares/Plasticwares
Bakery
Fast Foods

No.
14
156
39
13
76
8
16
12
3
23
3
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Restaurant/Carinderia/Snack-inn
ISP/Café/ICT Services
Cellphones/Accessories
Beauty Salons
Barber Shops
Dressmaking/Tailoring
Poultry and Agriculture Supply
Pharmacies/Drugstores
Private Clinics/Hospitals
Tertiary Education
Vocational Schools
Gas Filling Stations
Funeral Services
Meat Dealer/Retailer
Dried/Fresh Fish Dealer/Retailer
Fruit/Vegetable Dealer/Retailer
Rice/Palay/Copra Dealer/Retailer
Repair/Machine/Welding/Junk/Vulcanizing Shops
Water Refilling Statios
Footwear
Socialized Housing
Tourism
Travel Agencies
Resorts
Hotels/Inns
Construction
Hardware/Construction Supply
Establishment providing Construction Services
Coco Lumber
Manufacturing/Processing
Hollowblocks
Industries
Food/Sweets/Fruits Processing
Ricemills
Goldsmith/Jewelry Making
Gold Processing
Carbon-in-Pulp Processing
Mining Tunnel
Agriculture/Livestock/Fish Facilities
Food Terminal
Slaughterhouse accredited by NMIS

92
66
11
9
3
8
19
23
5
1
1
7
2
21
14
26
47
26
11
1
3
6
1
5
31
2
10
9
1
5
10
9
7
2
6
1
1
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Agri-business/Piggery
Baculong
Banana/Rubber/Oil Palm Plantation
Finance/Real Estate/Business Service
Rural Banks
Commercial Banks
ATM
Lending Institutions
Pawnshops
Money Transfer/Changer
Insurance
Real Estate Office
Commercial Subdivision
Memorial Parks/Private Cemetery
Lessors
Boarding House
Gold Buying
Recreation/Entertainment Services
Municipal Theme Park
Sports Center/Gym
Cockpit Arena
Bar/Cocktail Lounge
Transportation/Telecommunication
Bus/Van Terminal
Van for Hire/Trucking/AUV for Hire
Radio Station
Cable TV
Cellsites
Postal Services

33
1
7
1
2
4
6
6
27
2
1
1
1
28
23
7
1
3
1
7
1
12
1
1
5
2

Source: PLU, 2019
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Figure 11. Business Establishment by Type in the Municipality of Monkayo

As shown in Table 28, three out of four services on employment, livelihood and
business promotion posted high awareness while four out of seven services on agricultural
support also posted high awareness. On the other hand, all tourism promotion services
posted low awareness. These suggests that the people still need to be informed about these
services. Availment is low for all services which suggests that LGU-Monkayo services are
not being maximized by the citizens. On the bright, citizen satisfaction is high for the service
users which indicates good implementation. Need for action is also high implying that
citizens call for reforms to improve service delivery.
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Table 28
Comparative Ratings for Economic and Investment Promotion
Economic and Investment Services
Awareness
Indicator
Employment, Livelihood and Business Promotion
72.67
Public employment services
(High)
54.00
Regulation and supervision of services
(Low)
Promotion of Barangay Micro Business
59.33
Enterprises
(High)
73.33
Livelihood Programs
(High)
Tourism Promotion
Development and maintenance of tourist
48.00
attractions and facilities
(Low)
Product/brand marketing of local goods
34.67
and tourist attractions
(Low)
Organization accreditation and training of
51.33
tourism-related concessionaires
(Low)
Agricultural Support
Access to irrigation facilities or use of
71.33
irrigation equipment
(High)
Prevention and control of plant/animal
58.67
pests and diseases
(High)
Distribution of planting/farming/fishing
61.33
materials or equipment
(High)
Water and soil resource utilization and
55.33
conservation projects
(Low)
Post-harvest facilities such as crop dryers,
60.00
slaughter houses or fish processing
(High)
facilities
Accessible farm harvest buying/trading
56.00
stations
(Low)
Enforcement of fishery laws in municipal
54.00
waters to promote sustainable use of
(Low)
aquatic resources

Availment

Satisfac
tion

Need for
Action

35.53
(Low)
40.74
(Low)
37.08
(Low)
41.82
(Low)

80.95
(High)
81.82
(High)
78.79
(High)
80.43
(High)

95.24
(High)
84.85
(High)
84.85
(High)
80.43
(High)

44.44
(Low)
51.92
(Low)
38.96
(Low)

81.25
(High)
74.07
(High)
83.33
(High)

93.75
(High)
85.19
(High)
83.33
(High)

34.58
(Low)
31.82
(Low)
35.87
(Low)
34.94
(Low)

78.38
(High)
85.71
(High)
78.79
(High)
79.31
(High)

81.08
(High)
78.57
(High)
78.79
(High)
93.10
(High)

36.67
(Low)

78.79
(High)

84.85
(High)

48.81
(Low)

82.93
(High)

92.68
(High)

50.62
(Low)

80.43
(High)

82.93
(High)

Source: CSIS, 2017

The recommended strategies in improving economic and investment promotion
services include: (1) better services; (2) offer livelihood programs; (3) equal, fair and
considerate distribution of support, e.g. equipment, seeds; (4) conduct job fairs; (5)
employment for the jobless; (6) invest on improving tourism sites; (7) offer seminars,
trainings and information support for business owners; and (8) financial support for farmers.
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3. Environment Sector
a.

Waste Management
The MENRO conducted waste analysis characterization study. This
Municipality has a total waste generation of 24,529.75 kilos per day as to
population of 101,832 year 2012. The waste generation based on segregation at
source biodegradable, recyclable, residual & hazardous waste. Biodegradable
wastes generated a total of 10,793.09 kilos per day or 44% from total waste
generation. The 1,042.80 kilos per day or 9% waste generated disposed at
Municipal Eco-park. The LGU composting practices as follows:
- Backyard composting at households were required by the Barangays in
accordance to barangay ordinance as mandated by DILG. Gulayan sa
Paaralan under DepEd Memorandum Order No.191-2013 & No. 5-2014.
Vermiculture/composting at Barangay being assisted by Save the Children
and Barangay Cooperative and windrow composting at Municipal ecopark, bio-waste from market & business establishments at prime streets.
The products or humus use for gardening, parks, playground and
landscaping at concrete islands and prime streets in Poblacion, Monkayo,
Compostela Valley.
- Recyclable wastes generated a total of 5,290.10 per day or 20% from total
waste generation the Local Government Unit is granting a seed capital for
Material Recovery Facility operation to the barangays and registered
junkshops were signed being a partner of the implementation.
- Residual wastes generated is 8,879.32 kilos per day or 27% from total
waste generation these wastes being collected by the LGU per schedule
and disposed at Municipal eco-park for alternative technology under the
Memorandum of Agreement from Local Government Unit and Redwood
Logistics and assisted by DSWD.
- Liquid Waste – no liquid waste since the owners of gasoline stations,
funeral waste and other industries were responsible to their waste as
required under ECC.
- Toxic Waste or hazardous wastes generated a total of 2,532.49 kilos per
day or 9% from total waste generation. The 25.32 or 1% from domestic
waste were collected & disposed in concrete vault at Municipal Eco-park
and the remaining 2,507.17 or 8% waste generated from different
stakeholder’s clinical waste and funeral parlor or (hazardous wastes under
RA 6969) were kept their own septic vault as required by DOH and
Gasoline Station has compliant at Environmental Management Bureau.
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b.

Natural Forest
As of 2010, the closed canopy forest covers 316.21 hectares while open
canopy forest covers 12,537.34 hectares which is 0.47% and 18.56% of the total
land area of the municipality, respectively (refer to Table 29). A substantial decrease
of 72.4% or 829.29 hectares in closed canopy forest based on the vegetative cover
of these subwatershed from year 2003 to 2010 provided by the DENR XI as
exhibited in Table 28. This significant change was triggered by the encroachment
of upland dwellers and farmers that utilized the timberland for agricultural
purposes using “kaingin” practices. The dramatic decline of closed canopy forest
was also caused by the proliferation of timber poaching, fuel wood extraction and
charcoal making and illegal mining activities in the area. However, it was also
brought by the occurrences of natural calamities such as landslide and tropical
cyclone.
Similarly, there is a decrease of 44.34% or 9,988.23 hectares in open canopy
forest based on the vegetative cover from year 2003 to 2010. This significant
change was exacerbated by the efforts of the government in creating new
communities by building infrastructure projects (i.e. road construction) and
resettlement sites. Also, the mass destruction of trees (i.e. deforestation) continues,
sacrificing the long-term benefits of standing trees for short-term gain in the
municipality. Trees are cut down to make way for new agricultural crops such as oil
palm, coconut, cacao, rubber and coffee. Also, it has been observed that illegal
loggers also build roads to access more and more remote forests which leads to
further deforestation. Forests are also cut as a result of growing housing sprawl as
land is developed for homes.
Table 29
Vegetative Cover Change (Closed and Open Canopy Forest)

Forest
and
Forest
Land
Assets

Vegetative Cover change per Subwatershed ( in hectares)
Logom Baobo
Subwatershed
(loss)
2003
2010
/gain

Closed
Canopy
0
0
0
Forest
Open
Canopy
8.01
0
(0)
Forest
Source: DENR RO-XI, MPDO, 2015

Upper Agusan
Subwatershed
(loss) /gain

Saug River
Subwatershed
(loss)
2003
2010
/gain

Simulao
Subwatershed
2003

(loss)
/gain

2003

2010

2010

534.17

352.16

(182.01)

0

0

0

611.33

35.95

(575.38)

9,974.65

6,166.45

(3,808.20)

0

0

0

12,542.91

6,370.89

(6,172.02)
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c.

Forestry Projects
Forestry projects such as National Greening Program (NGP), CBFM-CARP
and Barangay Forest Program covers 2,279.52 hectares wherein 97.81% or 2,229.52
hectares is within Upper Agusan subwatershed and 50.00 hectares (2.19%) is within
Saug River subwatershed. Refer to Table 30.
Table 30
Forestry Projects by Watershed

Name of
Subwatershed
Upper Agusan
subwatershed
Saug River
subwatershed
Total

Area (in Hectares)
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

30.46

553.17

401.60

400.20

536.29

200.77

107.03

50.00
30.46

603.17

401.60

400.20

536.29

200.77

107.03

Total

%

2,229.52

97.81%

50.00

2.19%

2,279.52

100.00%

Source: CENRO – Monkayo, 2016

d. Grasslands and Shrubs
As gleaned in Table 31, the wooden grassland covers 1,353.41 hectares,
shrubs cover 7,903.42 hectares and 20.72 hectares of barren land have been
accounted for the four subwatersheds in the municipality. A 29.07% decrease or
554.66 hectares of wooded grassland while 45.49% decrease or 6,596.59 hectares
of shrubs were observed between 2003 and 2010. This significant alteration on
vegetative cover was predominantly due to most human activities including
agriculture, industry, forestry, settlement, recreation, and water catchment and
mining. Thus, human activities that make use of the land are considered to be the
proximate sources of change. Such actions arise as a consequence of a very wide
range of social objectives, including the need for food, fiber, living space, and
recreation.
In barren land, 76.43% increase was observed from 11.75 hectares in 2003 to
20.73 hectares in 2010. Degradation of soil surface, directly or indirectly, is a result
of human/anthropogenic activities. These activities lessen the quality and/or
productivity of the land as an ideal place for agriculture and forestation.
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Table 31
Vegetative Cover Change (Grasslands and Shrubs)
Vegetative Cover change per
Subwatershed (in hectares)
Logom-Baobo subwatershed
2003
2010
(loss)/gain
Upper-Agusan Subwatershed
2003
2010
(loss)/gain
Saug subwatershed
2003
2010
(loss)/gain
Simulao subwatershed
2003
2010
(loss)/gain

Forest and Forest Land Assets
Wooded Grassland
Shrubs
Barren Land
210.55
30.72
(176.83)

426.03
214.61
(211.42)

0
9.78
9.78

1,631.86
458.77
(1,173.09)

1,964.30
4,974.61
(15.74)

0
0
0

17.88
2.14
(15.74)

8,120.44
55.98
(8,064.51)

0
0
0

47.78
861.78
814.00

3,989.24
2,658.22
(1,331.02)

11.75
11.15
(0.60)

Source: DENR RO XI, MPDO, 2015

e.

Cultivated Lands
The total cultivated land covers 38,279.51 hectares or 56.67% of the total
land area of the municipality in 2010, a 41.32% decrease as compared to the total
cultivated lands in 2003 as shown in Table 32.
These comprise 32,605.34 hectares (85.18%) planted with perennial crops
such as coconut, cacao, rubber, falcata, oil palm and fruit trees wherein 20,566.36
hectares is located within the forestland. Meanwhile, there are 5,674.17 hectares
(14.82%) hectares planted with annual crops such as rice, corn, banana (i.e. lakatan,
latundan, cardava and Cavendish), cassava, potato, other rootcrops, legumes and
vegetables wherein 67.48 hectares is within the forestland.
A staggering loss of land area cultivated with annual crops were observed
for both forestland (99.38%) and A&D (81.71%). However, there is a significant
increase of land area (238.19%) cultivated with perennial crops in forestland and
slight decrease (6.37%) in A&D. The scenarios were attributed with population
growth in the municipality where it is positively correlated with the expansion of
agricultural land, land intensification, and deforestation based on comparative
assessments of population and land use.
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Table 32
Vegetative Cover Change (Cultivated Lands)
Vegetative Cover change per
Subwatershed (in hectares)
Logom-Baobo subwatershed
2003
2010
(loss)/gain
Upper-Agusan Subwatershed
2003
2010
(loss)/gain
Saug subwatershed
2003
2010
(loss)/gain
Simulao subwatershed
2003
2010
(loss)/gain

Forest and Forest Land Assets
Annual Crop

Perennial Crop

in Forest Lands

in A&D Lands

in Forest Lands

in A&D Lands

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
382.30
382.30

0
0
0

10,750.44
67.48
(10,682.96)

29,832.04
5,584.91
(24,247.13)

3,201.42
10,343.58
7,142.16

18,504.95
15,690.79
(2,814.16)

0
0
0

310.07
0
(310.07)

0
2,949.83
2,949.83

0
1,976.44
1,976.44

64.18
0
(64.18)

513.63
21.78
(491.85)

1,030.90
637.78
(393.12)

1,030.52
624.62
(405.90)

Source: DENR RO XI, MPDO, 2015

f.

Water Bodies and Water Production Areas
Monkayo is endowed with abundant bodies of water. As manifested by four
subwatersheds, the municipality has a total of 211 tributaries, rivers and creeks with
its significant uses as source for irrigation and potable water, fishing ground, bathing
and laundry use, and others are considered potential for tourism and hydropower
development. While the municipality possesses abundant water resources, it should
be noted that the variability of the water demand does not match the relative
availability of water at particular time.
Further, the river systems in Baylo, Salvacion, San Jose, Banlag, Inambatan,
Pasian and Naboc were identified potable surface water source where water related
infrastructures (e.g. reservoirs, intake boxes, and small water impounding system)
were built.

g. Biodiversity Resources
The municipality’s natural resources are fundamental to sustaining life in
Monkayo. But preserving their extent and biodiversity is increasingly challenging in
the face of numerous threats, including habitat loss, erosion and pollution.
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Years ago, Monkayo has been the home of various wildlife species both flora
and fauna but a dramatic decline was obviously observed as logging activities
started to destroy their habitat and proliferation of hunting activities. Hunting might
have been necessary for human survival in prehistoric times, but today and years
before most hunters stalk and kill animals merely for profit and leisure. Also, the
destruction was aggravated by the encroachment of people looking for a land to
cultivate and diversify their livelihood which resulted to landslide, soil erosion and
soil fertility depletion. The exploitation of this wildlife decreased their numbers as
experienced by the indigenous peoples within the forestal barangays of the
municipality.
Using the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List, one
of the most well-known objective assessment systems for classifying the status of
plants, animals, and other organisms threatened with extinction revealed that there
are species in Monkayo classified as vulnerable and least concern (i.e. unlikely to
become extinct in the near future).
Inventory of biodiversity resources in the municipality include Philippine
Grass Owl, Philippine Flying Lemur, Philippine Deer, and King Cobra wherein it is
considered vulnerable or considered to be at high risk of unnatural (human-caused)
extinction without further human intervention based on IUCN release.
It is believed and suggested that the threats to biodiversity and the decline
in population of wildlife species can be summarized in the following main points: (a)
alteration and loss of the habitats; (b) introduction of exotic species and genetically
modified organisms; (c) pollution as human activity influences the natural
environment producing negative, direct or indirect, effects that alter the flow of
energy, the chemical and physical constitution of the environment and abundance
of the species; (d) climate change; and, (e) overexploitation of resources: when the
activities connected with capturing and harvesting (e.g. hunting, fishing, farming).

h. Nature-Based Tourism Assets
Amidst the municipality's tourism offerings, there are four (4) inland resorts
to experience the best of Monkayo’s warmth and hospitality, these are: Tinago Inland
Resort, Bamboloy Inland Resort, Pano Inland Resort and PJRB Inland Resort.
Combilan and Awao caves are existing tourism sites in the municipality that features
different stalactites and stalagmites formation. Another prized attraction is the Awao
Falls tucked in the remote barangay of Awao that features three layers of cascades.
It enticed an average 5,000 both local and foreign tourists monthly.
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There are five (5) caves potential for tourism and exploration, and eleven
waterfalls as potential tourism hotpots. Agro-eco tourism sites have been identified
for integration into traditional eco-tourism sites as part of boosting farmers’ income
and stirring up rural economic activity in the municipality. It encompasses a wide
variety of activities where agriculture and tourism intersect for enjoyment and
education; these include Agro-Eco Tourism Center in Brgy. Pasian and Octagon Farm
in Brgy. Poblacion.
Among the four specific environment management programs of the LGU,
respondents are most aware of the solid waste management program with an awareness
response of 97.33%. This is followed by the clean-up program at 93.33%. On the other
hand, respondents are least aware of the community-based greening projects which posted
77.33% only. It was noted that the LGU has no air pollution control program based on the
Service Delivery Baseline data. Availment is highest on the solid waste management services
at 80.14%. Availment is lowest on the community-based greening projects at 59.48%. It can
be observed that the most and the least availed services are those that have highest and
lowest levels of awareness, respectively.
Citizens who benefitted from the programs are satisfied with the services. The
highest percentage of satisfaction is noted for solid waste management program (90.60%)
followed by the community-based greening projects (84.06%). The program with the least
rating is waste water management at 75.61% but still described as high. On the other hand,
the few dissatisfied citizens are saying that the environment projects are not regularly done
and not widely disseminated. Refer to Table 33.
Table 33
Comparative Ratings for Environmental Management
Environmental Management Services Indicator
Community-based greening projects
Solid waste management
Waste water management
Clean-up programs/projects

Awareness

Availment

Satisfaction

77.33
(High)
97.33
(High)
82.00
(High)
93.33
(High)

59.48
(High)
80.14
(High)
66.67
(High)
65.71
(High)

84.06
(High)
90.60
(High)
75.61
(High)
82.61
(High)

Need for
Action
75.36
(High)
66.67
(High)
71.95
(High)
66.30
(High)

Source: CSIS, 2016

To improve the delivery of environmental management services, the top five
suggestions are the following: (1) more tree planting activities; (2) regular collection of
garbage; (3) investigate irresponsible mining practices; (4) provision of trash cans and
Material Recovery Facilities (MRFs); and, (5) improve flood control/drainage system.
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4. Public Works and Infrastructure Sector
a.

Irrigation Systems
There are two types of irrigation systems present in the municipality. These
are the Communal Irrigation System (CIS), which are small-scale schemes and
constructed with the participation of farmer-beneficiaries thru the Irrigator’s
Associations (IAs) and Small-scale Irrigation Project (SSIP), including Small Water
Impounding Projects (SWIP), Small Diversion Dam (SDD), Shallow Tube Wells (STW)
and Small Farm Reservoir (SFR).
The operation and maintenance (O&M) of CIS thru IAs upon project
completion subject to a cost recovery arrangement. Farmers amortize the
chargeable cost for a period not exceeding 50 years at 0 percent interest. The
repayment scheme is pre-arranged and acceptable to both NIA and the IA.
SSIPs provide supplemental irrigation to about 300 hectares of rainfed ricebased area that benefited more than 500 farmers; serves other incidental functions
such as flood control structures; and caters other economic uses such as for fishery
and livestock production.
These CISs are: Awao Communal Irrigators Association (ACIA), Rizal United
Farmers Communal Irrigators’ Association (RUFCIA), Salvacion-Union Agrarian
Reform Communal Irrigators’ Association (SUARCIA), Upper Naboc Irrigators
Association (UNIA); and Lower Naboc Irrigators Association (LNIA). These SSIPs are
managed by the following Small Water Irrigation System Associations (SWISAs):
Sugod Union Rice Farmers Association (SURFA); Inambatan Farmers Association
(IFASS); Tinago Irrigators and Marketing Cooperative (TIMARCO); Olaycon Rice
Farmers Association and, Poblacion Rice Farmers Association.

b.

Roads and Bridges
Monkayo has the total length of road network 537,203 kilometers broken
down as follows: 36,610.82 kilometers concrete roads, 28,650 kilometers asphalt
roads, 338,511.75 kilometers gravelled roads and 89,237 kilometers earth roads.
The total length of the road right of way is 8,991 kilometers and proposed road
with 30,989 kilometers. The total barangay road is 495,963.50 meters of which
26,882.50 meters are concreted, 209,394.00 meters gravelled and 87,865.00 meters’
earth.
Within the municipality, there are 33 Reinforced Concrete Deck Girder
Bridges, four bailey bridges, seven hanging bridges, one tram line cable and six box
culverts.
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c.

Infrastructure Facilities
A total of 1,018 infrastructure facilities are situated in the municipality where
221 infrastructure facilities are located within the forestland. In the forestland, there
are 11 protective services facilities, 68 purok centers, 22 education facilities and 12
water related facilities that includes dams, reservoir, and intake boxes. (Refer to
Table 34 and Figure 12).
Table 34
Infrastructure Facilities
Infrastructure

No. of Facilities
A&D

Forestland

Total

Barangay Hall

20

1

21

Purok Center

209

68

277

Health Facilities

21

1

22

Education Facilities

41

22

63

Social Welfare Facilities

60

16

76

Protective Services Facilities

9

11

20

Recreation and Sports Facilities

105

13

118

Water Related Facilities

75

12

87

Terminal

12

3

15

Information Communication Technology

5

3

8

Churches

195

57

252

Bridges

45

14

59

797

221

1,018

TOTAL
Source: MPDO, 2018
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Figure 12. Infrastructure Map

Results show that three out of four services on employment, livelihood and business
promotion posted high awareness while four out of seven services on agricultural support
also posted high awareness. On the other hand, all tourism promotion services posted low
awareness. These suggests that the people still need to be informed about these services.
Availment is low for all services which suggests that LGU-Monkayo’s services are not being
maximized by the citizens. On the bright side, citizen satisfaction is high for the service
users which indicates good implementation. Need for action is also high implying that
citizens call for reforms to improve service delivery. Refer to Table 35.
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Table 35
Comparative Ratings for Public Works and Infrastructure
Public Works and Infrastructure Indicator
Barangay roads
Municipal roads and bridges
Barangay hall
Multipurpose halls or civic centers
Public markets and satellite markets
Public parks and open spaces
Road safety (traffic signals, road signs and
street lights)
Sports centers and facilities
Information and reading center (public library)
Municipal Government buildings
Public cemetery
Flood control management system (dikes and
drainage)

Awareness

Availment

Satisfaction

100.00
(High)
100.00
(High)
100.00
(High)
66.00
(High)
62.67
(High)
64.67
(High)
80.00
(High)
53.33
(Low)
42.67
(Low)
100.00
(High)
100.00
(High)
72.67
(High)

100.00
(High)
85.33
(High)
100.00
(High)
64.65
(High)
85.11
(High)
83.51
(High)
66.67
(High)
68.75
(High)
40.63
(Low)
66.67
(High)
44.67
(Low)
72.48
(High)

68.67
(High)
87.50
(High)
84.67
(High)
87.50
(High)
85.00
(High)
74.07
(High)
83.75
(High)
85.45
(High)
96.15
(High)
89.00
(High)
86.57
(High)
81.01
(High)

Need for
Action
84.00
(High)
76.56
(High)
70.00
(High)
70.31
(High)
70.00
(High)
69.14
(High)
68.75
(High)
72.73
(High)
57.69
(Low)
65.00
(High)
61.19
(Low)
64.56
(High)

Source: CSIS, 2016

Recommendations include: (1) better road construction/building quality; (2) finish
road construction and more building construction; (3) more budget appropriated for
construction of public highways; (4) ensure 100% paved/cemented/concretized roads; (5)
monitor and get rid of construction; and, (6) establish barangay public markets.

5. Institutional and Governance Sector
a. Local Institutional Capability
The present organization of the Local Government Unit of Monkayo is a
divisional structure with two distinct branches: the Executive and the Legislative
Branches. The Executive Branch is composed of 13 departments and seven units,
which are divided into services, divisions and sections. The Municipal Mayor heads
the organization, from whom all the executive authority and responsibility
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originates. The Municipal Administrator is positioned next in the hierarchy in so far
as it exercises delegated authority from the mayor. He supervises the operations of
line and staff departments, offices and units.
The Vice Mayor presided over the Sangguniang Bayan (SB), which is the
policy-making body of the municipality. The SB is composed of the Vice Mayor, the
elected regular council members, the president of the municipal chapter of the Liga
ng mga Barangay and the Indigenous People Mandatory Representative (IPMR).
The Office of the Secretary to the Sanggunian serves as the secretary to the council.
It also provides legislative, administrative and secretarial support services to the
said body. As the main policy-making body of the local government, the SB, among
others, enacts ordinances, approves resolutions and appropriates fund for the
general welfare of the Monkayo residents. It likewise regulates activities related to
the use of land, street, sidewalks, bridges, parks and other public places and
approves of the construction of the same.
A unique feature of the Sangguniang Bayan in Monkayo is that the
councilors have their designated political jurisdiction known as the Councilor’s Area
of Responsibility (CAR). This serves as an extension of the Mayor’s Office. It aims to
ensure that public services are delivered efficiently, effectively and equitably. In this
sense, the lead legislators also perform a policy-implementation function. In
addition, the councilors act either as chairpersons, vice chairperson and/or
members of regular committees of the local development council. Tables 36 and
37 showed the list of the municipal and barangay officials of Monkayo.
Table 36
Municipal Officials of Monkayo
Municipal Official
Position
Hon. Ramil L. Gentugaya
Municipal Mayor
Hon. Joanna Aileen A. Gentugaya
Municipal Vice Mayor
Hon. Jocelyn C. Burgos
Councilor
Hon. Marlon H. Tumaob
Councilor
Hon. Kimberly Benazir May R. Codilla
Councilor
Hon. Joel D. Basañes II
Councilor
Hon. Brendo T. Ceniza
Councilor
Hon. Ronald T. Manzano
Councilor
Hon. Avelino T. Cabag
Councilor
Hon. Antonio F. Saavedra, Jr.
Councilor
Hon. Allen L. Cabag
LNMB President
Hon. Paulino S. Sebio
IPMR
Hon. Ivan Jello E. Cajes
SKMF
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Table 37
List of Barangay Captains
Name of Barangay
Barangay Captain
Awao
Hon. Moises A. Bacolod
Babag
Hon. Roderick M. Duque
Banlag
Hon. Emelita C. Daanton
Baylo
Hon. Jose T. Cabag
Casoon
Hon. Anastacio C. Esguerra
Haguimitan
Hon. Marlon S. Tarrayo
Inambatan
Hon. Robin C. Pascual
Macopa
Hon. Domingo J. Jucoy
Mamunga
Hon. Daniel P. Formilleza
Mt. Diwata
Hon. Pedro J. Samillano, Jr.
Naboc
Hon. Raul C. Villamor
Olaycon
Hon. Bobby P. Gogo
Pasian
Hon. Maria Concepcion S. Crizaldo
Poblacion
Hon. Allen L. Cabag
Rizal
Hon. Albin C. Arances
Salvacion
Hon. Othelio B. Sumatra
San Isidro
Hon. Antonio A. Lumagbas
San Jose
Hon. Marcelo C. Sam-o, Jr.
Tubo-tubo
Hon. Arnold B. Quizala
Union
Hon. Leah A. Utlang
Upper-ulip
Hon. Fernando F. Latiban

b. Organizational Structure
The existing organizational set up of some other offices and units specifically
in the front line services LGU-Monkayo, Compostela Valley Province is not viable
when it comes to the chain of command responsibilities as far as salary grade
distribution is concerned. The Department Head is receiving salary grade 24 while
the next in rank is receiving salary grade 18 which is not in conformity with the
provision to the rule on promotion under item No. 15 of CSC Memorandum
Circular No. 3, S. 2001 or the Revised Policies on Merit Promotion Plan that no
government employee may be promoted or transferred to a position which is more
than three-salary grades from his original position.
In like manner, classification of unit heads is inconsistent in terms of salary
grades. Some were receiving salary grade 18, 15, 11 & 9 and no administrative
support staff in the plantilla positions.
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As of March 2019, the municipal government has 987 employees, staff and
volunteers, broken into 13 elected (1.32%), 149 permanent (15.10%), 65 -casuals
(6.59%), 13 contract of services (1.32%), 373 job orders (37.79%), 263 Barangay
Health Workers (26.65%), 26 Barangay Nutrition Scholars (2.63%), 61 Child
Development Workers (6.18%), 20 Agricultural Technicians (2.03%) and four (4)
coterminous employee (0.41%). This translates to roughly one employee per 96
persons of the population.
c.

Financial Management
The local fiscal management of Monkayo is well established and manned by
adequately trained personnel under the following major offices, namely: Treasury,
Accounting, Budget and Planning. The fiscal management is under the Public
Finance Management Team (PFMT) and mentored by the Regional Inter-agency
Team composed of oversight national government agencies, namely DBM, DILG,
NEDA, and BLGF. The Monkayo PFMT-RIAT partnership started in 2014.
Although the LGU’s fiscal management can be considered good as evidenced
by quite a few numbers of awards and recognitions, worth to mention is the DILG’s
Seal of Good Housekeeping for good financial housekeeping received for the years
2013 and 2014, among others, its internal control system is relatively weak.
There are some concerns that need to be addressed as well. The positional
structure of Municipal Treasurer’s Office needs reorganization to meet the
challenges and to efficiently manage the business and real property taxation thru
local area networking with the offices of Accountant, Assessor and the Permit and
Licensing.
The financial operation of local economic enterprise, which comprised more
or less 60% of local revenues, need to be re-engineered to ensure its sustainability.
As shown in Table 38, the estimated income is higher than the actual
collection by 1.24% or in the amount of P4,204,970.94. However, there is an
increase of 1,574.56% on other income.
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Table 38
Report of Revenue and Receipts, as of December 21, 2018
Revenue Sources
Tax Revenue
Share from IRA collection
Other share from national taxes
Service and business income
Shares, grants, and donations
Other income
Total

Estimate
14,401,800.00
261,139,974.00
0.00
64,420,393.00
0.00
5,400.00
339,967,567.00

Actual
Collection
14,634,193.00
261,139,974.00
262.06
58,426309.00
1,471,432.00
90,426.00
335,762,596.06

Over/Under
Collection
232,393.00
0.00
262.06
(5,994,084.00)
1,471,432.00
85,026.00
(4,204,970.94)

Source: Municipal Accounting Office, 2019

Table 39
Local Annual Income
Income
Real Property Taxes
Business/Local
Taxes
Revenue for
Economic
Enterprises
Fees/Charges
Internal Revenue
Allotment
Other Income
Total Income

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

1,589,498.50

1,781,127.84

2,321,695.56

2,464,005.94

2,555,140.04

8,704,453.76

8,545,468.82

8,165,992.05

10,292,349.46

11,317,064.10

28,964,403.78

40,590,087.78

40,254,279.72

54,693,083.33

33,351,301.83

10,368,677.92

9,128,855.84

9,879,380.25

10,431,659.97

12,741,386.70

177,785,976.00

203,048,148.00

233,895,243.00

243,241,614.00

261,139,974.00

2,404,248.35
229,817,258.31

949,212.78
264,042,901.06

665,943.05
285,182,533.63

2,028,562.26
268,458,191.63

8,111.10
321,112,977.77

Source: Municipal Treasurer’s Office, 2019

The local government unit is very dependent on the Internal Revenue
Allotment (IRA). From 2015-2019, an average of 90.92 percent of the local spending
comes from the national government, thus, it is not capable of sustaining its basic
operations without the national government’s intervention. This manifested to the
LGUs very poor on collection. Refer to Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Sources of Income
Monkayo spent over P467 million on its operations in 2018. The local
government spending is highly concentrated in general public services that
includes salaries, wages and operating expenses. It spent far less on health and
social services. In terms of spending, about 52 percent increase from 2014 to 2018.
An increase of 724.86% were spent to economic services from 2017 to 2018. Refer
to Table 40 and Figure 11.
Table 40
Local Annual Expenditure
Expenditure
General Public
Services
Health and
Social Services
Economic
Services
Operation of
Economic
Enterprises
MDRRM
Other Charges
Total
Expenditure

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

102,448,774.50

114,953,570.007

125,821,172.13

132,078,137.96

147,701,997.14

40,949,534.96

53,656,020.33

53,161,346.09

56,780,656.63

67,213,690.07

42,497,062.950

52,952,706.88

62,544,186.28

23,252,516.42

191,801,696.41

9,755,616.28

26,001,877.46

10,939,117.43

10,863,100.48

15,208,495.55

5,917,969.40
21,889,749.56

11,350,077.10
13,030,679.49

3,734,366.76
25,584,208.43

11,471,412.62
11,479,641.92

20,320,358.11
24,921,476.44

223,458,707.65

271,944,931.33

281,784,397.12

246,195,466.03

467,167,713.72

Source: Municipal Budget Office, 2019
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Figure 14. Comparative Local Annual Expenditure

Table 41 revealed that the citizen’s awareness of LGU’s for governance and response
services is high which indicates that the people are highly aware of the LGU services.
However, availment is mostly low which indicates that additional effort toward increasing
the number of service users is necessary to maximize utilization of available services.
Citizen’s satisfaction is high which signifies that the LGU is meeting the expectations
of service user as far as delivery of governance and response services is concerned. Need
for action is also high (except for DRRM) implying that citizens call for reforms to improve
service delivery.
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Table 41
Comparative Ratings for Governance and Response
Public Works and Infrastructure Indicator
Delivery of frontline services
Action/response on complaints against public
officials/public office
Mobile LGU services, provision of municipal
services to the barangays
Conflict and dispute resolution in the
barangays
Timely response on peace and order and
public-safety related incidents
Traffic management
Disaster risk reduction and management
Public information services

Awareness

Availment

Satisfaction

79.33
(High)
72.00
(High)
76.67
(High)
76.00
(High)
82.67
(High)
80.00
(High)
87.33
(High)
84.00
(High)

35.29
(Low)
39.81
(Low)
41.74
(Low)
36.84
(Low)
59.68
(High)
59.17
(High)
55.73
(Low)
68.25
(High)

88.10
(High)
88.37
(High)
85.42
(High)
83.33
(High)
89.19
(High)
92.96
(High)
87.67
(High)
75.58
(High)

Need for
Action
88.10
(High)
65.12
(High)
75.00
(High)
66.67
(High)
78.38
(High)
73.24
(High)
60.27
(Low)
70.93
(High)

Source: CSIS, 2017

To improve the delivery of LGU-Monkayo’s programs and services to make it more
responsive to the needs of the people, the following are the suggested priorities for
development: (1) faster transaction processes, e.g. processing of birth
certificate/death/marriage, business permits; (2) informing all citizens regarding the
services; (3) maintain/improve current service levels; (4) ensure fairness in accommodating
clients; (5) strictly implement the rules and regulations, e.g. Anti-Red Tape Act; and, (6)
additional vehicle units for faster response.
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Chapter VII

Vision, Mission, Goals, and Agenda
Vision
Imploring the aid of the Divine Providence, Monkayo is an agri-industrialized
municipality that is socially and economically progressive community where people are
living in an orderly environment, disaster resilient and climate change adaptive under
responsive governance.
Mission
Poverty alleviation, through the implementation of disaster resilient, climate change
adaptive and sustainable development programs, projects and activities, consistent with
the promotion and protection of humanity and ecology.
General Goals
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Effective, efficient, proactive and responsive governance allowing people
participation with transparency, accountability and client friendly.
A progressive municipality with diversified economy and acceptable investment
climate and providing efficient and effective basic services and facilities.
An empowered citizenry that participate in all undertakings of the government
from planning, implementation and monitoring of development programs and
projects.
Proactive in terms of disaster-risk reduction and climate change adaptation.
Provision of basic socio-economic services for the upliftment of the condition of
the people.
Reduction of poverty at the national level standards by implementing
participatory, community-driven programs, projects and activities.
Delivery of basic public services thru public financial management system.
Rationalization and strengthening of manpower complement of the LGU, for
efficient delivery of basic services and to be proactive in addressing over-all
development of the municipality.

When Mayor Ramil L. Gentugaya assumed office in July 2019 on his second term, his
administration affirmed its promise to the municipality’s electorate to prioritize key
programs and projects. Hon. Gentugaya set a common direction in the development of the
municipality and embark on his program of government by spearheading a stronger brand
of public service through his “Responsive Local Governance” executive agenda which is
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materialized through these interlinked guideposts: (a) Transparency (Dayag na Pagdumala);
(b) Participation and Consultation (Pakiglambigit ug Konsultasyon), and, (c) Relationship
and Access (Pakig-relasyon para sa Agi-anan sa mga Ayuda). This is operationalized to help
ensure the main strategic building blocks of poverty alleviation, including Equitable Social
Services Support, Expanding Economic Opportunities, Accelerating Infrastructure Delivery,
Environmental Protection and Preservation, Building Safe and Secure Municipality and
Advancing Institutional Capability as shown in the ELA 2020-2022 Overall Strategic
Framework (refer to Figure 15).

Figure 15. ELA 2020-2022 Overall Strategic Framework

This Executive-Legislative Agenda is consistent with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and it mirrors the thrust of the Philippine Development Plan 2017-2022.
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Chapter VIII

Executive

Legislative Agenda

An Executive Agenda (EA) is a document that articulates the government program
of the executive department of a province, city or municipality in a given period. It contains
the major development thrusts of the local administration, including the development
priorities of the Local Chief Executive (LCE), towards the attainment of the LGU vision.
A Legislative Agenda (LA) is a package of priority policies and legislative measures
designed to support local development priorities, particularly those contained in the EA. It
serves as a roadmap to guide the Sanggunian or the local legislative council in identifying,
analyzing, and formulating solutions to problems and issues requiring public policy.
The Executive-Legislative Agenda (ELA) is a term-based plan culled out from the
Comprehensive Development Plan which contains the major development thrusts and
priorities of both the executive and the legislative branches for the three year term of office.
The ELA is mutually developed and agreed upon by the executive and legislative
departments of the LGU in consultation with the various stakeholders.
The important uses of an ELA include:







lead the executive and the legislative branches towards a unified vision, mission,
goals and objectives;
enable the executive and legislative branches to agree on priority problems and
issues;
help the LGU focus on a set of interventions towards the attainment of a
common set of objectives and goals;
increase the chances for implementation of priority programs of the executive
department, if the legislative branch formulates ordinances in support of the LCE
program of government; and,
speed up the implementation of priority projects.

The following are the executive and legislative actions to be pursued:
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Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 1

Equitable Social Services Support
Economic growth and development cannot be sustained without inclusive, equitable
and sustainable human development. A healthier and more educated and empowered
population will result in a more productive workforce, which in turn boosts economic
growth. Thus, social investments in people to extend the availability of essential health,
education, social services, and public safety are critical in their own right, but also
complement on overall economic development of the municipality.
The goals are to ensure inclusive and quality education for all and promote lifelong
learning; guarantee adequate and quality health services that are promotive, preventive,
curative, and rehabilitative in nature; improve social services and increase access; expand
leisure, recreation and sports; and, maintain peace and order in Monkayo.
Table 42
Executive-Legislative Agenda on Equitable Social Services Support
Key Issues, Challenges,
and Concerns

Executive Actions
(Programs, Projects,
and Activities)

Public Policy Actions and Priority
Legislative Measures

Sub-Sector: Health and Sanitation

low availment (52.08%) on
prenatal/post natal childbirth
services
less effective delivery of health
services especially in the isolated
barangays/puroks

low availment (27.93%) on
Prevention and Management of
Communicable and NonCommunicable Diseases program
high cost of health care
limited distribution, accessibility
and availability of low cost
medicines
low availment basic dental/oral
hygiene services and needed
immediate action

 filling up of vacant
positions for Assistant
MHO
 request additional Doctor
to the Barrio (DTTB) to
Department of Health
 upgrading of Barangay
Health Centers as Birthing
Facility
 increase budget for drugs
and medicines
 establishment of Botika ng
Barangay
 additional hiring of one
Dentist
 request the Department of
Health for Dentist to the
Barrios





appropriation ordinance
resolution requesting DOH for an
additional Doctor to the Barrio
resolution requesting Office of
the Representative for the
upgrading of BHCs and Birthing
Facility




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance establishing a
Botika ng Bayan, providing
mechanisms and appropriating
funds thereof




appropriation ordinance
resolution requesting DOH for an
assignment of one Dentist to the
Barrio
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 additional budget for
drugs, medicines and
supplies
unavailability of vehicles for social
and humanitarian needs in times
of medical emergencies
unserviceable vehicles for rescue
and relief operations during times
of calamities and others
a computer-based system that
supports the functions of
barangay health stations and rural
health unit
a need for a systematic way to
manage patient records and
generates standardized reporting
requirements both at the local and
national level
two (2) STI/HIV/AIDS related
deaths in the municipality
intensify community education
and public awareness on
STI/HIV/AIDS
sustain advocacy and promotion
of the standards of a stable and
mature service delivery network in
the municipality
ensure that the standards are
flexible enough to adapt to local
conditions and are appropriate to
the municipality and population
full implementation of Barangay
Health Workers Benefits and
Incentives Act of 1995, and other
non-monetary benefits such as
continuing education

 purchase of rescue
vehicles every barangay



appropriation ordinance

 additional funds for
purchase of IT equipment
for iCLINICSys



appropriation ordinance

 Sexually Transmitted
Infection and HIV/AIDS
Control Program
 activation of Municipal
HIV/AIDS Council



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
a resolution adopting the
Municipal Investment Plan for
Health (MIPH)




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance establishing a
scholarship for BHWs and BNS
who will pursue tertiary education
in a state college




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting the
Responsible Parenthood Program
in the municipality



appropriation ordinance

 support to RHU and
Birthing Clinic operations

 Barangay Health
Development Program

continuing professional
development for BHWs and BNS
manage population growth while
allowing a multiplicity of family
planning options consistent with
religious convictions

 Family Planning Program

sustenance promoting a culture of
voluntary blood donation hoping
that many individuals will become
regular voluntary unpaid donors
to guarantee sufficient supply of
safe blood and to meet national
blood necessities

 Blood Services Program
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scale up medical and relief
missions up to purok level to
enable the poor to access medical
intervention and other forms of
assistance
prevalence of uncured/untreated
TB patients

 Medical, Dental,
Laboratory and
Environmental Health
Outreach Program
 TB-Directly Observed
Treatment Short-course
Program




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting the
Executive Order 70 or the
“Whole-of-Nation approach”



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting DepEd
Order 13-2017 or the policy and
guidelines on healthy food and
beverage choices in schools in
the municipality
an ordinance adopting DepEd
Order 39-2017 or School-Based
Feeding Program (SBFP) for SY
2017-2022
an ordinance adopting the IronFortified Rice Program in the
municipality or adopting Republic
Act No. 8976 entitled “An Act
Establishing the Philippine Food
Fortification Program and for
Other Purposes

prevalence of malnutrition in the
municipality
1.41% of children aged 0-5 years
old who are malnourished
need to promote of healthy eating
habits among children and youth
learners


 Nutrition Program
 adoption of I-Rice
Program


under nutrition among public
school children

0.20% of children died under five
years old
intensify immunization strategy
there is a need to develop,
implement and monitor
preventive strategic plans to
mitigate child environmental
health issues including childhood
injuries

 Child Care, Environmental,
and Morbidity Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance establishing a
Reproductive Health Care
Program in the municipality
an ordinance adopting the
Responsible Parenthood Program
in the municipality
an ordinance adopting DOH
Administrative Order 2010-0010

ensure coordination and
collaboration in activities related
to care delivered to sick children
0.27% of women who died due to
pregnancy related cause
address a wide range of
conditions, health behaviors, and
health systems indicators that
affect the health, wellness, and
quality of life of women

 Maternal Health Care
Program
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(Revised Policy on Micronutrient
Supplementation to reduce under
five and maternal deaths and
address micronutrient needs of
other population groups
cases reported/referred people
who suffer from depression
cases of people died by suicide in
the municipality
presence of persons with drug use
disorders
eliminate municipality’s malaria
cases
sustenance of malaria control and
elimination efforts at all levels
4.80% of households without
access to safe water
7.62% of households without
access to sanitary toilet facilities

a need to improve early
detection and preparedness
activities for improved and
timely response
all disease surveillance
activities are coordinated and
streamlined
expand coverage under the
PhilHealth system of financially
disadvantaged women
limited coverage and benefits
of social health insurance
maintain/sustain Red Orchid
Award




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting Republic
Act 11036 or the Philippine
Mental Health Law



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance approving the
municipal integrated safe water,
sanitation and hygiene (iWASH)
plan of Monkayo



an ordinance providing for the
control and prevention of
communicable and noncommunicable diseases in the
municipality

 Philippine Health
Insurance for Women
About to Give Birth
Program



appropriation ordinance

 Anti-Smoking Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting DepEd 59,
series 2017 or the guidelines on
the Weekly Iron Folic Acid (WIFA)
supplementation for female
adolescent learners in public high
schools

 Mental Health Program

 Malaria Control Program

 Environmental Health and
Sanitation Program

 Disease Surveillance
Program

lack of Anti-Smoking Clinic

lack of Adolescent Friendly
Health Clinic

 Adolescent Health
Program
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inadequate income distribution/
high percentage of population
below poverty line
limited source of funds to respond
need to increase/scale up financial
assistance

need to organize joint activities
performed by the local and
national government bringing its
services closer to the people
there are unserved households for
basic services

high cost of burial services

not functional temporary shelter
for mentally ill, homeless people,
teenagers, and other communities
that offers a place where people
can go to obtain food and other
services
low availment of child and youth
welfare services
sustenance of Child-Friendly Local
Governance Audit (CFLGA)
alarming number of juvenile
offenders (high incidence of cases
on minors in conflict with the law)

Sub-Sector: Social Welfare


 Additional allocation of
budget for financial
assistance:

- burial
- medical
- physical restoration
- medico legal

appropriation ordinance
an ordinance providing for Burial
Assistance Program in the
municipality
an ordinance establishing a
Comprehensive Medical
Assistance Program in the
municipality, providing for a
temporary shelter (pasilungan) at
designated state-owned hospital,
and for other purposes




appropriation ordinance
appropriation ordinance
institutionalizing the Ato ni Bai –
Serbisyo Caravan of the
municipality



a municipal ordinance for the
Establishment of Funeraria ng
Bayan, providing mechanisms
and funds thereof

 functional Monkayo Dropin Center



appropriation ordinance

 Child and Youth Welfare
Program



appropriation ordinance

 Emergency Assistance
Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance providing for cash
incentives/rewards to Senior
Citizens aging 90-99 years old in
the municipality, providing
mechanisms in the

 institutionalization of Ato
ni Bai sa Barangay –
Serbisyo Caravan

 Establishment of
Punerarya ng Bayan

minors need of special protection
and parents counselling
a number of families in difficult
and in crisis situation
scale up coverage of senior
citizens assistance
high awareness on the program
but low availment among senior
citizens

 Elderly Persons Welfare
Program
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implementation thereof and for
other purposes
need to increase service users
PWD program
facilitate registration of PWDs in
the municipality
59.32% of households with
income below the poverty
threshold
33.42% of households with
income below the food threshold

 Differently-Abled Persons
Welfare Program



appropriation ordinance

 Family and Community
Welfare Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance revising the Gender
and Development (GAD) Code of
Monkayo, Compostela Valley




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance providing for
annual subsidy for PhilHealth
indigent patients (i.e. non-4Ps,
NHTS beneficiaries)



appropriation ordinance






appropriation ordinance
an ordinance revising the
Children’s Code of the
municipality
an ordinance



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance approving the
Municipal Youth Development
Plan (MYDP), and appropriating
funds thereof

1.06% of households who
experienced food shortage
incidence of violence against
women (VAWC) and children
low availment and needs action
for the implementation of women
welfare services
inadequate income distribution/
high percentage of population
below poverty line

 Women Welfare Program

 Medicare para sa Masa

limited coverage and benefits
of social health insurance
0.28% of persons in the labor
force who are unemployed

 Self-Employment
Assistance Program

a need to expand and improve
comprehensive early childhood
care and education, especially for
the most vulnerable and
disadvantaged children

 Early Childhood Care and
Development Program

render support in the
implementation of Republic Act
No. 11310 or the Pantawid
Pamilyang Pilipino Program Act

 support to Pantawid
Pamilyang Pilipino
Program

ensure the implementation of RA
10742 or Sangguniang Kabataan
Reform Act of 2015 based on the
stipulation of its implementing
rules and regulations
promote the active and
meaningful participation of our
young citizens

 Youth Development
Program
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low budget for school
maintenance and repairs
ensure that the learning needs of
all young people and adults are
met through equitable access to
appropriate learning and life skills
programs
2.29% of children aged 6-12 years
old who are not attending
elementary school

Sub-Sector: Education
 sustain and scale up

Brigada Eskwela Program

 support/financial
assistance to Department
of Education

22.20% of children aged 13-16
years old who are not attending
junior high school
increasing number of out-ofschool youth
promote distance learning
expand access to education by
bringing it to where the learners
are



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance adopting the RadioBased Instruction (RBI) an
alternative learning delivery
mode using radio broadcast to
deliver the ALS programs



an ordinance adopting the
enhanced municipal scholarship
program for deserving tertiary
students, and students taking up
medical and dental courses in the
municipality, providing
mechanisms in the
implementation thereof and for
other purposes




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting the
MonCAST Code

 support to Alternative
Learning System (ALS)
through 95.7 RLG FM

high incidence of drop-out rates
especially at the secondary level

provide scholarship program to
deserving IP/non-4Ps individuals
lack of medical practitioners in the
municipality

appropriation ordinance

 Student Assistance
Program

increasing number of enrolees
lack of additional classrooms and
other standard facilities to
accommodate the growing
number of students
limited access to college
education especially by the poor
due to high cost of college
education

 support to Monkayo
College of Arts, Sciences,
and Technology
(MonCAST) operations

Sub-Sector: Housing and Settlement
ensure adequate housing, utilities,
and services for human
settlements
strengthen partnerships with
National Housing Authority,

 preparation of Monkayo
Comprehensive Shelter
Plan



an ordinance approving the
Monkayo Comprehensive Shelter
Plan
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Gawad Kalinga, Habitat for
Humanity and other institutions
long overdue titling of housing
units at Habitat and Amakan

lack of gendered sports facilities
encourage mass participation to a
healthy lifestyle about creating
lifelong habits, adopting a healthy
and better lifestyle

 titling of resettlement
areas (e.g. Habitat,
 appropriation ordinance
Amakan)
Sub-Sector: Sports and Recreation
 formulation/preparation
 an ordinance approving the
of Municipal Sports
Municipal Sports Development
Development Action Plan
Plan
 support to sports
 appropriation ordinance
Development Program
Sub-Sector: Culture and the Arts

not yet done with the delineation
on the overlapping issue on
ancestral domain and A&D
arts and culture must put food on
the table by mobilizing its
potentials as sources for livelihood
for sustainable development, thus
answering the need for reducing
and eradicating poverty

 Socio-Cultural
Development Program



appropriation ordinance

lack of an integrated and
comprehensive education and
training in arts and heritage

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 2

Expanding Economic Opportunities
On economic development, it shall be anchored on the strengthening of production,
processing, and marketing, promotion of small and medium enterprises, and harnessing
local tourism potentials. It leverages the municipality’s vibrant economy to sustain its
growth and create new opportunities for expansion, especially through targeted
government investments in both existing and emerging industries.
The overall goals include: achieve a modern, sustainable and competitive
smallholder agriculture and fisheries; a diversified rural economy that is dynamic,
technologically advanced and internationally competitive; establish an attractive and
sustainable business environment that will facilitate the creation and development of
competitive enterprises; promote Monkayo as a premiere tourist destination in the
province to encourage tourist arrivals, brand Monkayo as a center for culture, arts and
education; and, solicit support for the improvement of tourism services; and, improve
Monkayo’s position in the cities and municipalities competitiveness index (CMCI).
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Table 43
Executive-Legislative Agenda on Advancing Institutional Capability
Executive Actions
Key Issues, Challenges,
Public Policy Actions and
(Programs, Projects,
and Concerns
Priority Legislative Measures
and Activities)
Sub-Sector: Agriculture
poor adoption of new agricultural
technologies
lack of entrepreneurial knowledge
of farmers
limited farm machinery and
postharvest facilities
strong dole out mentality (spoonfeeding) of the farmers
poor water management
(inefficient use of water, tail-end
farmer gets less water, excessive
irrigation fees)

 institutionalization of
Farmers Field School,
Farm Business School,
and Climate Field School



an ordinance institutionalizing
Farmers Field School, Farm
Business School, and Climate
Field School, and appropriating
funds thereof



an ordinance institutionalizing
the Farmers Information
Management System, and
appropriating funds thereof



an ordinance for the
establishment of Municipal
Trading Post
a resolution authorizing the LCE
to enter into contract with the
CSO operator

limited coverage/gap between
research and extension/inefficient
agricultural extension
no functional farmers information
database
creation of database for better
program targeting
identify farmers that should
benefit
from agriculture-related programs
and services of the government
lack of market information
lack of wholesale/auction markets
lack of transportation and
distribution facilities/centers

 institutionalization of
Farmers Information
Management System

 operationalization of
Monkayo Agricultural
Trading Post

increase yield losses due to pests
and/or crop protection costs
reports of high chemical residue
on agricultural products

 Municipal Crop
Protection Program

produce crop yield that is safe for
consumers and acceptable to local
vast network of rivers and
freshwater resources in the
municipality

 Freshwater Fish
Production Program






appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting Republic
Act No. 10068 or Organic
Agriculture Act of 2010



appropriation ordinance
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wholesale and retail markets for
tilapia, hito and carp are very
competitive
presence of illegal fishing and use
of destructive methods of fishing
poor enforcement of fishery law
need to rehabilitate forest
production areas
sustain provision of high quality
tree and fruit seedlings in order to
promote conservation and
protection of the environment
high cost of commercial feeds for
swine and poultry

 Seedling Dispersal
Program



appropriation ordinance

 Livestock and Poultry
Enhancement Program



appropriation ordinance

 Implementation of AntiRabies Act



appropriation ordinance

 Support to Institutional
Development Program



appropriation ordinance

 Municipal Corn Program



appropriation ordinance

 Municipal Rice Program



appropriation ordinance

 Farm Inputs Credit
Assistance Program
(FICAP)



appropriation ordinance

dwindling livestock and poultry
prices
emerging and re-emerging
diseases causing risk to animal
and public health
livestock products and byproducts
produced by backyard raisers are
not commercially competitive
livestock-based waste
contributing to environmental
pollution
sustain implementation of RA9482
otherwise known as the antiRabies Act and Responsibilities of
a Pet Owner
farm gate price of farm products is
very low
unorganized small farmers
sustain effective open
communication with farmer
groups, i.e. copperatives, peoples’
organizations, rural improvement
club, youth and irrigators’
associations
low agricultural productivity on
OPV and hybrid corn
limited farm machinery and
postharvest facilities
low agricultural productivity on
inbred and hybrid rice
high cost of farm inputs
limited capitalization for agribased enterprises
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shortage/unavailability of credit/
high interest
absence/inadequacy/inefficiency
of insurance schemes
diversion of loan proceeds to
other uses by farmers
one with the nation to annually
observed the month of May as
Farmers’ Month celebration
pursuant to Presidential
Proclamation No. 33

 Farmers’ Month
Celebration Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting the
Tourism Code of the
Municipality of Monkayo, this
Province

 establishment of
Tourism Information and
Promotion Center



appropriation ordinance

 Tourism Sites
Development Program



appropriation ordinance

Sub-Sector: Tourism
inadequacy / inefficiency of
tourism services and support
facilities
lack of information dissemination
at the grassroots level in support
to economic development
through sustainable tourism and
environmental protection
there is a need for promotion,
introduction and awareness of the
tourism-related business
establishments and stakeholders
available tourism desk at
municipal hall lobby

 establishment of
Tourism, Culture and the
Arts Unit

no one-stop shop tourism center
formulate plans and programs for
sustainable tourism development
in the barangay level
no master plan for tourism
including nature tourism,
culture/heritage, and agri-tourism
inaccessibility of tourism
destinations due to poor road
networks
lack of attractive investment
package to lure business investors
inadequate and inefficient
provision of tourism services
not enough accommodations (i.e.
inns, hotels) to sustain tourism
development
promotion of cultural tourism
through the establishment of IP
owned and operated cultural
tourism enterprises
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Sub-Sector: Commerce, Trade and Industry
 facilitate the
establishment of special
ecozones/ industrial sites
 develop functional
low level of investments
business center (e.g.
 appropriation ordinance
MonCAST,
support
to
culture of entrepreneurship is very
low among rural poor
Negosyo Center) that
will cater to MSME
increase the number of
investments
needs
 establish communityincrease and expand the tax base
of LGU-Monkayo
based livelihood
 appropriation ordinance
development projects
 education and training
programs for business
 appropriation ordinance
enhancement

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 3

Environmental Protection and Preservation
The protection and development of the forest and forestland of Monkayo is very
important considering its rich biodiversity with high endemism of both flora and fauna, the
existence of significant forest cover, the services performed in mitigating climate change
and pollution, and the maintenance of the beauty of nature. It supplies water for the
barangays and substantial portion of Poblacion’s water supply requirements. Irrigation of
farmlands downstream is also a main benefit provided by the subwatersheds. Other
benefits include ecotourism, climate regulation through carbon sequestered by forests,
medicinal benefits from the use of indigenous plants, and other intangible benefits
traditionally enjoyed by residents in the area in the form of recreational, spiritual, cultural
and non-use values.
At the end of this plan, Monkayo will be cleaner and greener while quality of life of
upland communities will be significantly improved through (a) complete the delineation of
protection and production forestland; (b) effective management in the protection of
existing natural forest; (c) improve the rehabilitation and development of grasslands,
brushlands and cultivated forestlands; (d) invigorate the conservation and development of
water production areas and biodiversity measures; (e) pursue nature-based tourism
development; (f) enforce and recognize migrant occupants by CADT holders; (g) accelerate
the development of the priority subwatersheds; and, (h) strengthen other support
mechanism.
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Table 44
Executive-Legislative Agenda on Environmental Protection and Preservation
Key Issues, Challenges,
and Concerns

Integrated Municipal SWM Plan
needs updating
improper waste management
systems is still evident

absence of SLF Development
Master Plan
insufficient funding for the
completion of SLF Level I

people are unaware of the
Septage and Sewerage
Management ordinance

poor waste diversion strategy

bulk accumulation of
biodegradable materials

lack of hazardous waste
management and disposal
national directive on cleaning up
Naboc River
non-systematic approach to water
resource management

sustain the implementation of RA
9003

Executive Actions
Public Policy Actions and
(Programs, Projects, and
Priority Legislative Measures
Activities)
Sub-Sector: Waste Management
 updating of the Integrated
Municipal Solid Waste
 an ordinance approving the
Management Plan (2023Integrated Municipal Solid
2032)
Waste Management Plan
 Ecological Solid Waste
(2023-2032)
Management Program
 formulation of Sanitary
Landfill Development
 support resolution for the
Master Plan
establishment of sanitary
 completion of Sanitary
landfill
Landfill
 conduct community
education and public
awareness on Septage
 appropriation ordinance
and Sewerage
Management
 institutionalization of
 an ordinance institutionalizing
waste processing or
of waste processing
alternative technology
 appropriation ordinance
 appropriation ordinance
 establishment of Compost  resolution for the
Production and
establishment of Compost
Manufacturing Center
Production and Manufacturing
Center
 construction of concrete
vault for hazardous
 appropriation ordinance
materials
 support to Oplan Sagip
Naboc River
 awards and incentive
system for best
implementing
communities, households
and organizations



resolution supporting the
Oplan Sagip Naboc River
Program



appropriation ordinance
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Sub-Sector: Forest and Forestland Management
eroded/denuded areas due to
 integration of Forest Land
 an ordinance approving the
unsustainable farming system
Use Plan in the
Comprehensive Land Use Plan,
forest land encroachment
Comprehensive Land Use
and appropriating funds
Plan and Zoning
uncertain and complex
thereof
government regulations
Ordinance
36,523.25 hectares of forestland
absence of clearly defined
boundaries of permanent forest
lands
reduction of biodiversity due to
forest destruction, hunting and
wildlife trading

quality of the forest cover in
forestland continue to deteriorate
decline of forest cover
increase carbon sinks in the
municipality

 delineation of Forest
Protection and Forest
Production zones

 environmental
Management Program
(establishment of manmade pocket forest,
greenbelts and tree parks
every barangay)



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance establishing a
man-made pocket forest in
the 21 barangays of the
municipality
an ordinance establishing
guidelines in watershed and
greenbelt protection in the
municipality
an ordinance enacting the
Tree Ordinance of the
municipality





illegal small-scale, unsustainable
and irresponsible mining activities
illegal dumping of small scale
artisanal mining
discordant plans between local
and national government



a resolution supporting the
establishment of Mineral
processing Zone at Mebatas,
Upper Ulip



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance establishing
guidelines in watershed and
greenbelt protection in the
municipality

 delineation of proposed
Mineral Processing zone

inadequate personnel to monitor
mining activities

blatant timber theft across the
municipality over the last couple
of years
presence of timber poachers and
illegal loggers

four subwatersheds covering to
67,092.80 hectares
turbid, contaminated and polluted
rivers means degraded water

 establishment of
checkpoints (entrance and
exits)
 deputation of forest
guards (Bantay Gubat)
 mobilization of AntiTimber Poaching Task
Force
 implementation of
Subwatershed
Management Plan
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quality as a result of mining and
agricultural processes



Agusan river becomes waste
disposal area of banana plantation
especially with contaminated and
infested with disease banana
trunks



Some rivers have become a
wastewater drain from households

an ordinance prohibiting
throwing of wastes in rivers
and streams in the
municipality
an ordinance revising the
Water and Sanitation Code of
Monkayo

lax in the implementation laws on
safeguarding watersheds
continue to promote and
demonstrate support for
environmental protection
inculcate responsible stewardship
on environment

 conduct of various
international, national and
local environmental
events (e.g. Earth Day,
Araw ng Kalikasan, Arbor
Day, Environment Month,
etc.)



appropriation ordinance

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 4

Accelerating Infrastructure Delivery
The municipality’s inadequate infrastructure has been identified as a critical
constraint to the local economic growth. This inadequacy, in both quantity and quality, is
the result of low levels of public and private sector investments in infrastructure, which fall
short of the requirements of a progressive economy and a growing population.
It is believed that infrastructure provides the backbone for the implementation of
the physical development plan. This agenda on infrastructure aims to contribute to inclusive
growth and poverty reduction targets of the municipality. It will support the performance
of the Monkayo’s economic sectors and ensure equitable access to infrastructure services,
especially as these affect the people’s health, education, and housing. Thereby, accelerating
the provision of safe, efficient, reliable, cost–effective, and sustainable infrastructure.
The overall goal of the sector is to build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation as economic growth, social
development and climate action are heavily dependent on investments in infrastructure,
sustainable industrial development and technological progress.
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Table 45
Executive-Legislative Agenda on Accelerating Infrastructure Delivery
Key Issues, Challenges,
and Concerns

inadequate and insufficient
maintenance funds
improve road conditions and
decrease road blocks and delays
increase travel times and travel
costs
improve roads to make farming
more profitable as better access to
markets will allow poor people to
benefit from growth, expand their
farming production and diversify
into more profitable crops
improve roads and transport
services, which will increase access
to health care facilities, reducing
time lost to illness and increasing
household productivity and life
expectancy, particularly in rural
communities
poor condition of barangay roads
encroachment within Road Right
of Way limit
high risk for flooding, landslide
and faultline

Executive Actions
Public Policy Actions and
(Programs, Projects, and
Priority Legislative Measures
Activities)
Sub-Sector: Roads and Transport
 Municipal Streets and
Drainage Maintenance
Program
 Barangay Road
Maintenance Program
 opening and rehabilitation
of NHA-Purgatoryo access
road with erosion control
and drainage component
 rehabilitation of NHABanlag access road with
erosion control and
drainage component
 concreting o Suaybaguio
 support ordinance/resolution
St., Amacio St., Judge Cruz
providing funds for road
St., and among others
development
 rehabilitation of P-4, Awao
 resolution requesting for
to Sitio Bongabong to Km.
possible funding from the
11, P-14, Casoon road
Office of the President on
rehabilitation of roads
 rehabilitation of Sitio Paco
 a resolution adopting the
to Sitio Bosquit, San Jose
Local Public Transport Route
road
Plan
 rehabilitation of Sitio
Mebatas, Upper Ulip to P-7,
Tubo-tubo road
 rehabilitation of P-16 to P11 to Sitio New Kapatagan,
Casoon road
 rehabilitation of P-4, Rizal
to Sitio Guinabonan to Sitio
Gabanan, Baylo road
 rehabilitation Sitio
Mabuhay, Awao to P-9,
Pasian road
 rehabilitation of P-5 to P-4,
Naboc road
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 rehabilitation of Sitio
Guinabonan, Baylo to Sitio
Upper Buay, Salvacion road
 rehabilitation of P-12 to P1, Casoon road
 rehabilitation of Sitio Palina,
San Isidro to P-1, Casoon
road
 rehabilitation of Sitio
Liwanag, Banlag to Sitio
Maot, San Jose road
 rehabilitation of P-5 to P-1,
Haguimitan road
Sub-Sector: Water Supply, Sewerage, Sanitation, and Drainage
 preparation of Municipal
Drainage and Flood Control
 support ordinance or
drainage clogging and
master plan
resolution to the
frequent flooding
 rehabilitation of drainage
establishment of Sewerage
canals along
Inefficient drainage system
and Drainage Plan/System
MHO/DENR/BFP road and
Cervantes street
 appropriation ordinance
erratic and insufficient water
 support resolution/ordinance
 rehabilitation/improvement
supply
for Bulk Water Supply/Water
of
water
system
lack of water rationing during
System Development
 drilling and construction of
water loss
through BOT scheme
facilities for new/additional
 resolution authorizing the
limited water source
water source
LCE to enter into a Joint
inadequate capacity of
 acquisition of water truck
Venture agreement with Bulk
distribution pipes
Water Supply provider
 support resolution/ordinance
 preparation and
for the provision of funds for
institutionalization of
the construction of iWASH
less access to sanitary toilets
Integrated Safe Water,
facilities specifically at
Sanitation, and Hygiene
evacuation centers, schools
(IWASH)
and government facilities
Sub-Sector: Irrigation
 support in the maintenance
of the following:
deposition of fine sediments in
- communal irrigation
irrigation dams and canals
systems at Awao, Rizal-  appropriation ordinance
operation and maintenance of
Haguimitan, Salvacionirrigation systems
Union, Tubo-tubo,
Naboc
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growing level of infrastructure
investment
undertake a needs assessment of
social infrastructure to meet the
needs
upgrade detailed engineering for
a high quality infrastructure
construct climate proof
buildings/structures
needs to improve:
public market
evacuation center 1
barangay halls and
evacuation centers
regularly assess the need for
health and social care facilities
ensure there is a sufficient,
conducive to learning classrooms
and childcare facilities

 small-scale water irrigation
systems at Tubo-tubo,
Union, Poblacion and
Inambatan
Sub-Sector: Social Infrastructure
 improvement of Monkayo
Public Market (installation
of electrical works, roofing

structure, drainage
rehabilitation and
pavement restoration)
 improvement of Evacuation
Center I (rehabilitation of
roofing structure,

ventilation and additional
facilities)
 construction of new 14
commercial stalls with water 
and electric facilities
 construction of two-storey
building dormitory with

complete facilities
 construction of two-storey,
six-classroom building at

MONCAST
 construction of one-storey

activity center building
 construction of new
Municipal Public

Library/Reading Center
 construction of Three (3)

Breastfeeding rooms
 construction of two-storey
multi-purpose halls at:
- Upper Ulip

- Awao
- Pasian
- Babag
 construction of New
Kapatagan Elementary

School Multi-purpose Hall

appropriation ordinance

appropriation ordinance

appropriation ordinance

appropriation ordinance

appropriation ordinance
appropriation ordinance
appropriation ordinance
appropriation ordinance

appropriation ordinance

appropriation ordinance
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 construction of
Kabangkalan Elementary
School Multi-purpose Hall
 construction of Sugod
Elementary School Multipurpose Hall
 construction of Septage
and Wastewater Treatment
facility at MHO
 construction/rehabilitation
and improvement of
evacuation centers and
multi-purpose halls



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 5

Building Safe and Secure Municipality
No municipality has been spared from the shifts in extreme weather that have
brought death, damage and desolation in places affected by climate change. As we review
our recent experiences in the municipality, we are not only struck by the overwhelming
impact such as events on the lives of our people, but the overriding imperative of perpetual
readiness and vigilance. Monkayo is vulnerable to natural and human-induced hazards such
as floods, storms, and landslides. Floods and rain-induced landslides pose the greatest
threat to the municipality which a larger proportion of the population is severely affected.
The local government is now equipped with skills, tools and systems primarily for close
monitoring and preparation for disasters, thereby, reducing their impact.
Peace and order is an essential ingredient in maintaining economic development,
social order and political stability. A condition of peace and order facilitates the growth of
investments, generates more employment opportunities and attracts more tourists.
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Table 46
Executive-Legislative Agenda on Building Safe and Secure Municipality
Key Issues, Challenges,
and Concerns

maintenance of peaceful and safe
environment conducive to living
and socioeconomic development
there is a need to improve level of
intelligence efforts in thwarting
crime and insurgency
scale up overall quality of public
safety, law enforcement, legal and
justice services and facilities in the
municipality
obtain 100% information sharing
between intelligence and law
enforcement agencies

need to establish a drug-free
workplace both in public and
private institutions in the
municipality
1,560 located VSRs and Reformed
Voluntary Surrenders (RVS)
provided with free medical
services

reduce or maintain crime rate
lower than the provincial, regional
and national averages
elimination of yearly fire incidence
and improve public awareness on
fire prevention in all barangays of
Monkayo
need to strengthen enforcement
of all laws, policies and safety
regulations

Executive Actions
(Programs, Projects, and
Activities)
Sub-Sector: Protective Services
 Crime Prevention and Law
Enforcement Program
a. PNP/Civil Security Law
Enforcement Program
b. support to Barangay Tanod
Program
c. Peacekeepers Assistance
Program
d. financial Assistance for
Crime Prevention Advocacy
(Peace and Order and
Public Safety Program)
e. financial Assistance to
Municipal Peace and Order
Council Operation (support
to Secretariat)
 Anti-Illegal Drug Campaign
Operations
a. support to Anti-Illegal Drugs
Program
b. Community Support, After
Care and Reintegration
Program (Municipal Oplan
Liwanag Program)
c. support to Municipal AntiDrug Abuse Council
(MADAC) operation
 Logistical Support to Law
Enforcement Agencies
a. Support to AFP-CAFGU
Program
b. Support to Armed Forces of
the Philippines (AFP)
operation
c. support to Philippine
National Police – Monkayo
Police Station operation

Public Policy Actions and
Priority Legislative Measures



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
support
resolution/ordinance for
the implementation of
drug-free workplace in the
municipality
a resolution adopting the
Municipal Anti-Drug Abuse
Council Action Plan





appropriation ordinance
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proliferation of illegal gambling
activities
do not have any traffic lights even
in the most populated areas and
few
fixed surveillance cameras
(business buildings)

d. support to Bureau of Fire
Protection
e. support to PNP – AntiCriminality Program
f. support to CounterInsurgency and Counter
Terrorism Program
g. support to Katarungang
Pambarangay (KP) operation
 Support to People’s Law
Enforcement Board (PLEB)
Program
 Support to Anti-Illegal
Gambling Program



an ordinance creating the
People’s Law Enforcement
Board (PLEB) in Monkayo



appropriation ordinance



support
resolution/ordinance for
the establishment of Traffic
and Security Monitoring
System



appropriation ordinance

 establishment of Traffic and
Security Monitoring System

gather admissible evidence legally
and without interfering with
business processes
help increase traffic handling
improve safety and efficiency of
both the pedestrian and vehicular
traffic
a need to promote security and to
increase the quality of life by
artificially extending the hours in
which it is light so that activity can
take place

 installation of Road Signages
and Lighting System

improve safety for drivers, riders,
and pedestrians

Sub-Sector: Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation
need for a locally-driven capacity
development
recognizes that capable
individuals, organizations and
barangays play an indispensable
role in the successful reduction
and management of disaster risks
promotion of disaster resilient
municipality and safer barangays
take quick action to deal with
emergencies when they occur

 Capacity Development Program
for Disaster Preparedness and
Response
 support to MDRRMC and IMT
operation
 establishment of emergency
services



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance
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reduce the injuries and chaos
during emergencies
plan for potential workplace
emergencies

more prepared with stockpiles of
relief goods and commodities
ready to be distributed during
calamities
establish a fully functional disaster
database system
develop community-based
disaster preparedness and other
component plans

 conduct of emergency drills and
simulations

 stock piling of goods



an ordinance
institutionalizing
emergency drills and
simulations
resolution for the conduct
of regular drills and
simulations



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance adopting the
MDRRM plan and other
component plans, and
providing funds thereto



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance

 formulation/updating of
component plans

needs to update required plans
increase community awareness on
disaster risk management and
preparedness of all barangays in
the municipality
create an efficient and sustainable
weather and climate information
centralize all of their data on water
levels, agro-meteorology, weather
and early warnings to provide
direct warnings to the public
fulfill the role MDRRMO of issuing
warnings and informing the public
of weather conditions and
incoming natural hazards allowing
the municipality to prepare and
protect in advance against the
impacts of weather disasters
need for an additional
transportation for the sick or
injured people from the
emergency scene to the hospital

 conduct massive barangaybased DRR-CCA community
education and public awareness
and support to medical and
social services caravan
 maintenance and upgrading of
Early Warning Systems, (EWS)
a. internet connectivity and
maintenance of hotlines
b. upgrading and
maintenance of 95.7 RLG
FM radio station
c. purchase of ICT equipment
and software
d. purchase of rechargeable
radio
e. repair and maintenance of
generator set
 acquisition of standard
ambulance
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Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 6

Advancing Institutional Capability
Improving local governance is a vital tool to guarantee peace, boost economic
development, maximize administrative efficiency, and ensure social inclusion and
environmental sustainability. It includes the diverse objectives of vibrant, living, working,
and environmentally preserved self-governing communities. Good local governance is not
just about providing a range of local services but also about preserving the life and liberty
of residents, creating space for democratic participation and civic dialogue, supporting
market-led and environmentally sustainable local development, and facilitating outcomes
that enrich the quality of life of residents.
It involves promotion transparent, clean, and innovative local government;
strengthening local governance through improvement of staffing pattern and addressing
organizational gaps; and, providing personnel development to enhance departmental
operations. It is most effective when these processes are participatory, accountable,
transparent, efficient, inclusive, and respect the rule of law. Good governance is particularly
important at local level, where governments interact with its constituents and communities
on a daily basis.
Table 47
Executive-Legislative Agenda on Advancing Institutional Capability
Key Issues, Challenges,
and Concerns

Executive Actions
Public Policy Actions and
(Programs, Projects,
Priority Legislative Measures
and Activities)
Sub-Sector: Organizational Management

absence of Administrative and
Employee’s Manual
professionalization of public
service and improved institutional
capacities in all levels of local
governance
enforce basic policies and the
systems and procedure by which
the organization and operation of
the bureaucracy are to be based
no functional research and
development
institutionalize research linkage to
planning, budgeting and
legislating in improving resource
prioritization and utilization

 creation of Technical
Working Group
 preparation of
Administrative and
Employee’s Manual

 organizing research and
development team and
designating the
composition
 formulation of municipal
research agenda
 conduct research
conference/forum



an ordinance
adopting/approving the
Administrative and Employee’s
Manual



an ordinance creating the
Municipal Collaborative
Research Council, and
providing funds thereto
an ordinance adopting the
research agenda
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position created but no hiring and
budget allocation

 follow up decision of Court
of Appeals on the
ownership case
 transfer the title from
Magunot family to LGUMonkayo
 hiring of Municipal Tourism
Officer

no position for agricultural and
biosystems engineer to oversee
irrigation, facilities, equipment,
farm to market road and market
development (RA 10915)

 creation and hiring of
Agricultural and Biosystems
Engineer II at the Municipal
Agriculture Office

ownership issue of the Municipal
Agriculture Office lot
area development in MAGRO
Complex is halted due to land
ownership dispute

lack of position created in the
MSWDO to facilitate social
services
no position created for the
operation and maintenance of
Monkayo Drop-in Center
no position created, only
designated casual employee
manned the youth development
office
mainstream youth services of
MYDU, MAGRO, MHO, and
lack of plantilla positions in
MENRO
undermanned office
a local system that provides direct
access to human resource (HR)
information in support of
operational activities, via clientserver technology and
intranet/internet technology
shall offer opportunities and
services that will promote and
sustain healthy well-being and
harmonious relationships among
LGU-Monkayo personnel
organize purposive activities to
cope with the physical, mental,
emotional and social challenges of
day to day work
lack of leadership training for
officials and employees
employees should learn specific
knowledge or skills to improve
performance in their current roles



support resolution/ordinance



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance changing the
nomenclature of Agriculturist
II to Agricultural and
Biosystems Engineer II of the
Municipal Agriculture Office

 creation and hiring of
permanent positions
including Social Welfare
Officer II and house parent



an ordinance creating the
position of Social Welfare
Officer II, appropriating funds
thereto

 creation and hiring of
Municipal Youth
Development Officer



an ordinance creation of
plantilla position for Municipal
Youth Development Officer



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance institutionalizing
the Human Resource
Management Information
System



support resolution/ordinance
for the institutionalization of
Health, Wellness and Sports
Development Program of
LGU-Monkayo, and providing
funds thereof



appropriation ordinance

 strengthening of Municipal
Environment and Natural
Resources Office
 Human Resource
Management Information
System (HRMIS) Program

 Health, Wellness and Sports
Development Program

 Learning and Development
Program for Employees
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limited capacities of employees in
project development, fund
sourcing and accessing external
funds, monitoring and evaluation
fully implement and review of
Performance Management System
- Office Performance Evaluation
System
employees awards and incentives
system not fully implemented
(system still to be revised)
encourage paperless system in the
legislative branch
provide electronic based approach
in the conduct of sessions and
records management
a need for database of proposed
and approved
resolutions/ordinances
keeps track of the status of
proposed resolutions/ordinances,
petitions, requests and
resolutions/ordinances from
different barangays

 Performance Management
and Recognition Program

 establishment of e-Session
and Legislative
Management Information
System (LMMIS)




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance revising the
Program on Awards and
Incentives for Service
Excellence (PRAISE)



support resolution or
ordinance for the
establishment of e-session and
LMIS

Sub-Sector: Financial Management
increase local revenues and
significantly reduce IRA
Dependency
streamline planning and
coordinating functions to
strengthen the 21 component
BLGUs
increase revenue generation and
collection
strong, proactive and dynamic
policy and legislative support for
fiscal management
outdated Barangay Revenue Code
maximize utilization of assets for
income generation activities
outdated Revenue Generation
Plan of the Local Government Unit
of Monkayo
fully address personnel
requirements for effective fiscal
management (treasury, budgeting,
accounting, auditing, real property
assessment, financial

 continuing re-orientation
for the barangay officials
 conduct of periodic
writeshop on planning,
budgeting and other
financial operation of the
barangay



appropriation ordinance

 conduct orientation and
develop template for the
Revenue Code



appropriation ordinance

 creation of Technical
Working Group
 writeshop for the barangay
treasurers and punong
barangay



appropriation ordinance
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management, property
custodianship)
improve internal control system
for sound fiscal management
operationalization of Internal
Audit System
formulate and implement tax
measures to expand locally
generated revenues
an effective management of
township expansion, rural living,
and the road network to protect
agricultural lands, forests and
other protected areas from undue
conversion
ensuring good governance
(transparency, accountability,
citizens participation)
sustenance on the
institutionalization of people’s
participation

 hiring/designate of
personnel
 establishment of Internal
Audit Unit

 implementation of the
newly-approved
Comprehensive Land Use
Zoning Ordinance

 effectiveness of Local
Special Bodies



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance adopting the
CLUP
zoning ordinance



appropriation ordinance
adoption of the Code of CSOs
in the municipality




Sub-Sector: Information Management System
 benchmark in other LGU on
absence of Records and Archival
System
the LGU on the
 an ordinance providing for the
establishment of Records
Archival and Library System in
less access to information and
library services
and Archival System
the municipality, providing
 establishment of Records
funds for its operations
functional Records and Archival
system
and Archival System
 an ordinance establishing local
absence of local area networking
 benchmark from other
area network among MMO,
or ICT linkage among the offices
of Chief executive, Treasury,
LGUs for the establishment
MTO, MACCO, MASSO and
Accounting, Assessor, and Permits
of Local Area Network
PLU, and appropriating funds
and Licensing Unit
thereof
 update contents of the
website
sustenance of
www.monkayo.gov.ph and LGU regular postings of news,
 appropriation ordinance
Monkayo social media accounts
features and timely
announcements
institutionalization of RCBMS as
an organized way of collecting
information at the household and
barangay level to be used for
evidenced-based planning and
budgeting, evidenced-based
community-driven development
process, identifying eligible
beneficiaries and projects,
monitoring targets and goals

 conduct of Rapid
Community-Based
Monitoring System
(RCBMS)





municipal ordinance on the
institutionalization of Rapid
Community—Based
Monitoring System (RCBMS)
appropriation ordinance
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down to the barangay and
household levels, conducting
outcome-based evaluation
establish a fully functional
community database system
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Table 48
Estimated Three-Year Financial Requirements for Implementing ELA 2020-2022
Executive Actions
(Programs, Projects,
and Activities)

Legislative Actions

Performance Indicator

Period of
Implementation

Annual Funding Requirement
2020

Responsible
Office

SDG
Alignment

2021

2022

5,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

MHO, PHO,
DOH

3

3,000,000.00

3,000,000.00

MHO, PHO,
DOH

3

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

MHO, DOH

3

MHO,
MDRRMO

3

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 1
Equitable Social Services Support
Sub-sector: Health and Sanitation
 filling up of vacant
positions for Assistant
MHO
 request additional
Doctor to the Barrio
(DTTB) to Department of
Health
 upgrading of Barangay
Health Centers as
Birthing Facility
 increase budget for
drugs and medicines
 establishment of Botika
ng Barangay
 additional hiring of one
Dentist
 request the Department
of Health for Dentist to
the Barrios
 additional budget for
drugs, medicines and
supplies
 purchase of rescue
vehicles every barangay














appropriation ordinance
resolution requesting
DOH for an additional
Doctor to the Barrio
resolution requesting
Office of the
Representative for the
upgrading of BHCs and
Birthing Facility
appropriation ordinance
an ordinance
establishing a Botika ng
Bayan, providing
mechanisms and
appropriating funds
thereof
appropriation ordinance
resolution requesting
DOH for an assignment
of one Dentist to the
Barrio

high availment of health
services
more effective delivery
of health services
especially in the
isolated
barangays/puroks

2020-2022

no. of clients provided
with free medicines
no. of Botika ng Bayan
established

2021-2022



no. of clients served

2020-2022

1,000,000.00



no. of rescue vehicles
purchased
no. of clients served

2020

20,000,000.00







appropriation ordinance


1,500,000.00
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 additional funds for
purchase of IT
equipment for
iCLINICSys




appropriation ordinance




 Sexually Transmitted
Infection and HIV/AIDS
Control Program
 activation of Municipal
HIV/AIDS Council




appropriation ordinance



 support to RHU and
Birthing Clinic
operations






 Barangay Health
Development Program

 Family Planning
Program




appropriation ordinance
a resolution adopting the
Municipal Investment
Plan for Health (MIPH)
appropriation ordinance
an ordinance
establishing a
scholarship for BHWs
and BNS who will pursue
tertiary education in a
state college
appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting
the Responsible
Parenthood Program in
the municipality











 Blood Services Program
 Medical, Dental,
Laboratory and
Environmental Health
Outreach Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting
the Executive Order 70





no. of IT system
maintained
no. of patients profiled
and encoded
decrease of
STI/HIV/AIDS infection
no. of community
awareness conducted
no. of clients
examined/tested/
referred
standards on health
delivery is ensured
no. of deliveries
performed
no. of pregnant women
availed pre-natal
services
no. of BHWs and BNSs
supported
no. of DTTB assisted
no. of puroks availed
the extension medical
services
no. of women of
reproductive age
availed family planning
methods
no. of bloodletting
activities conducted
no. of blood donors
profiled and assisted
no. of patients availed
medical services
no. of clients availed
laboratory services

2020-2022

1,200,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MHO, DOH

3

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MHO, DOH

3

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MHO

3

2020-2022

10,500,000.00

10,500,000.00

11,000,000.00

MHO

3

2020-2022

100,000.00

150,000.00

200,000.00

MHO

3

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MHO

3

2020-2022

3,500,000.00

3,500,000.00

3,500,00.00

MHO

3
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or the “Whole-of-Nation
approach”




 TB-Directly Observed
Treatment Short-course
Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting
DepEd Order 13-2017 or
the policy and guidelines
on healthy food and
beverage choices in
schools in the
municipality
an ordinance adopting
DepEd Order 39-2017 or
School-Based Feeding
Program (SBFP) for SY
2017-2022
an ordinance adopting
the Iron-Fortified Rice
Program in the
municipality or adopting
Republic Act No. 8976
entitled “An Act
Establishing the
Philippine Food
Fortification Program
and for Other Purposes


 Nutrition Program
 adoption of I-Rice
Program


 Child Care,
Environmental, and
Morbidity Program
 Maternal Health Care
Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance
establishing a
Reproductive Health

no. of outreach
activities conducted
no. of patients treated/
assisted
no. of patients cured/
treatment completed
availed cash incentive

2020-2022

350,000.00

350,00.00

350,000.00

MHO

3

no. malnourished
children rehabilitated
incidence of
malnutrition is
decreased

2020-2022

1,500,000.00

1,800,000.00

2,000,000.00

MHO

3



no. of children availed
child care services

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,00.00

100,000.00

MHO

3



no. of pregnant women
availed maternal care

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MHO

3
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 Mental Health Program

Care Program in the
municipality
an ordinance adopting
the Responsible
Parenthood Program in
the municipality
an ordinance adopting
DOH Administrative
Order 2010-0010
(Revised Policy on
Micronutrient
Supplementation to
reduce under five and
maternal deaths and
address micronutrient
needs of other
population groups
appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting
Republic Act 11036 or
the Philippine Mental
Health Law




 Malaria Control Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance approving
the municipal integrated
safe water, sanitation
and hygiene (iWASH)
plan of Monkayo
an ordinance providing
for the control and
prevention of
communicable and noncommunicable diseases
in the municipality

 Environmental Health
and Sanitation Program


 Disease Surveillance
Program





no. of mentallychallenged patients
examined/treated/
referred

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MHO

3

malaria-free
municipality is
maintained/sustained

2020-2022

20,000.00

30,000.00

50,000.00

MHO

3

no. of households
provided with sanitary
toilet bowls

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MHO

3

no. of disease
prevention activities
conducted

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MHO

3
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 Philippine Health
Insurance for Women
About to Give Birth
Program (WATGB)



appropriation ordinance



no. of WATGB enrolled
to PHIC

2020-2022

300,000.00

300,000.00

300,000.00

MHO

3, 5



no. of barangays
monitored
no. of Anti-Smoking
Clinic completed
Red Orchid Award
sustained and
maintained

2020-2022

300,000.00

300,000.00

300,000.00

MHO

3

no. of teenagers
counselled
no. of Adolescent
Friendly Health Clinic
established

2020-2022

100,000.00

1,000,000.00

200,000.00

MHO

3

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

MSWDO

1, 3, 10


 Anti-Smoking Program



appropriation ordinance




 Adolescent Health
Program

appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting
DepEd 59, series 2017 or
the guidelines on the
Weekly Iron Folic Acid
(WIFA) supplementation
for female adolescent
learners in public high
schools




Sub-sector: Social Welfare



 Additional allocation of
budget for financial
assistance:
- burial
- medical
- physical
restoration
- medico legal



appropriation ordinance
an ordinance providing
for Burial Assistance
Program in the
municipality
an ordinance
establishing a
Comprehensive Medical
Assistance Program in
the municipality,
providing for a
temporary shelter
(pasilungan) at
designated state-owned
hospital, and for other
purposes

 no. of clients served with
burial assistance
 no. of clients provided
with medical cash
assistance
 no. of clients referred for
physical restoration
 no. of clients provided
with medico-legal
support

2020-2022
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 institutionalization of
Ato ni Bai sa Barangay –
Serbisyo Caravan





 Establishment of
Punerarya ng Bayan

appropriation ordinance
appropriation ordinance
institutionalizing the Ato
ni Bai – Serbisyo Caravan
of the municipality
a municipal ordinance
for the Establishment of
Funeraria ng Bayan,
providing mechanisms
and funds thereof

 functional Monkayo
Drop-in Center



appropriation ordinance

 Child and Youth Welfare
Program



appropriation ordinance

 Emergency Assistance
Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance providing
for cash
incentives/rewards to
Senior Citizens aging 9099 years old in the
municipality, providing
mechanisms in the
implementation thereof
and for other purposes

 Elderly Persons Welfare
Program

 no. of clients served
 no. of barangays served

2020-2022

 no. of Funeraria ng
Bayan established

2021-2022

 no. of functional Drop-in
Center
 no. of CICL served
 no. of minors in need of
special protection and
parents counselled
 no. of out-of-school
youth provided with after
care and follow-up
services
 no. of families served
with cash and food
assistance
 no. of clients provided
with cash and materials
assistance
 no. of families provided
with monetary (death
benefit) assistance
 no. of families provided
with funeral services
 no. of elderly persons
referred for physical
restoration

5,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

MSWDO

1, 2, 3, 5,
10

2,000,000.00

350,000.00

MSWDO

10

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MSWDO

5, 16

2020-2022

850,000.00

850,000.00

850,000.00

MSWDO

1, 5, 10, 16

2020-2022

1,200,000.00

1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

MSWDO

1, 5, 10, 16

2020-2022

1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

MSWDO

5, 10
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 Differently-Abled
Persons Welfare
Program



appropriation ordinance

 Family and Community
Welfare Program



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance revising the
Gender and
Development (GAD)
Code of Monkayo,
Compostela Valley

 Women Welfare
Program

550,000.00

550,000.00

600,000.00

MSWDO

3

2020-2022

350,000.00

350,000.00

350,000.00

MSWDO

5

2020-2022

70,000.00

70,000.00

70,000.00

MSWDO

5

 no. of members
evaluated/assessed/
enrolled

2020-2022

650,000.00

650,000.00

650,000.00

MSWDO

1, 3, 5, 10



appropriation ordinance

 no. of SEAP applicants
assessed
 no. of SEAP applicants
granted with capital
assistance

2020-2022

200,000.00

200,000.00

200,000.00

MSWDO

1, 8, 10




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance revising the
Children’s Code of the
municipality
an ordinance

 no. of pre-schoolers
enrolled and graduated

2020-2022

5,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

5,500,000.00

MSWDO

4

 Medicare para sa Masa

 Early Childhood Care
and Development
Program

2020-2022

appropriation ordinance
an ordinance providing
for annual subsidy for
PhilHealth indigent
patients (i.e. non-4Ps,
NHTS beneficiaries)




 Self-Employment
Assistance Program

 no. of differently-abled
persons provided with
monetary (educational)
assistance
 no. of DAP provided with
after care and follow-up
services
 no. of couples counseled
by Pre-Marriage Council
 no. of solo parent
provided with
identification cards
 no. of families served
(Adopt-a-Family)
 no. od abused women
served with financial
assistance
 no. of women
participated in Gender
Sensitivity Training (GST)
and psychosocial
enhancement
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 support to Pantawid
Pamilyang Pilipino
Program



appropriation ordinance

 no. of Municipal Advisory
Committee – Municipal
Inter-Agency Committee
meetings conducted




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance approving
the Municipal Youth
Development Plan
(MYDP), and
appropriating funds
thereof

 no. of youth-led activities

 Youth Development
Program

 sustain and scale up
Brigada Eskwela
Program
 support/financial
assistance to
Department of
Education



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance adopting
the Radio-Based
Instruction (RBI) an
alternative learning
delivery mode using
radio broadcast to
deliver the ALS programs
an ordinance adopting
the enhanced municipal
scholarship program for
deserving tertiary
students, and students
taking up medical and
dental courses in the
municipality, providing
mechanisms in the
implementation thereof
and for other purposes

 support to Alternative
Learning System (ALS)
through 95.7 RLG FM



 Student Assistance
Program

2020-2022

250,000.00

250,000.00

250,000.00

2020-2022

2,000,000.00

2,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

500,000.00

Sub-sector: Education
 no. of schools provided
with carpentry and
2020-2022
masonry materials
 no. of programs, projects
and activities supported

2020-2022

 distance learning is
integrated to ALS
Program

2020-2022

 no. of students assisted
at MonCAST
 no. of medical and
dental students
supported

2020-2022

1,000,000.00

MSWDO

1, 2, 3, 10

2,000,000.00

MMOMYDU

5, 10

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

MMO,
MEO, GSO

4

500,000.00

500,000.00

MMO, LSB

4

MDRRMO

4

MonCAST.
MMO

1, 4

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00
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 support to Monkayo
College of Arts,
Sciences, and
Technology (MonCAST)
operations

 no. of programs/courses
ALCUCOA accredited
 no. of faculty members
availed educational loan




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting
the MonCAST Code



an ordinance approving
the Monkayo
Comprehensive Shelter
Plan

 no. of plans reviewed,
consulted and approved

appropriation ordinance

 no. of ownership titles
released

2020-2022

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

MonCAST

4

Sub-sector: Housing and Settlement
 preparation of Monkayo
Comprehensive Shelter
Plan
 titling of resettlement
areas (e.g. Habitat,
Amakan)



2020

250,000.00

2021-2022

MPDO

1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

MPDO

1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

MMO

3, 5, 10

10,000,000.00

10,000,00.00

MMO

10

12, 13

Sub-sector: Sports and Recreation
 formulation/preparation
of Municipal Sports
Development Action
Plan
 support to sports
Development Program

 Socio-Cultural
Development Program







appropriation ordinance



an ordinance
institutionalizing Farmers
Field School, Farm
Business School, and
Climate Field School, and
appropriating funds
thereof
an ordinance
institutionalizing the
Farmers Information

 institutionalization of
Farmers Field School,
Farm Business School,
and Climate Field School
 institutionalization of
Farmers Information
Management System

an ordinance approving
the Municipal Sports
Development Plan
appropriation ordinance



 no. of athletes and
coaches assisted
 no. of leagues/
tournaments conducted/
organized

2020-2022

1,500,000.00

Sub-sector: Culture and the Arts
 no. of activities
conducted in relation to
10,000,000.00
2020-2022
cultural preservation and
protection
Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 2
Expanding Economic Opportunities
Sub-sector: Agriculture
 no. of FFS, FBS and CFS
conducted
 no. of farmers enrolled
and graduated

2020-2022

500,000.00

500,000.00

500,000.00

MAGRO,
DA, DAR

 no. of farmers profiled

2020-2022

30,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

MAGRO
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 operationalization of
Monkayo Agricultural
Trading Post

 Municipal Crop
Protection Program






Management System,
and appropriating funds
thereof
an ordinance for the
establishment of
Municipal Trading Post
a resolution authorizing
the LCE to enter into
contract with the CSO
operator
appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting
Republic Act No. 10068
or Organic Agriculture
Act of 2010

 Freshwater Fish
Production Program



appropriation ordinance

 Seedling Dispersal
Program



appropriation ordinance

 Livestock and Poultry
Enhancement Program



appropriation ordinance

 Implementation of AntiRabies Act



appropriation ordinance

 Support to Institutional
Development Program



appropriation ordinance

 no. of farmers helped in
marketing their produce
as well as link them up to
new markets
 farm incomes boosted
 no. of biological control
agents distributed
 no. of community
education and public
awareness on pesticides
and herbicides
conducted
 no. of fingerlings
dispersed
 no. of trainings/seminars
conducted
 no. of seedlings
produced
 no. of seedlings
distributed
 no. of farmers served
 no. of animals dewormed
 no. of animals treated
 no. of Animal Health Day
conducted
 no. of Barangay
Agriculture Volunteer
Technicians
 no. of dogs and cats
vaccinated for free
 no. of farmer councils,
cooperative and
associations supported

MAGRO,

2020-2022

100,000.00

2020-2022

30,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

MAGRO

12

2020-2022

75,000.00

75,000.00

75,000.00

MAGRO

12, 14

2020-2022

200,000.00

200,000.00

200,000.00

MAGRO

12, 13, 15

2020-2022

800,000.00

800,000.00

800,000.00

MAGRO

12, 15

2020-2022

270,000.00

270,000.00

270,000.00

MAGRO

15

2020-2022

350,000.00

350,000.00

350,000.00

MAGRO

17

MONFECSO
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 Municipal Corn Program
 Municipal Rice Program
 Farm Inputs Credit
Assistance Program
(FICAP)




appropriation ordinance
appropriation ordinance

 no. of farmers served
 no. of farmers served

2020-2022
2020-2022

100,000.00
100,000.00

100,000.00
100,000.00

100,000.00
100,000.00

MAGRO
MAGRO

12
12



appropriation ordinance

 no. of farmers granted
with soft loan

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MAGRO

1

700,000.00

700,000.00

700,000.00

MMO

50,000.00

50,000.00

MMO

5,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

MMO

5,000,000.00

MMO,
MonCAST,
MPDO,
EEMO

8

MMOPESU

1, 8

MMOPESU,
MonCAST

1, 8

Sub-Sector: Tourism
 establishment of
Tourism, Culture and the
Arts Unit




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance adopting
the Tourism Code of the
Municipality of Monkayo,
this Province

 establishment of
Tourism Information
and Promotion Center



appropriation ordinance

 Tourism Sites
Development Program



appropriation ordinance

 facilitate the
establishment of special
ecozones/ industrial
sites
 develop functional
business center (e.g.
MonCAST, support to
Negosyo Center) that
will cater to MSME
needs



appropriation ordinance

 establish communitybased livelihood
development projects



appropriation ordinance

 education and training
programs for business
enhancement



appropriation ordinance

 no. of Tourism Unit
established with
personnel hired

2020

 no. of Tourism
Information and
Promotion Center
2021-2022
1,300,000.00
 no. of tourist arrivals
monitored
 no. of natural, eco-, and
agri-tourism sites
2020-2022
5,000,000.00
studied and developed
Sub-Sector: Commerce, Trade and Industry

 no. of special eco-zone
or industrial sites
established
 no. of business center
established and
operational

 no. of community-based
livelihood development
projects developed and
operational
 no. of clients served
 no. of trainings/
seminars/coaching
sessions conducted

2022

2020-2022

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00
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Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 3
Environmental Protection and Preservation
Sub-Sector: Waste Management
 updating of the
Integrated Municipal
Solid Waste
Management Plan
(2023-2032)
 Ecological Solid Waste
Management Program
 formulation of Sanitary
Landfill Development
Master Plan
 completion of Sanitary
Landfill
 conduct community
education and public
awareness on Septage
and Sewerage
Management
 institutionalization of
waste processing or
alternative technology

 establishment of
Compost Production
and Manufacturing
Center
 construction of concrete
vault for hazardous
materials
 support to Oplan Sagip
Naboc River





an ordinance approving
the Integrated Municipal
Solid Waste
Management Plan (20232032)

support resolution for
the establishment of
sanitary landfill



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance
institutionalizing of
waste processing
appropriation ordinance



 no. of SWM plan
formulated and
approved

 no. of master plan
formulated and
approved
 sanitary landfill
completed
 no. of community
education and public
awareness on septage
and sewerage
management
 no. of kilograms of waste
materials recovered
 no. of waste recycling
activities conducted
 no. of trainings on waste
recycling conducted

2020

30,000.00

13, 14, 15

2020-2022

1,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

MENRO,
MEO

6, 13, 14,
15

2020-2022

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

MENRO

6, 14, 15

2020-2022

20,000.00

20,000.00

20,000.00

MENRO

6, 15

appropriation ordinance
resolution for the
establishment of
Compost Production and
Manufacturing Center

 no. of compost
production and
manufacturing center
established

2021

500,000.00

MENRO

6, 15



appropriation ordinance

 no. of concrete vault
constructed

2021

250,000.00

MENRO,
MEO

6



resolution supporting
the Oplan Sagip Naboc
River Program

 Oplan Sagip Naboc River
Program supported

2020

MENRO,
MMO,
MPDO

6, 8, 14, 15




100,000.00
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 awards and incentive
system for best
implementing
communities,
households and
organizations

 no. of awardees
recognized and given
with cash incentives



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance approving
the Comprehensive Land
Use Plan, and
appropriating funds
thereof

 FLUP integrated to CLUP
and CDP



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance
establishing a man-made
pocket forest in the 21
barangays of the
municipality
an ordinance
establishing guidelines in
watershed and greenbelt
protection in the
municipality
an ordinance enacting
the Tree Ordinance of
the municipality
a resolution supporting
the establishment of
Mineral processing Zone
at Mebatas, Upper Ulip

2020-2022

300,000.00

300,000.00

300,000.00

MENRO

Sub-Sector: Forest and Forestland Management
 integration of Forest
Land Use Plan in the
Comprehensive Land
Use Plan and Zoning
Ordinance
 delineation of Forest
Protection and Forest
Production zones

 environmental
Management Program
(establishment of manmade pocket forest,
greenbelts and tree
parks every barangay)






 delineation of proposed
Mineral Processing zone
 establishment of
checkpoints (entrance
and exits)



appropriation ordinance

2020

MPDO

6, 12, 13,
14, 15

 no. of hectares
delineated for forest
protection zone
 no. of hectares
delineated for forest
production zone

2020-2022

75,000,000.00

75,000,000.00

75,000,000.00

MPDO,
MENRO,
PLGU,
DENR

6, 12, 13,
14, 15

 no. of greenbelt or
wedges projects
conducted
 no. of pocket forest
established and
maintained

2020-2022

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

MENRO,
BLGU

6, 12, 13,
14, 15

 no. hectares delineated
for mineral zone

2020-2022

2,500,000.00

2,500,000.00

2,500,000.00

MENRO,
DENR

 no. of checkpoints
(entrance and exit)

2020-2022

2,000,000.00

2,000,000.00

2,000,000.00

MENRO,
DENR,
UTCEL
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 deputation of forest
guards (Bantay Gubat)



appropriation ordinance

 mobilization of AntiTimber Poaching Task
Force



appropriation ordinance



an ordinance
establishing guidelines in
watershed and greenbelt
protection in the
municipality
an ordinance prohibiting
throwing of wastes in
rivers and streams in the
municipality
an ordinance revising the
Water and Sanitation
Code of Monkayo

appropriation ordinance

 implementation of
Subwatershed
Management Plan





 conduct of various
international, national
and local environmental
events (e.g. Earth Day,
Araw ng Kalikasan,
Arbor Day, Environment
Month, etc.)



established and
operational
 no. of designated forest
guards hired/assisted
 no. of cases filed/
apprehended
 no. of quarterly
monitoring activities and
meetings conducted

2020-2022

270,000.00

270,000.00

270,000.00

MENRO,
DENR

6, 12, 13,
14, 15

2020-2022

250,000.00

250,000.00

250,000.00

MENRO,
DENR

6, 12, 13,
14, 15

 no. of programs, projects
and activities conducted

2020-2022

250,000.00

250,000.00

250,000.00

MENRO

6, 12, 13,
14, 15

 no. of environmental
events organized and
conducted

2020-2022

150,000.00

150,000.00

150,000.00

MENRO

20,000,000.00

20,000,000.00

MEO,
DPWH,
DILG

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 4
Accelerating Infrastructure Delivery
Sub-sector: Roads and Transport

 Municipal Streets and
Drainage Maintenance
Program



support
ordinance/resolution
providing funds for road
development
resolution requesting for
possible funding from
the Office of the

 municipal streets
maintained and
concreted
 LPTRP formulated and
approved

2020-2022

20,000,000.00
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President on
rehabilitation of roads
a resolution adopting the
Local Public Transport
Route Plan
 no. of linear meters of
barangay road
maintained/rehabilitated

 Barangay Road
Maintenance Program
 opening and
rehabilitation of NHAPurgatoryo access road
with erosion control and
drainage component
 rehabilitation of NHABanlag access road with
erosion control and
drainage component
 concreting of
Suaybaguio St., Amacio
St., Judge Cruz St., and
among others
 rehabilitation of P-4,
Awao to Sitio
Bongabong to Km. 11,
P-14, Casoon road
 rehabilitation of Sitio
Paco to Sitio Bosquit,
San Jose road
 rehabilitation of Sitio
Mebatas, Upper Ulip to
P-7, Tubo-tubo road
 rehabilitation of P-16 to
P-11 to Sitio New
Kapatagan, Casoon road
 rehabilitation of P-4,
Rizal to Sitio
Guinabonan to Sitio
Gabanan, Baylo road





support
ordinance/resolution
providing funds for road
development
resolution requesting for
possible funding from
the Office of the
President on
rehabilitation of roads

MEO, DILG,
PLGU

9, 11

3,000,000.00

MEO

9, 11

2020

3,000,000.00

MEO

9, 11

 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained

2020-2022

2,000,000.00

 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained

2020-2022

2,000,000.00

 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained

2020

 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained

 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained
 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained
 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained
 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained

2,000,000.00

2,000,000.00

2,000,000.00

2,000,000.00

MEO

9, 11

2021-2022

20,000,000.00

19,600,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

2021-2022

15,490,000.00

20,000,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

2020

42,445,000.00

2021-2022

16,925,000.00

20,000,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

2021-2022

15,910,000.00

20,000,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11
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 rehabilitation Sitio
Mabuhay, Awao to P-9,
Pasian road

 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained
 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained

 rehabilitation of P-5 to
P-4, Naboc road
 rehabilitation of Sitio
Guinabonan, Baylo to
Sitio Upper Buay,
Salvacion road
 rehabilitation of P-12 to
P-1, Casoon road





 rehabilitation of Sitio
Palina, San Isidro to P-1,
Casoon road
 rehabilitation of Sitio
Liwanag, Banlag to Sitio
Maot, San Jose road

support
ordinance/resolution
providing funds for road
development
resolution requesting for
possible funding from
the Office of the
President on
rehabilitation of roads

 rehabilitation of P-5 to
P-1, Haguimitan road
 preparation of Municipal
Drainage and Flood
Control master plan
 rehabilitation of
drainage canals along
MHO/DENR/BFP road
and Cervantes street
 rehabilitation/
improvement of water
system
 drilling and construction
of facilities for
new/additional water
source








 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
maintained

2022

26,240,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

2022

24,670,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

23,850,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

21,895,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

21,020,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

19,750,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

18,200,000.00

MEO, DBM,
DPWH

9, 11

2021

 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
2021
maintained
 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
2021
maintained
 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
2022
maintained
 no. of linear meters of
FMR rehabilitated and
2022
maintained
Sub-Sector: Water Supply, Sewerage, Sanitation, and Drainage

support ordinance or
resolution to the
establishment of
Sewerage and Drainage
Plan/System

 no. of linear meters
drainage canal
developed, constructed
and maintained

2020-2022

5,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

MEO

9, 11

appropriation ordinance
support
resolution/ordinance for
Bulk Water Supply/Water
System Development
through BOT scheme
resolution authorizing
the LCE to enter into a

 water system
rehabilitated/improved

2020-2022

20,000,000.00

20,000,000.00

20,000,000.00

MEO

6, 9, 11
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 acquisition of water
truck

 preparation and
institutionalization of
Integrated Safe Water,
Sanitation, and Hygiene
(IWASH)

Joint Venture agreement
with Bulk Water Supply
provider
support
resolution/ordinance for
the provision of funds for
the construction of
iWASH facilities
specifically at evacuation
centers, schools and
government facilities

 no. of iWASH facilities
constructed

2020-2022

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

MEO,
MDRRMO

6, 9, 11

2,000,000.00

2,000,000.00

2,000,000.00

MEO, IAs,
SWISAs

11, 12

3,500,000.00

10,000,000.00

MEO

9, 11, 13

MEO

9, 11, 13

Sub-sector: Irrigation
 support in the
maintenance of the
following:
- communal
irrigation systems
at Awao, RizalHaguimitan,
Salvacion-Union,
Tubo-tubo, Naboc
 small-scale water
irrigation systems at
Tubo-tubo, Union,
Poblacion and
Inambatan
 improvement of
Monkayo Public Market
(installation of electrical
works, roofing structure,
drainage rehabilitation
and pavement
restoration)
 improvement of
Evacuation Center I
(rehabilitation of roofing



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance

 no. of communal
irrigation system and
small irrigation projects
repaired, rehabilitated
and desilted

2020-2022

Sub-sector: Social Infrastructure
 improvement of
Monkayo Public Market
(installation of electrical
works, roofing structure,
2020
drainage rehabilitation
and pavement
restoration)
 evacuation center
improved

2020

7,000,000.00
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structure, ventilation
and additional facilities)
construction of new 14
commercial stalls with
water and electric
facilities
construction of twostorey building
dormitory with complete
facilities
construction of twostorey, six-classroom
building at MONCAST
construction of onestorey activity center
building
construction of new
Municipal Public
Library/Reading Center
construction of Three (3)
Breastfeeding rooms
construction of twostorey multi-purpose
halls at:
Upper Ulip
Awao
Pasian
Babag
construction of New
Kapatagan Elementary
School Multi-purpose
Hall
construction of
Kabangkalan Elementary
School Multi-purpose
Hall



appropriation ordinance

 no. of commercial stalls
constructed

2021

15,000,000.00

MEO

9



appropriation ordinance

 two-storey student
dormitory constructed

2021

15,000,000.00

MEO

9



appropriation ordinance

 two-storey, six-classroom
building constructed

2021

15,000,000.00

MEO

9



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance

 no. of two-storey multipurpose halls
constructed

2020-2022



appropriation ordinance

 no. of multi-purpose hall
constructed

2020



appropriation ordinance

 no. of multi-purpose hall
constructed

2020

 activity center
established and
constructed
 Municipal Library and
Reading Center
constructed
 no. of breastfeeding
rooms established

2022

1,000,000.00

MEO

9

2022

1,600,000.00

MEO

9

700,000.00

700,000.00

MEO

5, 9

4,500,000.00

9,000,000.00

MEO

9, 11

800,000.00

MEO

9, 11

800,000.00

MEO

9, 11

2021-2022

4,500,000.00
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 construction of Sugod
Elementary School
Multi-purpose Hall
 construction of Septage
and Wastewater
Treatment facility at
MHO
 construction/
rehabilitation and
improvement of
evacuation centers



appropriation ordinance

 no. of multi-purpose hall
constructed

2020



appropriation ordinance

 septage and wastewater
treatment facility
constructed

2021

1,000,000.00



appropriation ordinance

 no. of evacuation centers
constructed

2021-2022

9,000,000.00

15,000,000.00

800,000.00

MEO

9, 11

MEO

6, 9, 11

9,000,000.00

MEO

6, 9, 11

15,000,000.00

MMO,
PNP,
MLGOO

16

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 5
Building Safe and Secure Municipality
Sub-Sector: Protective Services
 Crime Prevention and
Law Enforcement
Program
a. PNP/Civil Security
Law Enforcement
Program
b. support to
Barangay Tanod
Program
c. Peacekeepers
Assistance
Program
d. financial Assistance
for Crime
Prevention
Advocacy (Peace
and Order and
Public Safety
Program)
e. financial Assistance
to Municipal Peace
and Order Council
Operation (support
to Secretariat)



appropriation ordinance

 no. of law enforcement
operations conducted
 no. of Barangay Tanods
assisted
 no. of peacekeepers
assisted
 no. of Moral Recovery
Program advocates
assisted
 no. of Barangay Human
Rights advocates assisted
 no. of CACs assisted
 no. of CADREs assisted
 no. of trainings
conducted and attended
 no. of meetings
conducted/organized

2020-2022

15,000,000.00
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 Anti-Illegal Drug
Campaign Operations
a. support to AntiIllegal Drugs
Program
b. Community
Support, After Care
and Reintegration
Program (Municipal
Oplan Liwanag
Program)
c. support to
Municipal AntiDrug Abuse Council
(MADAC) operation
 Logistical Support to
Law Enforcement
Agencies
a. Support to AFPCAFGU Program
b. Support to Armed
Forces of the
Philippines (AFP)
operation
c. support to
Philippine National
Police – Monkayo
Police Station
operation
d. support to Bureau
of Fire Protection
e. support to PNP –
Anti-Criminality
Program
f. support to CounterInsurgency and
Counter Terrorism
Program








appropriation ordinance
support
resolution/ordinance for
the implementation of
drug-free workplace in
the municipality
a resolution adopting the
Municipal Anti-Drug
Abuse Council Action
Plan

 no. of Oplan Tokhang
conducted
 no. of buy bust
operations
 drug watchlist
verified/validated
 no. of community-based
rehabilitation program
for drug surrenderers
conducted
 no. of voluntary
surrenderers reformed
 increased number of
drug-free barangays
 drug-free municipality

2020-2022

10,000,000.00

10,000,000.00

appropriation ordinance

 no. of CAFGUs assisted
 no. of detachments
assisted
 no. of Integrated
Territorial Defense
System (ITDS)
strengthened
 no. of youth participated
in Youth Peace Camp
 no. of police personnel
assisted/supported
 no. of establishments
inspected
 fire incidents reduced by
80%
 decreased crime rate
 no. of rebels reintegrated
 no. of community
support program (End to
Local Communist Armed
Conflict) organized

2020-2022

24,500,000.00

24,500,000.00

10,000,000.00

MMO,
PNP,
MLGOO,
MHO,
MSWDO

16

24,500,000.00

MMO, AFP,
MLGOO,
PNP, BFP

16
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g. support to
Katarungang
Pambarangay (KP)
operation
 Support to People’s Law
Enforcement Board
(PLEB) Program
 Support to Anti-Illegal
Gambling Program





appropriation ordinance



support
resolution/ordinance for
the establishment of
Traffic and Security
Monitoring System

 establishment of Traffic
and Security Monitoring
System
 installation of Road
Signages and Lighting
System



 Capacity Development
Program for Disaster
Preparedness and
Response



 establishment of
emergency services




 conduct of emergency
drills and simulations

an ordinance creating
the People’s Law
Enforcement Board
(PLEB) in Monkayo



 no. of refresher course
conducted for
Katarungang
Pambarangay
 no. of cases filed and
reviewed
 no. of meetings
conducted
 no. of illegal gambling
operations conducted

2020-2022

175,000.00

175,000.00

175,000.00

MMO

16

2020-2022

200,000.00

200,000.00

200,000.00

MMO,
MLGOO,
PNP

16

2,000,000.00

MMO

16

500,000.00

MMO

16

800,000.00

MDRRMO

11

1,500,000.00

MDRRMO

3, 11

100,000.00

MDRRMO

11

 no. of government
buildings with CCTV
installed
2020-2022
1,000,000.00
2,000,000.00
 no. of prime streets
installed with CCTV
 all roads with traffic
appropriation ordinance
signage and lightings
2020-2022
1,000,000.00
500,000.00
system installed
Sub-sector: Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation
 no. of barangay
emergency responders
appropriation ordinance
trained
2020-2022
800,000.00
800,000.00
 no. of persons trained
from the private sector
 no. of clients served and
provided with medical
appropriation ordinance
supplies and first aid
2020-2022
1,500,000.00
1,500,000.00
 efficient and effective
response is ensured
an ordinance
institutionalizing
 no. of earthquake drills
emergency drills and
conducted
simulations
 no. of flood drills
2020-2022
100,000.00
100,000.00
resolution for the
conducted
conduct of regular drills
 no. of fire drill conducted
and simulations
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 stock piling of goods



appropriation ordinance

 no. of affected families
served with food and
non-food supplies

2020-2022

200,000.00

200,000.00

200,000.00

MDRRMO

11



an ordinance adopting
the MDRRM plan and
other component plans,
and providing funds
thereto

 no. of plans formulated,
updated, reviewed and
approved

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MDRRMO

11, 13

appropriation ordinance

 no. of barangays served
 no. of outreach
programs assisted

2020-2022

6,000,000.00

6,000,000.00

6,000,000.00

MDRRMO

11, 13



appropriation ordinance

 no. of weather updates
and advisories gathered
and disseminated
 no. of FM radio station
upgraded and
maintained
 no. of rechargeable radio
distributed
 no. of IT equipment with
software procured

2020-2022

1,650,000.00

1,200,000.00

1,200,000.00

MDRRMO

11, 13



appropriation ordinance

 no. of clients served

MDRRMO

3

 formulation/updating of
component plans
 conduct massive
barangay-based DRRCCA community
education and public
awareness and support
to medical and social
services caravan
 maintenance and
upgrading of Early
Warning Systems, (EWS)
a. internet
connectivity and
maintenance of
hotlines
b. upgrading and
maintenance of
95.7 RLG FM radio
station
c. purchase of ICT
equipment and
software
d. purchase of
rechargeable radio
e. repair and
maintenance of
generator set
 acquisition of standard
ambulance



2021

2,000,000.00
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Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 6
Advancing Institutional Capability
Sub-sector: Organizational Management
 creation of Technical
Working Group
 preparation of
Administrative and
Employee’s Manual
 organizing research and
development team and
designating the
composition
 formulation of municipal
research agenda
 conduct research
conference/forum
 follow up decision of
Court of Appeals on the
ownership case
 transfer the title from
Magunot family to LGUMonkayo
 Human Resource
Management
Information System
(HRMIS) Program

an ordinance
adopting/approving the
Administrative and
Employee’s Manual

 Administrative and
Employee’s Manual
prepared, reviewed and
approved

2021

an ordinance creating
the Municipal
Collaborative Research
Council, and providing
funds thereto
an ordinance adopting
the research agenda

 no. of researches
completed
 no. of research
conference conducted

2020-2022



support
resolution/ordinance

 land ownership
transferred to LGUMonkayo




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance
institutionalizing the
Human Resource
Management
Information System
support
resolution/ordinance for
the institutionalization of
Health, Wellness and
Sports Development
Program of LGUMonkayo, and providing
funds thereof








 Health, Wellness and
Sports Development
Program

HRMO,
MADO,
MPDO

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

2020

MPDO,
MonCAST,
MYDU

MPDO

 HRMIS developed and
maintained

2020-2022

540,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

HRMO

 no. of medical/laboratory
testing for employees
conducted
 no. of physical fitness
activities conducted

2020-2022

350,000.00

400,000.00

400,000.00

HRMO
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 Learning and
Development Program
for Employees

 Performance
Management and
Recognition Program

 establishment of eSession and Legislative
Management
Information System
(LMMIS)



appropriation ordinance




appropriation ordinance
an ordinance revising the
Program on Awards and
Incentives for Service
Excellence (PRAISE)



support resolution or
ordinance for the
establishment of esession and LMIS

 no. of employees availed
the educational loan
 personnel/job order
profiled for competency
and skills
 no. of IPCR/OPCR
reviewed/assessed
 no. of employees
provided with service
ring
 no. of employees
provided with loyalty
cash award
 LLMIS established and
maintained
 no. of ordinances/
resolutions encoded

2020-2022

300,000.00

300,000.00

300,000.00

HRMO

2020-2022

540,000.00

600,000.00

800,000.00

HRMO

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

SSBO

Sub-sector: Financial Management
 continuing reorientation for the
barangay officials
 conduct of periodic
writeshop on planning,
budgeting and other
financial operation of
the barangay
 conduct orientation and
develop template for
the Revenue Code
 creation of Technical
Working Group
 writeshop for the
barangay treasurers and
punong barangay
 establishment of
Internal Audit Unit

2020-2022

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

MPDO,
MBO,
MACCO,
SSBO

 no. of skills enhancement
trainings conducted

2020-2022

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

MBO,
MACCO,
MTO

 Internal Audit Unit
operational

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MMO,
MADO



appropriation ordinance

 no. of writeshop/
workshop
orhanized/conducted



appropriation ordinance





appropriation ordinance



appropriation ordinance
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 implementation of the
newly-approved
Comprehensive Land
Use Zoning Ordinance
 effectiveness of Local
Special Bodies







an ordinance adopting
the CLUP
zoning ordinance

 CLUP and zoning
ordinance implemented

2020-2022

appropriation ordinance
adoption of the Code of
CSOs in the municipality
adoption of CSO Action
Plan 2020-2022

 CSO action plan
implemented

2020-2022

MPDO

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MPDO

150,000.00

100,000.00

SSBO

100,000.00

MMO,
MTO,
MACOO,
MASSO,
PLU

Sub-sector: Information Management System
 establishment of
Records and Archival
System
 benchmark in other LGU
on the LGU on the
establishment of
Records and Archival
System
 establishment of local
area network
 benchmark from other
LGUs for the
establishment of local
area network
 update contents of the
website
 regular postings of
news, features and
timely announcements

an ordinance providing
for the Archival and
Library System in the
municipality, providing
funds for its operations

 records and archival
system established and
maintained

an ordinance
establishing local area
network among MMO,
MTO, MACCO, MASSO
and PLU, and
appropriating funds
thereof

 networking system
established and
maintained

2021-2022



appropriation ordinance

 no. of website
maintained

2020-2021



municipal ordinance on
the institutionalization of
Rapid Community—
Based Monitoring
System (RCBMS)
appropriation ordinance

 no. of persons
enumerated
 no. of households
covered





 conduct of Rapid
Community-Based
Monitoring System
(RCBMS)


2021-2022

2021

500,000.00

MPDO

2,500,000.00

MPDO
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Chapter IX

Capacity Development Agenda
Capacity development is defined as a process by which individual competencies and
organizational capacities are enhanced through strategic and integrated interventions to
equip and empower LGUs to fulfil their accountabilities and produce desired results. It is
the engine of human development. In the face of the current economic, climate and social
crises, developing local and societal capacities to design and implement strategies that
minimize the impact posed by these crises will remain critical for sustaining progress
towards achieving development objectives including the strategic thrusts and development
priorities and public policy actions and priority legislative measures identified in ELA 20202022.
It is known that capacity development starts from the principle that people are best
empowered to realize their full potential when the means of development are sustainable
– home-grown, long-term, and generated and managed collectively by those who stand to
benefit (UNDP, 2009).
A good capacity development response builds on existing capacity assets of the local
government to address the gaps identified in a capacity assessment workshop. Thus,
prioritizing CapDev interventions is important to Local Government Unit of Monkayo to
balance a growing demand for services with limited resources. For LCE, the three-year
tenure in office offers them limited time to address major issues as well as capacity gaps in
their communities. Defining the priority programs and projects and CapDev interventions
of the LGU is therefore necessary to maximize the limited time and resources of LGUs.
The CapDev Agenda of the Local Government Unit of Monkayo is a comprehensive
three-year plan that will guide the local government in implementing capacity development
initiatives. It serves as basis for communicating the strategic directions and reform agenda
of the current leadership, allocating the budget requirements of each capacity development
intervention across outcome areas of the LGU, and mapping out results framework/
monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of the CapDev interventions.
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Table 49
Detailed Three-Year Capacity Development Agenda, CY 2020-2022
Current State of
Capacity

Desired State of
Capacity

Capacity Development
Interventions

Expected Output

Target of
CapDev

Time
Frame

Funding Requirement
(‘000.00)
2020
2021
2022

Process
Owner

Source
of
Support

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 1: Equitable Social Services Support
Sub-sector: Health and Sanitation
unfunded and unfilled
vacant positions

1 Asst. MHO
1 Midwife IV
1 Midwife III
1 Midwife I
1 Pharmacist I
1 Clerk I

lack of training for
birthing personnel, nurses
and midwives

4 nurses and 4
midwives trained

lack of knowledge on HIV
testing, counselling and
care

knowledge on HIV
testing, counselling
and care

lack competence and skills
in handling mental health
program

lack of skills on encoding
and computing

lack of knowledge on new
inventions, cure, policies
and information

capable personnel
with mix of
competencies
required by a range
of mental health
services
personnel is
empowered
with practical skills
and know-how on
computing
well-capacitated
personnel on their
duties, functions and
responsibilities on
health care

upgrade health
services

MHO

2020-2022

750,000.00
330,000.00
275,000.00
195,000.00
225,000.00
135,000.00

highly skilled nurses
and midwives

MHO

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MHO

LCE

highly-skilled
counsellor

MHO

2020-2022

120,000.00

120,000.00

120,000.00

MHO

LCE, DOH

Training on Mental Health

highly competent
and motivated
personnel to
promote mental
health, prevent
disorders and
provide care for
people with mental
disorders

MHO

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MHO

LCE, DOH

Basic and Advance
Computer Literacy Training

skilled workforce
and efficient
reporting

MHO

2020-2022

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

MHO

LCE

attendance to Provincial,
Regional and National
Conventions on Medical
Practitioners

highly-skilled and
well-rounded health
personnel

MHO

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MHO

LCE

funding and filling-up of
vacant positions

Training on Basic
Emergency Obstetric and
Newborn Care and Family
Planning
Training on Adolescent HIV
Testing, Counselling and
Care

750,000.00
330,000.00
275,000.00
195,000.00
225,000.00
135,000.00

750,000.00
330,000.00
275,000.00
195,000.00
225,000.00
135,000.00

HRMO,
MHO

LCE
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low knowledge on project
proposal preparation

well-versed and
capacitated
personnel on project
proposal preparation

low/inadequate
knowledge on basic health
services, prevention and
control

improve knowledge,
attitude and practice
of BHWs and BNSs in
prevention and
control of diseases

lack of motivation
needs review on set
targets and actual
accomplishments

improved and strong
collegial relationship
among employees
and staff
highly motivated
employees and staff

Training on Project
Proposal Preparation

knowledgeable,
skilled and trained
personnel

MHO

2020-2022

5,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

MHO

LCE

Continuing Professional
Development Program for
BHWs and BNS

continuous training
programs for the
personal and
professional
development of
BHWs and BNSs
provided

MHO

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MHO

LCE

MHO

2020-2022

120,000.00

120,000.00

120,000.00

MHO

LCE

MSWDO

2020-2022

225,000.00

225,000.00

225,000.00

HRMO

LCE

MSWDO

2020-2022

135,000.00

135,000.00

135,000.00

HRMO,
MSWDO

LCE

MSWDO

2020-2022

330,000.00
225,000.00

330,000.00
225,000.00

330,000.00
225,000.00

HRMO,
MSWDO

LCE

MSWDO

2020-2022

135,000.00

135,000.00

135,000.00

HRMO,
MSWDO

LCE

Team Building cum midyear/year-end performance
review and planning

motivated
employees and staff
programs and
projects reviewed

Sub-sector: Social Welfare
establishment of
Punerarya ng Bayan

availability/hiring of
skilled embalmer

hiring of one Licensed
Embalmer

not functional Monkayo
Drop-in Center

manned with skilled
house parent

hiring of House Parent for
Monkayo Drop-in Center

understaffed MSWD office

MSWDO with
additional SWO II

hiring of one:
- Social Welfare Officer
II
- Day Care Assistant

Memorandum Circular No.
2017-119 on the
establishment of Persons
with Disabilities Affairs
Office (PDAO)

Republic Act No.
10070 an Act
Establishing an
Institutional
Mechanism to ensure
the Implementation
of Programs and
Services for Persons

hiring of Persons with
Disability Officer

one (1) licensed and
skilled embalmer
hired
services for
mentally ill,
homeless people,
teenagers, and
other communities
that offers a place
where people can
go to is provided
one (1) Social
Welfare Officer II
hired; and
one (1) Day Care
Assistant

one (1) PDAO hired
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with Disabilities in
every Province, City
and Municipality is
pursued
well-capacitated
personnel on their
duties, functions and
responsibilities on
social welfare
well-versed and
capacitated
personnel on project
proposal preparation

attendance to Provincial,
Regional and National
Convention for Social
Welfare Officers

highly-skilled and
well-rounded
MSWDO employees
and staff

MSWDO

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MSWDO

LCE

Training on Project
Proposal Preparation

knowledgeable,
skilled and trained
personnel

MSWDO

2020-2022

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

MSWDO

LCE

Insufficient program
materials for the use of
ECCD children

provision of
additional program
materials for day care
children

capability building and
values enhancement
seminar conducted to Child
Development Workers

100% of EECD
children provided
with programs and
services for their
total development

MSWDO

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MSWDO

LCE,
PSWDO,
DSWD

lack of skills among men,
women, PWD, solo parent,
out of school youth and
Pantawid beneficiaries for
income generating
projects

skilled men and
women PWD, solo
parent , out-ofschool youth and
Pantawid
beneficiaries of
income generating
projects

MSWDO,
MMO-PESU

2020-2022

180,000.00

180,000.00

180,000.00

MSWDO,
MMOPESU

LCE,
TESDA,
DOLE

lack of knowledge on new
laws, policies, programs
and information

low knowledge on project
proposal preparation

not fully functional LCPC
and BCPC members/
technical working group

lack of motivation
needs review on set
targets and actual
accomplishments

100% LCPC and BCPC
functional
improved and strong
collegial relationship
among employees
and staff
highly motivated
employees and staff

conduct of various skills
training based on their
capabilities and needs

Training and seminar to
LCPC and BCPC members

Team Building cum midyear/year-end performance
review and planning

NC II assessed

100% functional
LCPC and BCPC and
members are aware
of their roles and
responsibilities
motivated
employees and staff
programs and
projects reviewed

MSWDO

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MSWDO

LCE,
DSWD,
PNP, AFP,
DOLE,
DepEd

MSWDO

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MSWDO

LCE

2020

100,000.00

MonCAST

LCE

Sub-sector: Education
outdated organizational
structure/ strategic plan

updated
organizational
structure/ strategic
plan

Training-Workshop on
Strategic Planning

Strategic Plan
prepared, reviewed
and approved

MonCAST
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reclassification or staffing
modification in
consonance with
ALCUCOA’s
recommendations
less knowledge on
accreditation
weak academic programs
physical plants and
facilities needs
improvement
manual MONCAST
processes
low participation of faculty
in research presentations
lack of knowledge on new
innovations, policies and
information

change in the
position title
requiring the
issuance of an
appointment with a
corresponding
increase in rank and
salary
better knowledge on
accreditation matters
strong academic
programs
improved plants and
facilities
digitization of
MONCAST processes
research engagement
strengthened
results shared to
wider audience
updated knowledge
on school and
program
administration

reclassification of academic
ranks
- Asst. Professor I
- Asst. Professor II
- Asst. Professor III
- Asst. Professor IV

reclassified
academic ranks

MonCAST

2020-2022

attendance to capability
trainings of ALCUCOA
academic programs
improved

benchmarking to other
local colleges and
universities

strong instruction,
research, extension

MonCAST

2020

hiring of one IT personnel
for the digitization of
MonCAST processes

one (1) IT personnel
hired

MonCAST

2021-2022

attendance to regional,
national and international
research paper
presentation

research culture
built

MonCAST

2020-2022

attendance to regional and
national professional
conference, convention or
forum

faculty and staff
knowledgeable on
school and program
administration

MonCAST

2020-2022

330,000.00
365,000.00

330,000.00
365,000.00
400,000.00

330,000.00
365,000.00
400,000.00
440,000.00

MonCAST,
HRMO

LCE, SB,
BOT

150,000.00

150,000.00

150,000.00

MonCAST

LCE

MonCAST

LCE

50,000.00

135,000.00

135,000.00

MonCAST,
HRMO

LCE

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MonCAST

LCE

150,000.00

150,000.00

150,000.00

MonCAST

LCE

MPDO

LCE, SB,
NHA

Sub-sector: Housing and Resettlement

lack of subdivision plan

subdivision plan
prepared

hiring of Geodetic Engineer
(contractual)

geodetic engineer
contracted for the
preparation of
subdivision plan
prior to titling of
lots

MPDO

2021

2,000,000.00

330,000.00

330,000.00

MMO

LCE, SB

330,000.00

330,000.00

MMOMYDU

LCE, SB,
NYC

Sub-sector: Youth, Sports and Recreation
designate Sports
Development Officer

created and hired
Sports Development
Officer

hiring of Sports
Development Officer

interest and
increasing
participation in
sports is generated

MMO

2020-2021

designated Youth
Development Officer
(casual worker)

capacity in the
community to
support the
development of

hiring of Youth
Development Officer

technical assistance
to the Local Youth
Development

MMO-MYDU

2020-2021

330,000.00
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quality youth work
and enhance the
quality and scope of
youth provision is
built and enhanced

Councils (LYDC) in
the formulation
of Local Youth
Development Plan
provided
other youth-led
initiatives are
monitored

coaches, trainers, sports
enthusiasts and advocates
need higher capability
training in Sports Program
Management

capacitate coaches ,
trainers, sports
enthusiasts and
advocates

Training for Sports
Management

functional Sports
Program

Teachers,
School
Heads, Local
Gov’t Unit ,
LCE

2020-2022

120,000.00

120,000.00

120,000.00

DepEd,
LGU

LCE, SB

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 2: Expanding Economic Opportunities
Sub-sector: Agriculture
low adoption of farming
technologies and cost
effective adaptation
strategies
lack of opportunities on
crop production, livestock
production, meat
processing, food
processing and
packing
no position of Agricultural
and Biosystems Engineer
to handle irrigation, FMR
and farm structure works
low level of awareness on
fishery laws and inland
fishery production
low level of knowledge on
agriculture extension
services
low adoption of livestock
and poultry technologies
and cost effective
adaptation strategies

high level of
adoption on
improved farming
technologies

Training of Trainers for
Farmers Field School, Farm
Business School, and
Climate Smart Field School

development of the
agro-enterprise and
agribusiness
interventions is
expanded

Technical briefings/
trainings/seminars on
productivity and agri-based
enterprise

better function and
preparation of plans
is improved
increased awareness
on inland fishery
extension services
improved
high level of
adoption on
improved livestock

reclassification of
Agriculturist II position and
hiring of one Agricultural
and Biosystems Engineer
Technical briefings/
trainings/seminars on
Inland Fishery Development
and Management
Training for 21 Barangay
Volunteer Agriculture
Technicians (BVAT)
conduct of related
trainings/training on
livestock productivity
enhancement

highly skilled
agriculture
extension workers

MAGRO

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MAGRO

LCE, DAATI

agri-business is
explored and
developed

MAGRO

2020-2022

80,000.00

80,000.00

80,000.00

MAGRO

LCE, DA,
DTI

Agricultural and
Biosystems
Engineer hired

MAGRO

2020-2022

365,000.00

365,000.00

365,000.00

MAGRO

LCE, SB

well-enforced laws
and other fishery
laws

MAGRO

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MAGRO

LCE, BFAR

21 BVATs trained
and highly-skilled

MAGRO

2020-2022

200,000.00

200,000.00

200,000.00

MAGRO

LCE

highly skilled
agriculture
extension workers

MAGRO

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MAGRO

LCE, DA

increased number
farmers trained
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and poultry
technologies

increased number
livestock and
poultry operators
trained

low knowledge on project
proposal preparation

well-versed and
capacitated
personnel on project
proposal preparation

Training on Project
Proposal Preparation

knowledgeable,
skilled and trained
personnel

low participation of
women in agricultural
production

increase participation
of women and youth
in agricultural
production,
processing and
marketing

Gender-based Training
Integrated Farming System
cum Entrepreneurship
Gender-based Capability
Training for
RIC/4H/Cooperatives with
Emphasis on Financial
Literacy and Food Safety

knowledgeable,
skilled and trained
agricultural
extension workers
to deliver
technologies to
end-users

low awareness on proper
meat handling, processing,
maintenance and control

gain and develop the
knowledge, and skills
on Good
Manufacturing
Practices and
importance of proper
handling,
maintenance and
control

Training on meat safety
and control

implementation of AntiRabies Act of 2007
(Republic Act 9482)

rabies-free
municipality

lack of knowledge on new
innovations, policies and
information
farmers employ
technologies that has
deleterious consequences
for the environment and
human health
lack of motivation
needs review on set
targets and actual
accomplishments

updated knowledge
on agricultural
production,
processing and
marketing
adapt better
practices from other
farmers
to help improve farm
performance
improved and strong
collegial relationship
among employees
and staff

MAGRO

2020-2022

5,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

MAGRO

LCE

MAGRO

2020-2022

25,000.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

MAGRO

LCE

MAGRO

2020-2022

15,000.00

15,000.00

15,000.00

MAGRO

LCE

highly-skilled
personnel on meat
safety and control

MAGRO

2020-2022

15,000.00

15,000.00

15,000.00

MAGRO

LCE

Training on rabies
prevention and elimination

highly-skilled
personnel on

MAGRO

2020-2022

5,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

MAGRO

LCE

attendance to provincial,
regional, and national
convention

knowledgeable and
updated
agricultural
extension workers

MAGRO

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MAGRO

LCE

MAGRO

2020-2022

30,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

MAGRO

LCE

MAGRO

2020-2022

75,000.00

75,000.00

75,000.00

MAGRO

LCE

benchmarking/learning
visits/farm visits on
successful farms
Team Building cum midyear/year-end performance
review and planning

improved efficiency
in the farm business
increased profit
motivated
employees and staff
programs and
projects reviewed
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highly motivated
employees and staff

Sub-sector: Tourism
lack of capacity
enhancement for
stakeholders and
practitioners

capacity of
stakeholders and PR
actioners is enhanced

Training on Protocol, Code
of Conduct and Etiquette,
Personality Development
for tourism practitioners

low level of cultural
awareness and culturesensitivity

cultural awareness
and culturesensitivity promoted

Seminar on Philippine
culture, customs and
traditions

low level of awareness on
agri- and cultural tourism
enterprise

agri-tourism and
cultural tourism
developed and
popularized

Seminar on development of
agri- and/or cultural
tourism enterprise

low knowledge on project
proposal preparation

well-versed and
capacitated
personnel on project
proposal preparation

Training on project
proposal preparation

no full-time personnel to
handle tourism promotion
and investment in the
municipality

hired Municipal
Tourism Officer

needs an overview of
tourism feasibility to
design better policies and
programs

basis for a better
tourism planning and
development is
provided
more effective and
efficient public
spending on tourism
is supported

key personnel
trained on
personality
development
key personnel
aware on Philippine
culture, customs
and traditions
sustainable tourism
promoted

MMO-MTU

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MMOMTU

LCE, DOT

MMO-MTU

2020-2022

20,000.00

20,000.00

20,000.00

MMOMTU

LCE, DOT,
NCAA

MMO-MTU

2020-2022

25,000.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

MMOMTU

LCE, DOT.
DA, PLGU

knowledgeable,
skilled and trained
personnel

MMO-MTU

2020-2022

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

MMOMTU

LCE

hiring of Municipal Tourism
Officer

Municipal Tourism
Officer hired

MMO-MTU

2020-2022

330,000.00

330,000.00

330,000.00

MMOMTU

LCE, SB

benchmarking/tourism site
visits on community-led
tourism

Tourism Officer’s
knowledge is
improved

MMO-MTU

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MMOMTU

LCE, DOT,
PLGU

75,000.00

75,000.00

75,000.00

PLU

LCE, SB

increase number of
agri- and cultural
tourism enterprise
developed and
promoted

Sub-sector: Commerce, Trade, and Industry
streamlining business
registration

simplified business
registration and
licensing procedures
to spur the creation

Capacity development of
Business One Stop Shop
(BOSS)

business creation
and investment
inflows increased

MTO, PLU

2020-2022
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of new businesses,
and generate more
revenues

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 3: Environmental Protection and Preservation
Sub-sector: Forest and Forestland Management
no technical personnel to
monitor environmental
projects

Insufficient knowledge of
existing staff regarding
environmental
management, laws and
updates

not familiar on the
conceptual framework,
use, processes, techniques
and methodologies in
Environmental Impact
Assessment

availability of highly
trained technical staff
to oversee and
monitor projects
training on
environmental
management
conducted
aware and
knowledgeable on
environmental laws
and updates
gain the skills and
knowledge in
conducting an
Environmental
Impact Assessment
(EIA) and improve
LGU-Monkayo’s
environmental
performance

hiring of:
- Env’l Management
Specialist II
- Admin. Officer II
- Admin. Officer I

personnel hired

Training on Integrated
Environmental
Management

empowered and
knowledgeable staff

MENRO

2020-2022

orientation on
environmental laws and
updates

highly
knowledgeable staff

MENRO

Training on Environmental
Impact Assessment

competent and
highly
knowledgeable staff

MENRO

MENRO

2021-2022

330,000.00

MENRO

LCE

225,000.00

330,000.00
225,000.00
210,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MENRO

LCE

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MENRO

LCE

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MENRO

LCE

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 4: Accelerating Infrastructure Delivery
Sub-sector: Roads and Transport
understaffed Municipal
Engineering Office

more employees to
cater the increasing
demand of
engineering services

skills training on AutoCAd
and other related softwares
and equipment for road
design and cost estimates

highly-skilled staff

MEO

2020-2022

75,000.00

75,000.00

75,000.00

MEO

LCE

some personnel lack of
knowledge on GIS,
delegated to one
personnel only

trained personnel on
GIS

Training on Geographical
Information System (GIS)

highly-skilled staff

MEO

2020-2022

30,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

MEO

LCE

lack of knowledge on road
policies, laws and rules

aware and
knowledgeable on
road policies, laws
and rules

orientation on road
policies, laws and rules

knowledgeable staff

MEO

2020-2022

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

MEO

LCE
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lack of training in the
conduct of community
consultation

cognizant of the
community needs

Trainers’ training on
community involvement

staff functions and duties
are dispersed due to lack
of personnel

more focused
personnel on its
assigned duties and
functions resulting to
more productivity

hiring of one (1) Engineer II
position

flexible, create and
excellent leadership
skills staff

MEO

2020-2022

MEO

2021-2022

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

MEO

LCE

365,000.00

365,000.00

MEO

LCE

100,000.00

100,000.00

MPOC

LCE

Engineer II hired
better workload
distribution

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 5: Building Safe and Secure Municipality
Sub-sector: Protective Services
needs improvement on
overall quality of public
safety and law
enforcement

enhanced overall
quality of public
safety and law
enforcement

support the peace and
order councils and its
secretariat services and
conduct of meetings

maintained peace
and order in the
municipality

PNP, AFP,
MLGOO,
MPOC,
MADAC

2020-2022

100,000.00

Sub-sector: Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation
DRRM staff cannot act
full-time on their
responsibilities with
regards to DRRM concerns
due to their employment
status
need to heighten on
disaster preparedness in
the municipality
need to heighten on
disaster preparedness in
the barangays

filled-up the required
personnel in the
MDRRMO

capacitated and
increased level on
disaster
preparedness
BDRRMCs
capacitated and
increased level on
disaster
preparedness

filling up of vacant
positions to perform the
functions of DRRM Office
- LDRRMO II

permanent
personnel
performing key
tasks on disaster
reduction and
climate change
mitigation

MDRRMO

2020-2022

330,000.00

330,000.00

330,000.00

MDRRMO

LCE

capacity building and
benchmarking to other
municipalities/cities

MDRRMO staff
attended relevant
trainings

MDRRMO

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MDRRMO

LCE

capacitate BDRRMCs

BDRRMC members
attended relevant
trainings

MDRRMO

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MDRRMO

LCE

MDRRMO

2020-2022

200,000.00

200,000.00

200,000.00

MDRRMO,
MOSART

LCE

MEO

2020

100,000.00

MEO

LCE

MDRRMO

2020-2022

100,000.00

MDRRMO

LCE

limited number of
volunteer responders

number of
community-based
volunteers increased

organize community
response team

no drainage plan
formulated

drainage master plan
formulated, reviewed
and approved

capacity building for the
formulation of drainage
master plan

lack of radio operator

additional 95.7 RLG
FM radio operator

hiring of job order as radio
operator

community-based
response volunteers
organized and
recognized
master plan
formulated,
reviewed and
approved
one (1) radio
operator hired

100,000.00

100,000.00
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upgrade early warning
system

early warning system
established (mapping
of routes and safe
grounds/ place for
evacuation,
installation of alarm
systems in strategic
locations)

weak enforcement of
national laws such as the
Fire Code of the
Philippines and the
National Building Code

fully-enforced
national laws such as
the Fire Code of the
Philippines and the
National Building
Code

lack of motivation
needs review on set
targets and actual
accomplishments

improved and strong
collegial relationship
among employees
and staff
highly motivated
staff and legislators

efficient and
effective early
warning system

upgrade early warning
system
establish effective
communication system

effective
communication
system

enforce in the local level
the National Building Code
and the Fire Code of the
Philippines

Team Building cum midyear/year-end performance
review and planning

all infrastructure in
the municipality is
constructed in
accordance with the
National Building
Code and the Fire
Code of the
Philippines
motivated
employees and staff
programs and
projects reviewed

MDRRMO

2020-2022

MEO, BFP

2020-2022

MDRRMO

2020-2022

250,000.00

250,000.00

250,000.00

MDRRMO

LCE

MEO, BFP

80,000.00

80,000.00

80,000.00

MDRRMO

LCE

Strategic Thrust and Development Priority No. 6: Advancing Institutional Capability
Sub-sector: Organizational Management
outdated HRD plan of
LGU-Monkayo

right placement of
personnel according
to their competency

outdated Citizen’s Charter
of the Municipality of
Monkayo

Citizen’s Charter
updated/revised

less Leadership skills of
women leaders in the
barangay

empower women
leaders in the
barangays

review of individual
employees data record
personnel data profiling as
to their competency level

revision of Citizen’s Charter

Trainings, Seminars and
Team Buildings Activities
Benchmarking on best
practices and site visits

HRD plan
formulated,
reviewed and
updated

LCE, HRMO,
ExeCom

2020

100,000.00

HRMO

LCE

improved efficiency
in the delivery of
government service
to the public where
bureaucratic red
tape is eliminated
and graft and
corruption is
prevented

all offices

2020

200,000.00

all offices

LCE

empowered women
leaders

BWDC
MWDC

2020-2022

150,000.00

MMO

LCE

300,000.00

450,000.00
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lack/less capacity of SB
members and staff in
crafting resolutions and
ordinances

well-trained and
knowledgeable
sangguniang bayan
members and staff
on the rudiments of
legislation

Training/Workshop
on Effective Legislation

lack of IT Equipment

availability of IT
equipment

procurement of IT
equipment (12 units) with
software

lack of capacity on ICT and
basic computer skills

skilled/ enhanced
capacity on ICT and
paperless system

Basic Training on ICT and
Paperless System

lack of knowledge on
codification

knowledgeable on
codification of
ordinances

Training on Codification of
Ordinances

weak linkage between
officials and staff; lack of
motivation

improved and strong
collegial relationship
among SB members
and staff

knowledgeable,
skilled and welltrained SB members
fast/real-time
compliance/
completion of tasks
skilled and trained
on basic on ICT and
paperless system
trained,
knowledgeable on
codification of
ordinances

SB members,
Legislative
Staff

2020

Legislative
Staff

2021

Legislative
Staff

200,000.00

SB

LCE, SB

550,000.00

SB

LCE, SB

2021

150,000.00

SB

LCE, SB

Committee
on
Codification

2021

100,000.00

SB

LCE, SB

Team Building and YearEnd Evaluation

motivated SBMs
and Staff

SB members
and
Legislative
Staff

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

SB

LCE, SB

Team Building/Leadership
Training

knowledgeable,
skilled and welltrained Lady SB
members/barangay
kagawads

4L Members

2020-2022

150,000.00

150,000.00

150,000.00

4L, SB

LCE

SSB; TWG

2021-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

SSB

selected LGU
male
employees

2021

100,000.00

designated
Records
Officers

2020-2022

highly motivated
staff and legislators

lack or less functional 4L
organization

well-organized 4L

lack of knowledge and
skills on librarianship

skilled/capacitated
personnel on
librarianship

lack of knowledge on
Enhanced Reaffirmation of
Paternal Responsibility
Training (ERPAT)

trained and
knowledgeable on
ERPAT

Training/Orientation on
ERPAT

Trained ERPAT
facilitators

lack of knowledge on
Records Management and
Archival System

well-trained and
knowledgeable on
records management
and archival system

Training/Workshop/
Benchmarking
on Records Management
and Archival System

knowledgeable,
skilled and welltrained RMs

Benchmarking and
Replication of Best
Practices
Training on Library
Management
Benchmarking on Public
Libraries

trained on Library
management and
operations

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

GADFPS

LCE

all offices

LCE
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for Records
Officers/Archivist
newly approved
Comprehensive Land Use
Plan and Zoning
Ordinance

proper
implementation of
zoning ordinance

understaffed MPD Office
limited knowledge on new
issuances or guidelines on
planning and zoning
administration and
functions
Barangay Civil Registration
System (BCRS) not fully
implemented
lack of filing cabinets

old computer units

lack of qualified
manpower/ understaffed

old computer units

lack of NC II skills training
limited knowledge on new
issuances or guidelines on
labor laws
absence of appropriate
regular position of each
unit (understaffed)

MPDC and staff with
updated knowledge
on planning
guidelines and other
issuances
BCRS fully
implemented in all
barangays
enough filing
cabinets for
documents and
records
equipped with one
unit of computer
with printer
hiring of qualified
Labor and
Employment
Assistant Officer
equipped with one
unit of computer
with printer
increased skilled, NC
II persons
attendance to DOLE
Congress, MYPA and
YEPA, and
trainings/seminars
presence of
competent, skilled
staff clerk, collector,
cemetery in-charge

creation and hiring of one
Zoning Officer I
creation and hiring of
Project Development
Officer I
creation and hiring of Clerk
I

Zoning Officer I
hired
Project
Development
Officer I hired

MPDO

2021-2022

225,000.00

225,000.00

LCE,
HRMO

LCE

MPDO

2021-2022

225,000.00

225,000.00

LCE,
HRMO

LCE

MPDO

2021-2022

135,000.00

135,000.00

LCE,
HRMO

LCE

attendance to regular
seminars, conferences,
conventions and capability
building

MPDC and staff
knowledgeable on
planning and
zoning guidelines

MPDC and
staff

2020-2022

100,000.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

MPDO

LCE,
DILG,
HLURB

Training/seminar on BCRS
for all barangay secretaries

BCRS fully
functional in all
barangays

MCR,
Barangay
Secretaries

2020-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

MCRO

LCE, PSA,
BLGU

purchase of needed
furniture/fixture

proper filing and
safekeeping of
records

MCRO

2021-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

MCRO

LCE

purchase of one (1) unit
computer with complete
accessories

ease of doing
business/faster
transaction

MCRO

2021

50,000.00

MCRO

LCE

creation and hiring of Labor
and Employment Assistant

efficient delivery of
services

MMO-PESU

2021-2022

225,000.00

MMOPESU

LCE

purchase of one (1) unit
computer with complete
accessories

ease of doing
business/faster
transaction
highly skilled
workforce and
constituency

MMO-PESU

2021

50,000.00

MMOPESU

LCE

MMO-PESU

2020-2022

80,000.00

80,000.00

80,000.00

MMOPESU

LCE

MMO-PESU

2020-2022

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

MMOPESU

LCE

EEMO

2020-2022

135,000.00
165,000.00
185,000.00

135,000.00
165,000.00
185,000.00

135,000.00
165,000.00
185,000.00

HRMO,
LFC

LCE, SB

conduct of Skills-Training
(NC II)

Clerk I hired

attendance to regular
trainings/seminars,
congress and conventions

highly skilled PES
Manager

Creation and hiring of
regular positions:
- Clerk I
- Admin. Aide VI

clerk, collector and
cemetery in-charge
hired

225,000.00
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- Admin Asst. II
personnel not fully
updated on their technical
works/functions and
responsibilities
lack of motivation
needs review on set
targets and actual
accomplishments

well-updated
personnel on their
actual work
assignment and tasks
improved and strong
collegial relationship
among employees
and staff
highly motivated
employees and staff

Capability Building Seminar
Exposure trip

Team Building cum midyear/year-end performance
review and planning

improved staffing
and knowledgeable
personnel
motivated
employees and staff
programs and
projects reviewed

EEMO

2020-2022

150,000.00

150,000.00

150,000.00

EEMO

LCE

employees
and staff

2020-2022

500,000.00

500,000.00

500,000.00

all offices

LCE

710,000.00

710,000.00

HRMO,
MADO

LCE

MACCO

LCE

MASSO

LCE

MASSO

LCE

MASSO

LCE

MMO-PLU

LCE

Sub-sector: Financial Management
institutionalize the
Internal Audit Office
No Internal Audit Office

inadequate computer
units

resources are used
consistent with laws,
regulations and
policies is ensured
1:1 ratio for
computer to
personnel
1:1 ratio for printers

creation and hiring of
Internal Audit Officer

procurement of computers

less knowledge on
ETRACS operation

adequate book
shelves for the
assessment books

conduct trainings and
workshops for MASSO staff

inadequate bookshelves
for the assessment books
and other vital assessment
documents

wider/spacious
record’s section

purchase of additional
bookshelves

no service vehicle for
ocular inspection of real
properties

conditioned vehicle
to be used for ocular
inspections

procurement of motor
vehicle

creation of Licensing
Officer III

presence of Licensing
Officer III

hiring of Licensing Officer
III

reliability and
integrity of financial
and operational
information of the
LGU is ascertained
additional two
computers and
three printers
procured
Real Property
Assessments,
business permit and
licensing and
revenue collection
fully automated
assessment books
are properly stored
and kept
efficient and
productive
appraisal and
assessment of real
property
Licensing Officer III
hired

MMO

2021-2022

MACCO

2020

80,000.00

MASSO,
MTO, PLU,
MMO

2020-2022

50,000.00

MASSO

2021

MASSO

2021

MMO-PLU

2021-2022

50,000.00

50,000.00

250,000.00

250,000.00

440,000.00

440,000.00
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less knowledge on BPLS
operation

lack of IT equipment
no service vehicle to
supplement the need of
assessment and inspection
of businesses throughout
the municipality

knowledgeable,
skilled and trained
staff on BPLS
operation
additional two (2)
units computer with
printer and software
additional one (1)
unit motorcycle for
efficient and
productive
assessment of
businesses

hands-on training and
seminar workshop

well-trained and
knowledgeable on
BPLS operation

MMO-PLU,
MTO

2020-2022

50,000.00

purchase of additional two
(2) units computers with
printers and software

two units
computers with
printers procured

MMO-PLU

2020

100,000.00

purchase on one (1) unit
motorcycle

one unit motorcycle
procured

MMO-PLU

2021

50,000.00

50,000.00

200,000.00

MMO-PLU

LCE

MMO-PLU

LCE

MMO-PLU

LCE

MCRO

LCE

MPDO

LCE

Sub-sector: Information Management System
lack of personnel as data
encoder

hire one (1)
personnel for data
encoding

no data manager for data
processing, presentation
and visualization with the
use of software that are
available

creation of
permanent position
and hire one (1)
personnel for RCBMS
data

Data encoder hired

efficient data
management

IT personnel hired

processed data
utilize for evidencebased planning,
budgeting and
project/program
development

LCE, HRMO

2022

MPDO

2021

135,000.00

225,000.00
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Chapter X

Monitoring and Evaluation
Planning is often viewed as a continuous or at least a cyclical process. This has not
come about in the Philippines due in part to the current practice of regarding planning as
a project which must have a time start and time finish. The prevalent notion about planning
is that it is a process of producing the plan document, a service more conveniently
contracted out to external consultants perceived to be more technically competent than
the local residents. For planning to be truly continuous it must form part of the regular
function of the local planning structure as herein described. One major activity that the
local planning structure is mandated to perform is to “coordinate, monitor, and evaluate
the implementation of development programs and projects” (Sec. 109, a, 5, RA 7160). The
critical importance of monitoring and evaluation in linking one planning cycle to the next
lies in the production of new information derived from the assessment of impacts of plans,
programs and projects as implemented, the effects of regulatory measures as enforced, as
well as the outcomes of developments in the area that had not come under the control or
influence of the local planning system.
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) serve several purposes. In the absence of effective
monitoring and evaluation, it would be difficult to know whether the intended results are
being achieved as planned, what corrective action may be needed to ensure delivery of the
intended results, and whether initiatives are making positive contributions towards human
development. Monitoring and evaluation always relate to pre-identified results in the
development plan. They are driven by the need to account for the achievement of intended
results and provide a fact base to inform corrective decision making. They are an essential
management tool to support the Local Government Unit of Monkayo commitment to
accountability for results, resources entrusted to it, and organizational learning.
Furthermore, both feed into the overall programme management processes and make an
essential contribution to the ability to manage for development results.
In order to facilitate evaluation of this ELA’s contribution to Monkayo’s development,
there is need for evidence of results. This requires a comparison of the situation before the
start of the operational plan with the situation afterwards, and a control for other factors
that may influence the changes that are observed during the implementation period. LGUMonkayo’s M&E strategy spells out the minimum required operational procedures for all
its initiatives that support provision of data on generation of outputs, contribution to
outcomes and impacts will be assessed. These include: development of baselines;
development of performance monitoring plans; performance reporting; portfolio reviews
and ex-post evaluations.
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In addition, relevant risks and assumptions in resounding out planned monitoring
and evaluation activities should be seriously considered, anticipated and included in the
M&E framework. LGU-Monkayo will employ three main components in its M&E: (a)
narrative component; (b) results framework; and, (c) planning matrices for monitoring and
evaluation. This will be carried out by the Municipal Project Monitoring Committee (MPMC)
and the Municipal Research Collaborative Team.
Ultimately, communication and stakeholder engagement will be important to
generate support and cooperation among stakeholders and the general public. The MDC
Secretariat together with the Municipal Information Unit will spearhead a communication
and engagement program and work with the LGU-Monkayo’s implementing departments
to inform and actively engage the stakeholders throughout the plan period.
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Republic of the Philippines
Province of Compostela Valley

MUNICIPALITY OF MONKAYO
OFFICE OF THE MUNICIPAL MAYOR
2nd

Floor, Unity Building, J. Martin St., Government Center, Poblacion, Monkayo, Compostela Valley

EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 2019 -

044

MOBILIZING AN EXECUTIVE-LEGISLATIVE AGENDA (ELA) TEAM
AND DESIGNATING THE COMPOSITION THEREOF
WHEREAS, Republic Act 7160 otherwise known as the Local Government Code of
1991 mandates local government units to prepare a Comprehensive Development Plan that
outlines the key aspirations, challenges and concerns facing local governments and a set
of programs, projects and policies towards the sustained socio-economic development;
WHEREAS, the Executive-Legislative Agenda (ELA) serves as an implementing
mechanism for the CDP and its process ensures that the plan is reflective and supportive
of the sentiments of and has generated popular support from the various stakeholders in
the LGU;
WHEREAS, the ELA process requires a team that will back up the chief executive in
the various preparatory, consultative and technical activities in order to come up with good
quality and acceptable outputs;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, RAMIL L. GENTUGAYA, Municipal Mayor, Monkayo,
Compostela Valley, by virtue of the powers vested in me by law, do hereby ORDER identify
and mobilize the ELA Team, to wit:
SECTION I. COMPOSITION
CHAIRPERSON:

RAMIL L. GENTUGAYA
Municipal Mayor

VICE CHAIRPERSON:

RAUL B. BASAÑES
Municipal Administrator

MEMBERS:
FOR THE EXECUTIVE:
GERONIMO O. BALANA, MPA
Municipal Planning & Development Coordinator

ENGR. REYNALDO L. ALLADO
Municipal Engineer

MARIA DORIS D. DALOGDOG, MPA
General Services Officer

DR. OLIVIA L. CERBO, RMT
Municipal Health Officer

ENGR. CHRISTOPHER M. EDJIC, Ph.D.
Municipal Agriculturist

EVELYN B. TOLENTINO, MPA
OIC – MENRO

JANET M. PANILAG, RSW
Mun. Social Welfare & Dev’t. Officer

ALICIA C. CABUNOC, MPA
MDRRMO

FOR THE LEGISLATIVE:
JOANNA AILEEN A. GENTUGAYA
Municipal Vice Mayor

JOEL D. BASAÑES II
SB Member, Chair, Comm. on Finance

MARIE JUDY L. DAMASIN
Secretary to the Sanggunian
CSO REPRESENTATIVE:

ANALYN Q. ENUNGAN
President, TUSWO

FACILITATOR:

IVY MAE L. ESTEBAN, MPA
Municipal Local Government Operations Officer

SECRETARIAT:
ENGR. SUNSHINE G. PAULIN, Ph.D.
MERCEDITA E. LOBO
ROSELLE O. LIM
JOSE LEMUEL A. GABATO

Planning Officer III
Administrative Officer V
Private Secretary II
Administrative Aide IV

SECTION II. FUNCTIONS & DUTIES OF THE ELA TEAM
1. Review available plans and documents and gather data required in the development
of the ELA
2. Assist the local chief executive in public hearings and other consultation sessions
with the various LGU stakeholder sectors like the LGU offices, local development
council, sanggunian and other sectoral organizations;

3. Assist the local chief executive and the LDC in drafting and finalizing the ELA to
include the 3-year LDIP, current year and executive budget and AIP;
4. Assist the LCE in his presentation of the ELA to various stakeholders; and
5. Do other tasks required by the LCE in order to produce the desired outputs.
SECTION III. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE LDC AND OTHER UNITS. The ELA Team shall
work closely with the LDC as soon as it is reconstituted. The LDC shall act as the reference
group for the ELA team and shall participate actively, through its representative, in all
stages of the ELA process.
SECTION IV. SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS. The team may call upon the assistance of
relevant units and/or local government personnel through the respective department/unit
heads in the implementation of various activities.
SECTION V. EFFECTIVITY. The ELA Team shall exercise their various functions and
duties effective immediately until the project closes.
DONE this 29th day of July, 2019 at Mayor’s Office, Unity Building, Government Center,
Poblacion, Monkayo, Compostela Valley.

RAMIL L. GENTUGAYA
Municipal Mayor

Formulation of Executive-Legislative Agenda
with Capacity Development Agenda
August 21-23, 2019
Park Inn by Radisson, Lanang, Davao City

Consultative Workshop with Civil Society Organizations
for Executive-Legislative Agenda (ELA) 2020-2022 Formulation
August 02, 2019
Roofdeck, Municipal Hall Building, Poblacion, Monkayo, Compostela Valley

2/F Unity Building, Jose Martin St., Poblacion, Monkayo, Compostela Valley
www.monkayo.gov.ph

info@monkayo.gov.ph

+63917-1191-875

